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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

John E Webster—Sheriff’s sale.
Parcher’s Drug Store—Rainbow dyes.
Union Trust Co—Notice.
Dr H W Osgood—Office day.
Smith A Hagerthy—Opening sale.
W R Parker ClothiugCo—Clothing.
David Friend— Far coats.?
Harry C Austin A Co—Furniture and under-

taking.
J A Haynes—Cash-down store.

I

effect Oct. F, 1911.
MAILS BBCBIVBD.

m.

POSTOFFICB.

Goino Wbst—10.80, 11.80 a m; 5.15,9 pm.
Going East-4.46 a m; 8.45, 6 pm.
^
Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an hour before mail closes.
No Sunday mail after Nov 26; until that date
raailarrivesfromwestatS.ll a m; closes for
west at 4.20 p m.
Postofflce open on 8nnday from 9 to 10 a m.

—

—

For Travelers

Miss Winnie H. Southard is spending
Harbor.

the week at Seal

is afforded by our Travelers Checques
“cashed”
at face value without question the world overall ideal means
whereby tourists may always
have ready cash, yet have their funds properly
safeguarded. W hether you intend to travel a lot
or a little, you ought to know all about these
economical Travelers’ Checques.
Write TODAY for particulars.
—

Mrs. W. H. Dresser, of Yarmouthville,
is visiting friends in Ellsworth.
Miss Carrie Russell, of Warren, has enUnion Trust Co.

tered the employ of the
Miss Emilie Young

will

her
classes in dancing at Odd Fellows hail on
Nov. 11.
resume

Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett and daughter Marion left yesterday for Cambridge, Mass.,
for the winter.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
Bangor. Maine.
Branches at Old Town, Mach las and Dexter

Mrs. Austin M. Foster left yesterday for
to visit her daughter, Mrs.
David L. Yale.

\_

Enfield, Conn.,

Walter J. Clark, jr., and wife are home
after spending ten days with C. R. Davis
and wife, of East Boston.
✓
The first snow flurry of the season, sufficient to whiten the ground in spots, occurred last Friday, Oct. 27.
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DON’T FORGET
stock of Groceries, Provisions, Fruit, Prot'uce, etc., I am now carrying
FRESH MEATS
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TELEPHONE 13.

M.

Ellsworth
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Just Arrived!
i

A largo quantity of Engliab-cared, slack-salted pollock. These fish
were caught on Grand Manan banks, where the very fattest, best conditinned fish are taken.
They’re cured just right and are guaranteed to be
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Dr.H.W.OSQOOD Transient, Livery
New Location Manning BIk. and Sale Stable
Office Day* TUESDAYS ui FRIDAYS
:

the old Hale stand

12 Ofwre St

coats

For quality and price my
■took cannot bo excelled.

Clcanai Pnsssd, Ripairtd

DAVID FRIEND.
Main street,.BUsworth
ELUWUBTH

Steam Lanmdry and Bath Rooms.
"SO FAT, MO WAIIIO.'

I hare bought out the old Dodge
stable, and will continue the business
at the same stand.

WOOD.
_

leaadry work done at abort aotJoe.
GoodteaUod tor and dallrend.
H. B. BSTBY * OO.
"Ittey Building. stalest-.KII»worth,Me
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RESTAURANT,E

Open at an hoax. Board by day or waek
Best at Serrloe.

Best

at Cooking.

Cot. Mala and Hancock Sts, Ellsworth. Mains

Lygonia lodge

will work the third de-

candidates to-morrow evening. District Deputy Grand Master Ober,
ot Northeast Harbor, will pay his official
visit to the lodge the same evening. A
banquet will follow the work.
gree

on

two

firm of Smith & Hagerthy will
its store in the Manning block,
and Franklin streets, next
corner Main
Wednesday, Nov. 8. Improvements are
being made on the interior of the store,
and it is being thoroughly renovated and
The

new

open

painted.
Saturday afternoon juror*

were drawn
to attand the December term of the
United States district court at Portland a*
follows: Grand juror*, Edmund G. Hopkin*, George P. Smith; petit Jurors, J. A.
Cunningham, Harry E. Rowe. The court
will oonvene Dec. 5.

CHOICE CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Ate Now In Bloom at the Ellsworth

arsenheuss
A

cordial invitation to come and see them la
given to all who would enjoy visiting a chrysanthemum show.
Telephone 48.

UNION TRUST COMPANY"

furnished

evening

at the
church scored a

parlors
success

last

Wednesday

OF

of the Methodist
for .the ladies of

William F. Campbell
Fred A. Chandler
Alfred B. Crabtree
Henry W. Cushman
Lucilius A. Emery
Myer Gallert
John U. Graham
Henry H. Gray

Eugene Hale
W. A. Havey
Barney B. Havey
Frank L. Hodgkins

L. Elrie Holmes
John R. Holmes
R. B. Holmes
Arno W. King

Baynesville, Orient, Amity, Cary plantation and Hodgdon.
NO-SCHOOL SIGNAL.
Whistle sounds long blast, two short
blasts and long blast. If blown at
7.4S a. m.—No school in forenoon.
12 m.—No school in afternoon.
11 a. m.—One session.
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UNION TRUST COMPANY
~
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FATAL ACCIDENT.

carelessly resting against him. In some
was accidentally
dismanner the gun
charged, the charge entering the groin,
severing the femoral artery. The boy’s
first thought was to try to reach home,
and half unconscious he stumbled on the
few rods to where the body was found.
He could not have lived more than a few
minutes after receiving the wound.
Coroner Jordan deemed an inquest unnecessary.
Wandered All Night, Insane.
Brooksvii.le, Oct. 30 (special)—Frank
Id. Hooper, who has bad two slight shocks
recently, became mentally deranged Friday. Leaving the house at 3 p. m., and not
returning at dark, search was made, but
because of darkness and storm, it had to
be abandoned. In the morning neighbors
renewed the search.
Ur. Hooper was found over a mile from
bis home, in a serious condition, suffering
from exposure in the cold storm all night.
His clothing was almost torn from him,
one shoe and stocking were gone, and his
face and bands were lacerated.
He was taken to his home and medical
aid was summoned. He was pronounced
insane, and will be taken to Bangor tor
care.

The school board has given authority to
the principal of high school and teachers
in charge of common schools of the city to
declare one session on stormy days,
whether 11 o’clock whistle blows or not,
if in their opinion weather conditions
warrant it at usual hour for dismissal.

s

p
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We Invite yon to become a depositor with The Union Trust Company of Ellsworth. You nave only to glance over the list of onr officers and directors to
know that your money is safe under their supervision.
The managers of this
institution are well known for their probity and business success Yon need
have uo hesitation in entrusting your business or your savings to their care.
We take pleasure in ottering you all the facilities of onr inetitntion and we
trust that you will avail yourself of them, and will favor us with your banking
business.

dent to him that the young man had been
seated on the ledge, perhaps with the gun

work. The distance from Brewer to
Boulton will be about 108 miles.
The new road will run through Bolden,
East Eddington, township 32, Great Pond,
Nicatous
lake, Lakeville plantation,
Dobsis lake, Carroll and Prentiss. The
route from Bancroft to Boulton is through

Albert E. Mace
Frank C. Nash
John A. Peters
Bion M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P, Spoflord
O. W. Tapley
John O. Whitney
\

f

Son of Alexander H. Cray Shot Himself While Hunting.
%
Alexander W. Gray, aged eighteen years,
Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works
son of Alexander H. Gray, of Winkampaw,
Plans New Buildings.
The Ellsworth Foundry & Machine was found dead in the woods about two
Works is negotiating for a lease of the miles from his home Monday afternoon.
Shackford wharf lot and the Drinkwater A terrible gun shot wound in his groin
lot, adjoining its present property, just told the cause of his death, and there was
south of the entrance to its lot.
every indication that he had shot himself
The company is fast outgrowing its accidentally.
present lot. There is no better equipped
Young Gray left home Sunday afteryard in the State for hauling out and re- noon to go to Green Lake, with his
pairing launches and yachts. Owners brother. He was returning home Monday
have been quick to appreciate this, and as forenoon, following a wood road which
a result the business has grown
runs from George W. Patten’s farm, skirtrapidly.
In all, about twenty-five boats will be ing the foot of the mountain, and leading
hauled out for the winter at this yard, the toward Mr. Gray’s farm above Winkumlargest being the eigbty-flve foot yacht paw corner. He was alone.
John Hubbard, following the same wood
Eaglet. Only a few months ago a new
boat house was built, and already work road about 3 o’clock in the
afternoon,
has commenced on a new one 126x32 feet. came upon a bloody trail which led from
A railway has already been laid.
a ledge, where he discovered a gun, and
The Drinkwater and Shackford lots will circled into the woods. Following the
give the company an additional area of trail eight or ten rods, he came upon the
Mr. Hubbard car55x100 feet, which it is proposed to cover body of young Gray.
with a garage of the most modern con- ried the sad news to the family, which
struction, fronting on Water street. The w'as already becoming alarmed at the
present garage will then be available for boy’s absence, be having promised to be
boat storage and repairs. It w’ill be borne at 9 o’clock.
Coroner L. W. Jordan, who was sumlengthened thirty feet.
1
moned and viewed the spot, says it is eviRAILROAD SURVEV.
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DIRECTORS

RAPIDLY GROWING.

NEW

j i

OFFICER&

prim attire who waited on the tables.
The costumes were varied and unique.
Mrs. Card, ae the old maid, deserves
special mention, in a dress every stitch of
which had been done by hand.
The joint committee of the Ellsworth
Merchants’ association,
citizens, city
government and school board, having in
hand the East Maine Conference seminary
The
project, mpt Monday evening.
proposition to be submitted to the committee from the seminary was discussed,
and the sub-committee of three, consist*
ing of John A. Peters, Roy C. Haines and
W. E. Whiting, previously appointed to
meet the seminary committee, was authorized to draw up and forward a proposition on the lines endorsed by the joint
committee.
This proposition was forwarded to the seminary committee to-day.

ELL8WORTH__

Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President
John A. Peters, President
Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer
M. Gallebt, Secretary

carried out

COMING EVENTS.
ELLBWOBTH.

Thursday, Nov. 2, at Congregational
vestry
Thursday club sale, 2.30 to 8
o’clock.
Saturday, Nov. 4, at Wyman park—Football. Ellsworth high school vs. Higgins
classical institute. Admission, 25 cents.
—

3MuittwmnttB.

The Quality Store
Austin & Co.

•

Watch the bookcase in our window*
go down 50c a day
until sold.
To-day

$10.50.

H. C. Austin,
Manager and
.■■

■

■

Coroner.
■

■

m

■■

1873

1811

Hancock Co. Savings
Bank
Ellsworth,

Mains

It is the FIRST DOLLAR
that leads to the

FIRST

the

FIRST

HUNDRED;
THOUSAND
after that.
now;
on

easier

comes

Start

saving

the habit will grow

you.

THE MAIN THING is to MAKE
A BEGINNING.

C. C. Burrill & Son
Money to Loan
ON

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

on

LAKKWOOD.
ALSO

John Tourtelotte has been at work tor
Bimon Garland.

DEALERS IN

Municipal and Other Bonds
of approved legality and ascertained
strength.

Mrs. Agnes Moore, of Brewer, has bean
visiting Mrs. I. L. Wilbur.
ELLSWORTH. MR
16 STATE STREET,
Ralph Sargent and George Quinn are at
North Ellsworth pressing bay.
Death Due to Natural Causes.
George Quinn recently sold one of his
The report of the chemical analysis of cows to Mr. Murphy, of Ellsworth.
the stomach of Andrew Bentzon, who was
Alfred Garland recently purchased a
t
found dead in his oell at the county jail in fine horse of Frank Frost, of Marivrille.
i Ellsworth on Sunday, Oct. 22, shows no
color
cotton, woolen or any
The McDonald cottage at the lake has
trice ofc poison. Death was due to fatty been
enlarged this fall. Leon Brown, of kind of
goods. To introduce
degeneration of the heart.
Ellsworth Falls, did 'the Job.
Bentzon was awaiting commitment to
I
will
sell a 10c package
them
Jamea Garland has returned from Liverthe State prison at Thomaston under fivewhan
he
has
been
visiting
Falls,
for 5c during the month of
years’ sentence. Under the circumstances, more
his daughter, Mrs. William B. Brown, the
County Attorney Uraham thought an
November.
month.
autopsy advisable, though it was gen- past

Rainbow Dyes

erally believed from the first that the
died of natural

man

causes,

v

WEST ELDS WORTH.

Dorothy Taylor has returned home, aftei
visiting her sister, Mrs. Lettia Quptill.
Mias Emma Seed, who is teaching school
hers, visited her sisters in Bangor Saturday.
Mrs. Rowena Carter’s two nephews, 01
North Sedgwiok, were here for the week-

A series of special Bunday evening serwill commence next Sunday evening end.
at the Methodist church, the pastor being
Mrs. A. K. Quptill has gone to Bullivar
the speaker. The subjects and dates fol- to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
low: Nov. 5—Is ;tbere a Heaven? If so, for a few days.
when? Nov. 13—Is then a Hell? Nov. 19
State Master C. S. Stetson gave inter—I* then a Personal Devil? Nov. 28—Is
esting remarks along the line of grangi
then a second chance? The question box work
Thursday night. Members of Laki I
will be continued a* usual.
View grange were present by invitation
The haUowe’an party given at Odd Fel- also visiters from Dedham, Arbutus, Ala
low* hall Monday avuning by the Ells- moosook, Bayside, North Sedgwick an<
worth telephone girl* was a delightful Psmola granges.
mons

F. H. OSGOOD

was

Bangor to Boulton Road Will Tap
Upper Hancock County.
Bangor and eastern Maine people who
are interested
in the projected Eastern
The Ellsworth high school football Maine railway are looking forward to the
team haB a game scheduled for next Sat- visit this week of Frederic Danforth, of
urday, at Wyman park, with Higgins Gardiner, former member of the Maine
classical institute, of Charleston. The board of railroad commissioners and chief
game will be called at 2.15 p. m.
engineer of the proposed road.
To-day Mr. Danforth will start up river
Miss Ida L. Morrison and John C.
Eatey, both of Ellsworth, were married to make a working survey of the pjute
Wednesday evening, at the Baptist par- from Bancroft to Boulton. Mr. Danforth
sonage, by Bev. P. A. A. Killam. They was once chief engineer of the Maine
have the congratulations of their many Central, and is well equipped for this

The next men’s banquet at the MethoOpen DAY aad NMHT. CarrUgs Service
dist church will be held Wednesday evenat aay bear. Telepboae W-4.
ing, Nov. 15. Rev. R. W. Brown, cf Southwest Harbor, is one of the speaker* already engaged. He is one of the strongest
FOR SACK
of the East Maine conSecond-hand Carriages, Wagons, Carts, younger pastor*
be anan to
Sleds, Harnesses, etc., cheap tor oaah or on ference. Other feature*
satisfactory terms. Also HAY, STB AW aad nounced soon.

dll klnde of

Music

The old-time supper

The Thursday club, with the aid of the
parish, will hold a sale of cooked food,
home-made candies and aprons at the
Congregational vestry to-morrow afternoon from 3 to 6.

insured;

it is better to be
to be sure;
it is best to be insured” with

ELLSWORTH,

□

Dr. H. W. Osgood, of Bangor, was in
Ellsworth Friday and arranged to open an
office in the Manning block. He will be
in Ellsworth Tuesdays and Fridays.

Ellsworth teachers who attended the
State teachers’ convention in Augusta last
week were Principal McLellan and his assistants, Mr. Packard and Miss Brown, of
the high school, and Miss Alice B. Moore,
of the Bayside school.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Two-story bouse, shed and large stable, all connected with city water and electric
lights, sud>bout l acre ol land. A bargain on easy terms.

ClottiMg

sired.

WHERE YOUR FRIENDS TRADE.

HAYNES,

GENERAL INSURANOE AGENTS,

pmjr

regular meeting ot Irene

The Beal brot hers are painting the Catholic church, doing their own “Steeple
Jack” work. The cross surmounting the
steeple has been taken down, and a new
one will be piA up, newly gilded with
gold leaf.

■

Baager Office:

a

chapter, O. E. S., Friday evening, with
degree work. A large attendance is de-

Dr. H. J. Noonan, who, since closing hiB
dental offices here last November, has been
in Twin Falls, Idaho, was in Ellsworth
Saturday. Dr. Noonan has returned to
Maine to stay, and will open dental offices
in Dover.

pound

IC. W. & F. L. MASON!
E
£

The first meeting of the Literature club
for the season will be at the home ot Miss
Mary F. Hopkins next Monday evening,
Nov. 6.

friends.

We’re charging

(or them, bat at the price they’re a reel laving over the thin, akin-and-bone
variety. Come and iee them. Yoa will egree with what we aay-and more.

CASH OROCER.

A parish meeting of the Congregational
society will be held at the vestry next
Monday evening, Nov. 6.

There will be

served.

effectively—powdered hair
with high back comb a la pompadour—
from the hostess, Martha Washington,
who received the guests, to the maids in

SCHEDULE OF MAIL8

MAIL CLOSBS AT

were

by Kelley’s orchestra of Bar Harbor.

were

AT BLL8WOBTH POSTOFFICB.

From Wbst—7.18 a m; 4.14,6.26 p m.
From East—11.06, 11.67 a m; 6.47, 10.52 p

ments

'

that organization, socially and financially.
The quaint costumes of the colonial period

Girl wanted.
In bankruptcy—Eugene Simpson.
Clbvbland, O:
The Victor Oil Co—Salesmen wanted.

In

‘ajtnttomarti.

inauguration of the season 1911-12. There
large attendance, and the evening
was thoroughly
enjoyed. The hall was attractively decorated, the decorations being appropriate to the occasion. Refreshwas a

A census taken in February gave Denmark a population of 2,758,873.

Parcher’s

Drug Store,

Ellsworth,

Me.

EDITED E¥

If Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Nov. S, 1911.
Topic. Lessons from great lives.—XI.
John.— John xxi, 20-25. (Consecration meeting.) Edited by Kev. Sherman H. Doyle.
—

D. D.

"AUNT EADDE*'

no

was not an index
He was a strong, vigorous, manly man, but possessing that
singular quality of gentleness so often
noticeable in the lives of truly great
and strong men. When Jesus appeared
John was the first to recognize Him.
He said to Peter. “It Is the Lord.”

of weakness.

Here we see deep spiritual insight—
the predominant characteristic of the
Apostle John. As no other he understood the spiritual nature of the Christ
and the meaning of the spiritual truth.
TTis nature was deeply spiritual and
mystical, and through it he understood
and interpreted by his life and writings the supreme truths of Chi^tianlty
to the world.
jonn

ana

reier,

ns

uu

fiucm

iu

Christian history, exemplify comradeship in Christina faith and service.
They were the counterpart of each
other, and the very opposite characteristics of their dispositions only seemed
John
to bind them closer together.
was the man of perception and Peter
the man of action, and thus each supplied what was lacking In the other.
It was John who first recognized Jesus,
but it was Peter who first went to Him
John said unto Peter. “It is the Lord!"
Now, when Simon Peter heard that it
was the Lord he got his fisher's coat
unto him • • • and did cast himself
into the sea.” evidently to go to Christ
John outran Peter to the empty sepulcher of Christ, but stood without,
while Peter when he arrived at once
“Then went
went into the sepulcher.
in also that other disciple • • • and
Thus John and
saw and believed.”
Peter assisted each other and in their
years of companionship and service as
disciples of Christ have left the world
a beautiful example of what Christian
friendship and fellowship may be and
verified the poet's words:
“The fellowship of [Christian] minds
is like to that above.”
Jesus and John seem bound together
by the tenderest ties of love. The love
of John for Jesus is seen in the simplicity with which he speaks of himself as “the disciple whom Jesus
loved.” Had his own love not been so
strong he never would have used such
an expression to describe himself. He
loved Jesus because Jesus first loved
“We love him." be says, “behim.
cause he first loved us.”
Essentially
of a loving disposition, it waB natural
that bis heart should go out to Christ
and that the Saviour should love him
John is the
even above the others.
apostle of love, and “the greatest of
He lived the longest
these la love.”
of all the apostles, dying in A. D. 98.
only two years before the beginning of
Thus
the second Christian century.
indeed be tarried till Christ came In
the coming of His Kingdom Into the
His last message In
hearts of men.
tottering old age is said to have been.
“Little children, love one another."
The life of John should inspire us to
appreciate and to reciprocate the love
of Christ and to fulfill the second od
the two great commandments. “Thou
ehalt love thy neighbor as thyself.”

BIBLE READINGS.
Matt. lv. 18-22: x. t. 2: John L
35-39: xiv. 1-6: xv. MO; xlll. 2130: xv 111. IMS: xix. 26. 27: xx.
1-8. 80. 81; Acts lit 1; I John 1.
1-5: 111. 1-3: lv. 18-21; Rev. t. Ml;
xxU. 16-21.

A Convention Hymn.
[Bung tot the first time by 10.000 peopM
opening night of the Atlantic City
kiternational convention. In remembrance
of the first thirty years of Christian Enfsavor.]
Praise God for thirty golden years.
For faith and hope that conquer fears.
For our united, worldwide host!
Praise Father. Son and Holy Ghost!
•n the

Praise God for purpose true and strong.
For loyal hearts, for Joy and song
And for the strength of Jesus Christ.
That all our need has aye sufficed.

Praise God for voices leal and bold.
For glad endeavors manifold.
For churches drawn to one accord.
For answered prayers praise the Lord!
P*mise God for all the coming time
Of peace and growth and Joy sublime.
Tet still for Thee we praise the most.
Dear Father. Son and Holy Ghost!
—Amos BL Walls.

making a journey “by eaey stages”, es
yon suggest, will cause the readers to
imagine they, too, are travellers.
Before the facilitiea tor travel were so
numerous and so comfortable, and a voyage “abroad”, which signified “doing
Europe”, was e rare event, books of travel
and letters to leading American papers
were much in demand.
Uany will remember “Bayard Taylor’s Views Afoot”
as abounding in charming
descriptions,
and if my memory serves me correctly,
the
celebrated war corresponCerleton,
dent of the Boston Journal, lent many
interesting letters from “abrqad”.
Now that the “ends of the earth” are
brought so nearly together, and the
luxurious apartments of ooaan steamer*
rival those of the best hotels on either continent; now that by submarine cable and
wiralesa telegraphy, With dally papers
conveying the latest news even to remote
section* of our country, notes of travel
arranged in book form have ceased to be
in demand a* they were yean ago.
and

•

TO P1MBITI CITKON.

Pure the citron nod cot into slices a boat am
inch thick, then into stripe the some thickness. Some then prefer them in opbes, or
thsy con be cut nay desired length. Take out
the seeds n pointed knife is convenient for
removing them. Weigh the prepared citron
and to each pound allow a pound of white
Maks a syrup—to ten pounds of
sugar.
sugar a pint of water—let simmer gently for
twenty mi nates, then pot in the citron and
boil until tender. If the citron is steamed a
half hour before putting it in the syrup it
will be an improvement.
Before taking the preserves from the fire,
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
That stops coughs quickly and cures eolds is
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound. Mrs.
Anna Pelxer, 2536 Jefierson St., So. Omaha,
Neb., says: “I can recommend Foley’s Honey
and Tar Compound aa a sure care tor coughs
and eolds.
It cured my daughter of a bad
cold and my neighbor, Mrs. Benson, cared
herself and her whole family with Foley’s
Honey ana Tar Compound. Everyone in our
neighborhood speaks highly of it.” For sale
by all druggists.
J. E. Parker, 3031 No. 10th St, Ft. Smith,
Ark., says that he had taken many kinds of
kidney medicine, bat did not get better nntil
Be took Foley Kidney Pills. No matter how
long you have had kidney trouble, yon will
Bnd quick and permanent benefit by the use
5f Foley Kidney Pills. Start taking them
sow. For sale by all druggists.
f

—

Meeting of Hanwith

Woodpeckers in
and

Relation to Trees
Wood I’rodacts.

Nammissic

Saturday, Nov. 11—Meeting of Green

TBy w. L. McAtee, Assistant Biologist, Biological Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture.]

_

_

_

Susan.

Wednesday, Nov. 8
cock Pomona grange
grange, Orland.

still. Ml limbs presented an interesting program.
were
cold, I had
Wednesday, Nov. 1, State Lecturer B.
creepy sensations, Walker McKeen will be present. A harand I could not sleep vest
supper will be served.
nights. 1 was finally
told by two physHABvnrr home, 408, m euswobth.
icians that 1 also !
A regular meeting of Harvest Home
grange was held Oct. 28, Master George
one day of the wonderful cures made
by Lydia E. Pinkham’a Vegetable M. Cunningham in the chair. Thirty
Compound and decided to try it, patrons, including visitors, were present.
and it has made me a well woman. One application for membership wss reMy neighbors and friends declare it ceived. After recess an hour was devoted
had worked a miracle for me. Lydia
to the literary contest which will end
E. Pinkhain’s Vegetable Compound is
The side which ia defeated will
worth its weight in gold for women Nov. 10.
during this period of life. If it will furnish the winning side with a supper.
County Deputy Norris L. Heatn will
help others you may publish my
letter.”—Mrs. Natttak B. (Irkatok, visit the grange Nov. 2, for which pur61 X Main Street, Xatick, Mass.
pose a special meeting will be held.
A special meeting was held Oct. 25 to
The Change of Life is the most critical period of a woman's existence. entertain State Master C. S. Stetson. A
Women everywhere should rememtxl
bountiful supper was served, lo which
that there is" no other remedy know.,
seventy-five did ample justice. Interestto medicine that will so successfully
remarks were made by the State maswomen through
this trying ing
carry
after which the lecturer presented a
period as Lydia E. Pinkh&m's Vege- ter,
All spent an enjoyable
fine program.
table Compound.
If you would like special advice evening.
about your case write a confidenGOOD WILL, 376. AMHKBUf.
tial letter to Mrs. Pinkham, at
Good Will grange met in regular sesHer
advice is free, sion, with a good number in attendance.
Lynn, Mass.

|

I think many would “take the trip”
with MtiiUetion, for we ell recall the
varioaa trips and outings reported to ue
last year by those who had the privilege,

greatest Importance.
Ditm.

j

—

M. B. Friends:
It has been a long time since we beard
from our old friend, L. E. T., and it and always helpfuL
seemed good to me to see her familiar i
handwriting again. In a brief personal j put in two lemon*, sliced thin, the seed,
taken out, and two ounces of root ginger. It
letter she says of the poem: “It contains is
good without the ginger, but the acidity of
many helpful thoughts and much courage. the lemon is needed. I)o not stir while boiling.
Would have enjoyed it if I could have reWroTATlOKR.
uned with the Mutuals, but was unable to
Whether the world is blue or rosy depends
come to Maine until this month.”
upon the sort of spectacles we wear. It’s oar
She has been visiting
relatives and
glasses, not the world, that need attention.
friends in this county.
Straighten ont your puckered forehead,
’Taint becoraln’ worn in folds;
Dear Aunt Madge:
Folks can tell by merely lookin’
If a body frets and scolds.
My trip, which I made mention of in my
Turn your mouth a little upward
last letter to yon, probably embraced 4,000
At the corners. Don’t you know
miles of travel. It was a loss to me of dollars,
If you keep your lips s smilin'
1
Discontent halnT room to grow?
but gav$ handsome returns in information
Our business is not to remake'Ourselves,
and pleasures, and 1 am sure it will continue !
to pay me good interest along these lines as but to make the absolute best of what God
j
long as I live; besides it has already thrown has wade.
in heaped-up measure to my health. I need
A teaspoonful of brown sugar will counternot say that I am very, very thankful for what
I have received during the last four months. act the efTect of too much salt in sonp. (I
Gratitude to the Giver of all good wells up have not tested this.)

them so.)

reneon.

end other insectivorous birds.
Alter all, however, the question
to be
decided in regard to the Injuries
incident
to insect-hanting end neat
excavating bv
woodpeckers ia: Do the services the
birds nnder in destroying the
eneraie.
of treea outweigh the
damage thev inflict*
Moat woodpeckers destroy vast
number,
of the wont peats of
treed, many of which
sre inaccessible to other birds.
This service by no means
exonerates
then species properly called
sap,,,, kers.
nor does it free from blame
woodpecker*
which attack structures valuable to
man
It doee mean, however, that in
general w»
can aufely ignore the minor
injuries mm
mitted by woodpeckers in
pursuance 0(
their natural mods of life, and
that in
all
cases
practically
(with the

wilt be of Interest not only to bird lovers, but
of eduoatioual value to farmers, to whom the
protection of many species of birds is of the

Mountain Pomona grange wlth.Mariaville
Woodpeckers am peculiarly dependent
grange.
cannot
"I
express
Mass.
Natick,
upon trees, which furnish them food,
BATSIDB, 47B, ELLSWORTH.
what 1 went through during the change
shelter and cradles for their young. No
•—-iof life tiefore I tried | Bayside gnngs held its raguMr meeting
r-v
birde are more highly specialised nor more
I.ylia r,. riuanain a
master
with
worthy
Wednesday evening,
Vegetable Com- in the chair. Fifty members were pres- perfectly adapted to a particular mode of
pound. 1 was in such ent. One candidate was instructed In the life than are most woodpeckers to arboreal
existence. Moreover, aa trees are impora nervous condition
I could not keep third and fourth degrees. The lecturer tant to
so are these birds

Dear

living, right thinking, right doing.
I liked my trip. Maybe you. Aunt Madge,
and some of the sisters, would like to take
portions of this trip with me as I make it
again in these letters. Please accept my
proffered services, and let me be your guide.
Let’s try it, and if you get tired, we'l) halt and
camp. I began my trip June 1 and arrived
home again Oct. 6. (I realise that these letters need be short, and I will try and make

good

Lydia LPinkham's
Compound.
Vegetable

And though you’re strong and sturdy.
You may have an empty purse.
And earth has many trials
Which I consider worse.
But whether joy or sorrow
Fill up your mortal span,
T’will make make your pathway brighter
To smile whenever you can.
—Selected 6* L. E. T.

from my heart's depths every day.
I shall travel on this trip over and over
again in thought, receiving new pleasures in
memory of it. I enjoy traveling, going
through the country, seeing it and the people
who possess itand work it, building up its
cities, feeding them from the farms, warming
them from the forests and mines.
One who travels with his eyes and mind
open can see and feel ever so much of the
good of this world if he will, and be more
useful in the niche he occupies for general
welfare. We are all here to give out, to add
to the make-up of the great whole of what
constitutes good government and wholesome

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Before taking

«

Bragernes—“a
gentleness of John

Nngfybon.

btamefoc.il tbs •■using Injury
cannot.
ptocul upon them, and it moat be .7
mltlad that Ineacts, fungi, and
this
head
Asniou
Under
Ike
will
from
esThis column i« devoted to the Orange,
bacteria dl
time to time print ihort article* relating to Immense dnmag. with which
pecially to the grangae of Hancock county.
woodpecker
The column U open to all grangers for the birde, end especially their relation to agricul- era in no way connected. It abouid not hi
thss* srttelos will be
dlecuectonof topics of general Interact, and tural interests. Most of
overlooked, however, that old w007
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters reprinted from leaflets lamed by the bureau of pockur bolea an ol nae alao
to ,alZ
of
biologies!
survey,
agriculture,
department
must
concise.
All
communications
short and
Irienda of trees, as they furni.h
nestm.
be signed, but names will not be printed ex- or by the National Aaaoeiatlon of Audubon sites for blue
birds,
titmice,
and will be authoritative.
chickadee,
They
cept by permUslon of the writer. All com- aocleWea,

WHAT
1WENT
THROUGH

“Btlpful and Bopofi*.''

Tie purposed of mid column art succinct
stated In tno title and motto—It la for the m utusi
benefit, and atios to be helpful and hopeful
com
Being for the com non good. It Is far the
In
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of
formation, and suggestion, a m*ultum for them
terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It •ollclte

communications, and Us success depends largely
Intention of writing an on the
suppor^glven it In this respect. ComIn
this
twenty-first
autobiography
munications must be signed, but the name o’
we
It
his
in
not os printed except by
of
writer
will
and
gospel,
yet
chapter
p^rral
have several pen pictures of tpe Communications will be subject to approval or
the column, but none
the
editor
of
rejection
by
which
may
apostle by his own hand
will be rejected without good reason. Addrw**
well form the basis of our study. In
all communications to
these descriptions we see the apostle
The American,
Kllsworth, Me.
himself, see him in relation to^the
of
a
glimpse
Apostle Peter, and also
beSMILK WHENKVAR YOU CAN.
the elose relationship that existed
A
From these
[Author unknown.]
tween John and Jesus.
When
things don’t go to suit yon
three standpoints we may get a clear
And the world seems upside down,
conception of the true character of
Don’t waste your time in fretting
“the disciple whom Jesus loved" and
But drive away that frown.
one that may t>e able to help us in
Since life is oft perplexing
’Tis much the wiser plan
the development of onr characters and
To bear all trials bravely,
in the regulation of our associations.
And smile whenever you can.
John was a prominent disciple and
apostle of Christ. In his account of
Why should you dread to morrow
And thus despoil to-day?
this post-resurrection appearance of
For when you borrow trouble.
Jesus in the shores of the Galilean
You always have to pay.
sea
he does not mention his own
It is a good old maxim
name, and In this fact we see the InWhich should be orten preached—
nate modesty and humility that alDon’t cross the bridge before you
John.
ways characterized the Apostle
Until the bridge is reached.
Following another instinct of his naYou might be spared much sighing
ture. he refers to himself as “the disIf you would keep in mind
ciple whom Jesus loved." giving us a
The thought that good and evil
Are always here combined.
glimpse of the tenderness and gentleThere mast be something wanting
ness of his disposition, which he so
And though you roll in wealth
frequently manifested, although when
You may miss from your casket
occasion demanded he could be a true
That precious jewel—health.
The
son of thunder,”
John had

Bird

3lifiong tl)t Granger*.

Atainal Benefit (fiolnmn.

What maintains one vice would
two children.—FVunklin.

1

bring up

Belter'll picture poet card “with much love*’
than a four sheet letter signed “Yours truly".
Houses were bailt to live in, armchairs
were made to be lounged in. windows were
made to let in the light, and little shoes were
msde to be stubbed at the toe and
at the heel.

ruu

down

will be: “Which is tbe better for a
farmer at tbe age of twenty-one—a college education or fl,000?”

sion

NEW CENTURY,

356, DEDHAM.

Deputy Norris L. Meath, of West Penobscot, inspected New Century grange
Oct. 28, and impressively rendered tbe unwritten

lessons ot tbe first and second de-

Bupper was
grees to four candidates.
served at recess, followed by a program
presenting musical numbers by Etbel

Mrs. Mary Devereux ia visiting ber husband, Reuben Devereux, at East Or land.
Mist Chryatai Hutchins spent tbe past
three days with ber parents, J. M. Hutchins and wife, at North Penobscot.
Bay Wardwell, of Harboraide, and Mrs.
Pearl Leach, of Penobscot, were guests
Sunday of their parents, Fred V. Wardwell and wife.
Mias Annie B. Conner, who has been suffering from an affection of the skin
caused by vegetable poisoning, was able
to resume bar school work to-day.
Augustine Wardwell and Miss Algie
Hutchins, of Fenobaoot, were married

Saturday evening. Congratulations
extended.
Oct.®.

_

are

b.

Mrs. Benham—There is a burglar, I really believe, in tbe pantry where I £ut tbe
pie I baked this afterboon. Benham—
Well, you can’t expect me to get op at this
time of night to give him dyspepsia tabieta.

discussed later.
As a rule the holes trade by woodpeckers when digging oat insects.are not
large,
and there is every reason to believe that
most of them heal quickly without noticesbly disfiguring the exterior of the
trees. They cause distortion and staining
of the wood, however,.os do all injuries to
the cambium. These .defects often resemble those which result from aapsucker
work, but they generally occur in otherand

much

are

brother-in-

law, George Stone. Tbe roof fell m on
bim.
Mr. Stone barely escaped. The
fire destroyed the house and barn ol
Mr.
Stone. Lots, fl2,000.

VIEW,

267, SALISBURY COVE.

observed in connection with the smaller
sapsucker pecks.
Our two largest species of woodpeckers,
the pileated and the ivory-billed, dig
great pits or farrows in living trees or
split off large chips. P. M. Chapman
says: “1 have seen an opening made by a

pileated woodpecker

in

a

white-pine

tree

twelve inches long, four inches wide, and
eight Inches deep, through perfectly
sound wood, to ranch the lame at work in
the heart ot the tree.” These large woodpeckers occasionally riddle trees which
show no signs ot insect attack, but this is
so unusual os not to warrant
hostility toward these fin* birds, which ore disap-

NARRAM1SS1C.
Narramissic grange

pearing only

too

rapidly

at

man

en-

croaches upon their domain.
All woodpeckers chip off considerable
DEDHAM.
wood from dead trees and branches to
Leslie Burrill and Miss Ethel Rowe, of secure the insects therein. In
spite of the
Bangor, were borne Sunday,
good done by destroying these insects,
Mias Lacy Elliott, of Corinth, was the in some countries woodpeckers are held in
guest of Mra. E. W. Burrill Saturday and disrepute because they reduce the quantity ot firewood—a view not likely to ha
Sunday.
Mra. Q. W. Brewster went to Bangor adopted in the United.-States.
Indeed, the offloee of woodpeckers In
Friday to meet her brother. Dr. E. E.
capturing the variousjwood-boring insects
Goodwin, of Brockton, Maas.
may be likened to those of the surgeon
Miss Marcia Burrill and Miss Ethel
who removes diseased parts from the
of
Maine
students
Central
instiFogg,
human body. Mot only do we deem the
home
for
the
week-end.
ware
at
tute,
surgeon's achievement praiseworthy, bat
Mrs. J. F. Cowing has returned from we
pay him well for doing it. We should
Holden, where she has been with her maintain the same attitude toward the
daughter, Mrs. Alton Houston, who Is ilL woodpeckers, surgeons to oar trees.
B.
Oct. SO.
WiU|IVUMkiUU

_

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Harry Bpringar, of Foxcroft, called on
his unde, Samuel Baton, last waek.
Mra. William Emery is visiting bar
daughter, Mrs. Joseph Leighton, at Bar
Harbor.

Mia. Frank Burkhart and daughter
Beatrice, at New York, are visiting at
Mrs. Lyala Bpriagar'a
Mr. Rogers, who has been occupying the
Both German and British Mat Africa
Phillips Souse, has moved Into Mrs. Lydia
are rapidly
in
tbe
becoming factors
Springer’s house for the winter.
world’s supply of rubber.
Oct. B>.
_Hubbabp.

f

IDVJ

Band is tbs privilege of excavating nests
and sleeping shelters in tress.
There ate twenty-forr species (and
several subspecies) of woodpeckers in the
United States, and although bom of thorn
usually select dead stubs or limbs or
partly decayed trees In which to make
their asms, nearly all of them at times
choose living trees. Some nee living trees
almost exclusively, and dig a new hols
each year; others oooupy the «am« nest
year after year.
Unlike the surgeons of the human
body,
woodpeekera neither close the wounds
they make nor apply antiseptic treatment,
bnt leave the cote open to lnfeotloo.
Hence an opportunity is given for a host
of enemies, snoh as bacteria,
fungi and
insects, to enter the wonnd and further
Injure the tree. While the birds are at
fanlt in so far as they create conditions
allowing the inception of damage by these
formidable tree enemies, it is evident that
“1

<f°

not

believe there

is

|

At

any other

Stale teachers' convention in
was voted to hold the next
convention st Portland. Resolutions were
adopted condemning high school fraternitiea. Officers were elected as follows:
President, L. E. Moulton, Auburn: vicepresident, W. F. Cohan, Houlton; secretary, H. A. Allen, Augusta; assistant secretary, Julia Annis, Camden; treasurer, W.
B. Andrews, Westbrook; auditor, H. U.
the

Augusts it

j

less

Fogg and Marcia Burrill; vocal solos, numerous and
important. However,
Clifford Burrill; recitations, Nettle Hous- wounds made by woodpeckers when
digfor
tbe
good ging out borers deeply buried in the wood,
ton, and helpful suggestions
Heath.
the
order
reason
of
of their larger site, often result
by Deputy
by
in bleaching the wood, a feature rarely

224, ORLA1TD.
bald a regular Seawitb
aion
Oct.
twenty-three patrons
28,
Edward West and Mias Nancy Irish are
Tbe ladies have been interested
present.
in Boston and vicinity for a two weeks’ in
having the hall pot in good order tor
visit.
the entertainment of Hancock Pomona,
was satisfactorily
Mrs. Mary b. beach ia spending tbe Nov. 8. The decorating
done by E. L. Narbla, and is appreciated
week with Mrs. Clara West.
by those who worked ao bard to have It
Business occupied tbe
Francis Perkins, of destine, recently accomplished.
time, so a program was not presented.
visited bis mother, Mrs. Alma Perkins.
Mrs. Jane Williams, of Bucksport, is
visiting ber sister, Mrs. Wilson Bowden.

tbe evidence for and against wood- !

peckers and to determine tboir status according to the effect of|tbeir babits upon
trees and wood
products. Injuries by
woodpeckers sre treated under two beads:
(1) damage by woodpeckers in general;
(2) injuries due almost exclusively to j lie
three species properlyj known aa sapauck-

wise unsound trees

Bay View grange held its regular meeting Wednesday evening, with a large atNOHTH CASTINE.
tendance. Tbe second degree was worked.
Mira Hattie Dunbar baa returned from Tbe committee on Hallowe’en party and
ball reporttJ progress. An excellent proOrono.
Mifla Margaret Conner ia tbe guest of gram was presented. The third degree
will be worked on the next meeting,
Mrs. Fred Conner.
Mira Lila Dunbar ia working at E. C.
Bowden'a.

amine

wimsm D. Gates, sixty years
old, ol
Bangor, s former sea captain, who had rebeen employd by the Maine Cencently
:
tral railroad as s car-inspector, was inI
era.
j
stantly killed in tbe railroad yards st
aw lopic may ou.aiviaoa into two sec!
j
tions: Damage to trees end damage to Bsngor Friday morning. He was under
wooden posts and structures. Primarily a freight car inspecting tbe brake beams
the work of woodpecker* on the living when an engine struck the other end of
MASBAFAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
the string of cars.
Gates’ neck was
At tbe lest regular meeting ot Massapa- parts of trees is injurious. The important
broken, as was bis right arm snd leg. It
to
entertain
was
taken
cambium
is
a
vote
time
a
nest
layer
injured
every
qua grange,
is
claimed
that Gates failed to set the blue
’.be Pomona tbe first Thursday in May, is excavated or an insect dug out. To
1912. Mrs. Editb Candage will give tbe what extent the various injuries are offset flag signal which would indicate that the
cars were being inspected.
address of welcome. The topic for discus- by beneficial activities of the birds will be

There were visitors from Greenwood and
Riverside granges. The gentlemen gave a
fine program of songs, readings, stories
and conundrums. At the next meeting
the iadiee will furnish the entertainment.

BAY

Aunt Madge.

woodpeckers,
exception,
important to trees.
noted) woodpeckers living In
Woodpeckers benefit trees by consum- groves, or orchards do a great dealforests,
mote
ing many of Ute most destructive forest good than barm.
peats, insects largely inaccessible to other
birds. In securing tbeee insects, however,
K1TTERY TO CARIHOl
which constitute the bulk o( their food,
and in making nestaj and shelter cavities,
George Keith, of Mllltown, forty-live
woo l peckers
have another significant years of age, was instantly killed
by a
economic relation to trees, for they re- train on tbe Woodland branch
Friday.
The man was lying between the
move bark and wood from both dead and
rails a
living trees. In tbe caee of dead trees lit-v half-mile east of tbe Woodland junction
tie or no harm is done. Wben, however, bridge.
they make excavations in living trees, tbe
Owen Grey, of Beco, a farmer,
aged
birds destroy morejor less of the cambium fifty years, fell from his wagon at
the corfrom
wbich
of
layer,
ner of Elm and Mein streets
proceeds tbe^growtb
Saturday
both wood and bark. Blight injuries to
night. C. P. Stockmen, of Biddelurd,
tbe cambium result in distorted growth, failed to see bis unconscious
form in the
but tbe destruction of large areas may
dark, end drove over bim. Gray died the
cause death.
Bince trees sre exceedingly next day.
valuable to man, tbe habits of birds wbose
William E. Burke, of Fort
Fairfield,
relations are so vital are of much economic
aged thirty-five years, was burned to*
importance.
death Sunday while trying to save burses
it is tbe parpoee ofjtbis bulletin to exfrom tbe burning barn of bis

!

Libby, Wsterville; executive committee,
D. H. Perkins, Portland, Lillian 1. Lincoln, Farmington, K. C. M. Sills, Brunswick,
A. Davidson, of Vinslhavcn, who
down from Wytopitlock w ith a line
buck, brought with him a sad tale from
that game section. While hunting within a mile of tbe railroad station he came to
Finn brook. Following the brook a short
distance he almost stumbled over the
carcass of a big bull moose. Crossing the
brook be found on the other side almost
directly oppoeite the deed bull, a dead
cow mooes.
The two carcasses were not
more
than thirty feet part. Both bad
been shot. Theee two moose he saw, bat
Mr. Davidson reports that it is stated in
Wytopitlock that within a radius ol two
snd a half miles of that place there are the
oaroasaaa ol five cow moose rotting in the
woods.
H.

came

The Point of the Story.
A mother wae greatly worried by her
daughter's habit of running away,
rhinkingto impress the child w ith the
danger of getting lost, she told her a vivid
itory of some children who ran away tc go
uniting. Night found them far from home
snd lost In the woods.
With much art the mother told of s
itorm in the night and the terrible distress
of tbe parents and friends who hunted (or
the children nntU morning. She also told
■boat the good breakfast prepared for the
•hildren, which they missed because they
lid not reach home till ton o’clock.
Tbs little girl listened intently to every
word, snd ths mother hoped that the story
I mall

was

making

impression.

an

When

she

In is bed the child was silent for s few moments, as It expecting something more,
rhen she asked, eegeriy: “Did they get
any note?”

Katltoabe ant Sttamboats.

Basteni SteasstiiD Company
lit Harbor and Boston $4.75
One Way. $8.50 Round Trip.
Blnehlll and Boston $4.50 One
Way. $8.00 Round Trip.
T Mori* Moth Bar Harbor lot
Moaday aad Thureday for Sul Harbor,
tori hat el Harbor, Soutbveet Harbor, Stoniagoa, north Hareo aad Boeklaad, connecting
turn I

a

rllh ateaaMT for Boaioa.
Sunt Booth bay Mayor Blnehlll 10 » “
■oaday and Thnraday for South BluebtUi
krnofcBn, Sedgwick, Dear lele, Sargentvllie,
tenth Brookarllte. Dark Harbor and Boetland,
toaoeetlng with etaamer for Boaton.
BBTCBBIHO

Mrs. Frances Turpin, Junction
Ore.
rhis remedy is unsurpassed for City,
colds and
croup. For sale by ell dealers.
ltueuaehe. Headache, Nervousness
lad rheumatism, both la men end
women,
mean
rrese

kidney trouble. Do not allow
beyond the mch of

it to promedisine. but stop
with Foley
Mils. They
Kidney
tbs action of the urinary organs.
r”“lu' ”r •“•hr
qul*k

»promptly
regulate

^draggSta0”’

Turbine steal

Staaneahlps Bslfaat and

Learn Benton » p
or

m

Tneedaye and Fridays

Boekland.

Lean Boekland U6 a a. or on erriral ot
leaaar from Benton, Wedaeaday and Satar
lay. for Bar Harbor, Blnehlll and Intermediate

eadlaga.

B. L. SMITH. Agent. Bar Harbor.
A. M. Huuuiou, Agent, Blnehlll.

,

THE SHENANDOAH.

They were dawdling about on a search. The girl warn pretty, though
bnrned brown by'the sun. The sleeves
her dress or her waist or whatever

ft

rolled under to above her
It was were
fellow was In tennis cosTbe
gbows.
tume.
-Do you see that rock out there T"
to a protuberance
•be asked, pointing
the water about a hundred yards

(tom
from shore.

“Yes. 1 see It”
■Do you know what it la called?”

“No."
“It’a

Proposal

rock.”

“Why do they call It that?”
“Weil, they say that If a girl ra>
(•Ires a proposal on that rock aha
can't refuse.”
•Not if the fellow Is a cad?”
•Oh. that Isn’t what the saying or
the legend Is. It's kind of romantic,
know. Thom are no eada la ro-

you

mances."

'There's usually a villain who serves
te bring ont the virtues of the hero by

contrast.”

■It means that If a girl receives a
on that rock there Is a subtle

proposal

Influence tbnt—that disposes”—
“Her to tbe man who proposes.”
•How unsentimental yon ire," she
Hid. with a pout.
•Go on; I won't Interrupt you again."
The legend Is that an Indian maiden
called Mlnne something or other was
loved by an Indian—an Indian"—
“Buck."
She refused to go any further. Tbs
1

legend

was

a

beautiful one. but he

msde fun of everything.
■How could one get out on
rock?" be asked.
“Why. In a boat of course."

They might put

on

tbe

bathing suits

and walk or swim out”
“I never knew a man so matter of
fact. He wouldn’t think of proposing
to a girl in a bathing suit"
“Why not?"
■1 don't know; I never beard of such
a

thing."

The girl at least would certainly
know better what she was going to
get Take the man's feet for instance.
She could see the bunions"—
She put her hands to her ears
■You don’t like to look at things as
they are, do you?"
“No; not the way you do.
"Wlieu you are married don’t yon
upvct your huaband to see you in curl

papers?”

andoah bon • chumd Ills. Pram tbs
tins sbs wsa put In souunlssion to tbs day
ol her transformation into a coal
barfs,
SHIP THAT DID 300 KNOTS IN ■he sailed tbe
rough*! seas without lorn
ot
so much as a
an
accident to a
ONH DAT.
spar,
sailor or damage to oargo, and always to
the
of
bomb bmoobd Tun now dbsobndthe American mereverlasting glory
chant
marine.
Only the ooilapse of
BD TO A COMMON COAL
American shipping prevented her from
BABOB.
paying for herself over and over again.
When the Shenandoah was built la UU
(As
Lewiefcm
[#Vom
Journal. |
a field for
American importers and exTim* wm when the four-mooter Shenandoah came into any port she made a porters using American-made and handdied ships still existed in the domestic
commotion along the entire water
front, trade around Cape Horn and the foreign
for she was the fastest sailing
ship afloat; trade to the Orient. The more
cheaply
bat now when she passes np to tbs wharf
built foreign vessels, as well as tbe more
she Is scarcely noticed. The Shenandoah
has become a barge In tbs service of the cheaply living foreign seamen, were drivthe American merchant marine off the
Hcnlly company of New York, and she ing
oceans, but the size and speed of the Batb
plies between Newport News, Baltimore
seemed to promise profitable reand Providence, Portland and Boston. quartet
sults.
She was in Boston only recently with the
The Shenandoah's maiden voyage was
biggest load of eopl any barge bad ever
from New York to San Francisco, and,
brought to Boston, 5,200 tons in all, a conwhen she entered the Golden Gate, she
signment to the Boston A Maine rsilroad. was a
sensation. Nothing quite Kf wonFor four daya the Shenandoah lay at
derful in sailing ability had ever been
the begrimed wharf over in Chelsea, noseen on the Pacific.
During the voyage
body paying the slightest attention to her. ■he had
repeatedly passed other fart ships
She had as companions half a dozen
as though they were standing
still, and
equally serviceable, but unlovely looking her
quick trip was the talk of San Franbarges, and she suffered exactly the same cisoo’s
water front for many a week.
late as they, from the big steanr'VhovelSo much talk there was that three other
tera—a little worse fate, if anything, for,
vessels in port were pot in shape
instead of being easy handling, she was a speedy
fora race with Arthur Sewell's wonder
little hard to onload, having a series of
These were the American ship, S.
hatches. Bo it was that every time a ton ■hip.
D. Carleton, one of the best ever turned
shoveller descended into her bolds it
out of a Yankee yard, and two Britishers,
banked and crashed against her stout
the Strathorn and the Balkamah. All four
beams, tearing off big slivers.
were scheduled to voyage to Havre,
Had James F. Murphy-“Jlm” Murphy,
France. Their skippers propAed to make
that is- been around any one of those four
a
contest out of it. Capt.
Murphy,
days of unloading, the scene woald have
nothing loath, consented, and one day
brought many a lump to bis throat, for with all of San Francisco’s old and
young
Capt. Morphy, now retired and living in ■alts
lining the water front, the quartet
Boston, sailed many a voyage lu the Shenpassed out to aaf, the Shenandoah quickly
andoah, breaking records, defeating the
taking the lead. Before sundown she was
best of foreign ships, and otherwise covout ot sight of the others. And 105 days
ering himself and the Shenandoah with later she
discharged at her destination.
an
everlasting glory. Indeed, it was She had loaded again and
departed before
while Capt. Murphy held the helm of the
her rivals put in an appearance.
Shenandoah that she outstripped three
AN ENGLISH CHALLENGE.
crackerjack foreign ships In a race from
Not only this, but she was actually
San Francisho to Havre, ran away from a
Spanish cruiser off the coast of Ireland at under sail again in another trans-oceanio
the time of the Spanish war, and ran race. Her victory having come to the ataway from the fastest British merchant- tention of the skipper of the Swanhilda, a
men in a voyage from Havre to New York.
remarkably speedy English ship, then at
Built in Arthur Sewall’s plant in Bath, tbe wharf in Havre, brougbt forth a chalMe., in 1891, the Shenandoah seemed ta lenge from theSwanhilda’s owners. MurThe Swanhilda
combine all the fine sailing qualities of phy at once accepted.
the other Sewall fleet. She could make sailed a poor second. Out of Havre only
ten knots an hour with the greatest ease, thirty-six days, part ot this interval tossed
even
though her bolds were full, and about in a hurricane, the American flyer
time and again she averaged eleven and made New York four days ahead of John
even twelve knots.
It was not an un- Bull’s pride.
Tbe reputation of the Sbenandoab was
common feat for the Shenandoah, on long
voyages, to reel oil 300 knots in aday, run- now world wide. By that wireless telening away from tramp steamers with as graphy which enables shipmen from New
much
certainty as from Bquare or York to New Caledonia to know what is
schooner
riggers. Capt. Murphy con- going on, tbe news of tbe Shenandoah’s
sidered the travelling slow when his craft prowess spread, and so it was that when a
couldn’t put 200 knots behind him in few months later she put in at Manila
she was enthusiastically inspected
by
twenty-four hours of fair breeze.
every captain and saitbr in that part of the
LOCATION

OF

MASTS.

never

was

I Mothers, Help Your
Children!

From Manila tha Shaaandoah aailad to
Fort Blakaly. On thia journey, with all
milt »at a large part of tha time, tha amok
Maine ship daralppad tha spaed of a first
class tramp steamer. On tha alxtaanth day
out aha traTriad 275 knOta. So the log reada:
“Stroag breeae, fine weather, few clouds,
moderate aea, all aalla eat.” The a range
for the first nine hourt slightly exceeded
twelve knots an boar. Towards evening
came “a heavy min, squall, wind baffling,
banting, northward aea and wind, increased high croaa '■hoppy sea, abip rolling very heady, took In maintop g’mil”.
Tat under inch oondltions the Shenandoah managed to average eleven knots an
konr for the remainder of tha day.
On April 23, IMS, in latitnde 38.14, longitude 148.28, the Shenandoah covered 204
knots. The following day, in a “strong
breeae and rain, the ehip made thirteen
knots for five consecutive hours end a
total of 278 for tba entire twenty-four
hoars”. On April 25 the weather cleared
a little and brasses were “strong, moderate and freata”. That day
tha total
number of knots waa 333. For tba first
eight hours the Shenandoah averaged
thirteen knots an hour.
Sewali’a pride waa doing soma sailing
on this trip, as tha record for the next few
days shows. On April 35, so tha log reads,

It is

/met, which mothers often fail to realize, that the
ill* of children can be safely and quickly cured. It
is a fact too often ove
ed, that mothers fan easily help their
children past the many dangers of childhood into the pe*fAt
hhvsiral fitness n# cariv manhood and womanhood.

I
F

a

common

DR. TRUE’S
ELIXIR
The Family Laxative
and Worm Madiolno

Is the means that mothers ihodld naa to help
£heirchildreo. This wonderful home remedy—
bo years a standard—never folia to aapel
worms, and Waste matter, leaving the Mood
pare, the stomach met, the bowels regnlar
and the whole svstHa strong and healthy*
fibe Dr. True*! Vizir when the little ones
are peevish, irritable and sickly—take it for
your

own

I

ills also.

hy all daalaro- ISs. SOa, SI*00.
DR. J. r. TRUK a OO., Auburn, M*.
Sold

was favorable to good sailing.
“Strong breeae,” tba entry etataa. “Squally, min, sea making up. Took in sky
mils, and royal furled cross jack. Lights.
Pumps. Lookout carefully attended to.
* * *
Strong breese. Squally. Main-topgallant-quarter. Block carried away and

the weather

took in sail and furled it. • * • Strong
breeze. Heavy squalls. Took fore and
mizzen top gallant in. Hail and snow
squills. Sea making up. Men standing
by. * * * 8 a. m., took in mainsail.

Heavy, rough sea. Snow squalls.
tried; twenty-four days ont.”
And in each

Pumps

tempestuous weather

aa

this, the Shenandoah, built at Bath, Me.,
measuring 322 feet in length, fifty feet
beam and twenty-nine feet deep, and
carrying a total sail spread of 11,000 square
feet—on this day sailing from Manila to
Port Blakely the Bhenandoah made no less
than 318 knots!
can

merchant

In

Flour.

marine,

oven as

tar

back

Red Winter Wheat

aa

of the clippers, it would take a
ip&gnifying glass to discover a halt dozen
duplicates ol such an achievement.
AVERAGE TWELVE

Mote loaves to the barrel

big

Shenandoah averaged twelve
hours an average of
thirteen knots was maintained. By that
time the seas were kicking up strong, but
the Shenandoah still carrying a huge
spread of canvas scurried for the next
eight hours at an average of twelve knots.
Not until shortly before midnight did she

a barrel

ship

the

Then for tour

knots.

slacken here pace
then coming down

an

j

day

the first six hours of this memorable

in

slightest,

the

only

a

by

our

special process, it is richest
in nutritive qualities and goes
farther than most flours.
own

KNOTS.

The log in Capt. Gardiner’s possession
on the barge Shenandoah states that for

j

Milled from Ohio

the annals of Ameri-

the records

ruuipptucn.

American-built
Murphy was always looking for a con“How funny! 1 never thought about ship quite as fast as the Shenaudoah. test with a “furriner”. If he
picked up a
It"
Murphy always maintained that the one Britisher or a German en route he took
“Or sec yon take the balloons and little thing that gave her so much speed
pains to get close enough to tempt the
tats out of your hair?"
and stability, too, was the location of her other into a race, and then, with a few
“I'm not talking about after they are masts. By that happy chance which ensails^set, away would go the Shenandoah,
married. It’s the proposal that Inter- ters into the work of even the most precise
responsive and birdlike as a knockabout.
ests me. But don't lefs talk any more ship designer, the Shenandoah’s masts She was such a graceful craft that not even
I fitted just right; her hull balanced, as it a rivahcould refrain from admiring her.
about It; you stab all sentiment
don’t believe you have a sentimental were, with her spread of canvas, and so She gave America a reputation on the high
hair on your head.”
perfect was the balance that the Shenan- seas.
“I won’t have any kind of a hair on doah carried no less than 11,000 feet of
One impromptu contest that the Shenthe tip top when I’m thirty. It’s pretty sail. Nothing short of a hurricane ever andoah had is related by her old skipper
*
thin there already."
forced her crew to lake in sail when they with great gusto, for the opponent hap"Oh. dear!”
were in haste to get to port.
And with pened to be an Englishman. It was al"I’ll go and get a boat and well go such an area to catch the wind, the Shen- ways a particular pride with
Jdurphy to
out on to Proposal rock.”
andoah could bound along thirteen and whip a Britisher. He was a Yankee, born
She neither assented nor demurred fourteen knots to the hour
fine travel- in Bath, Me., an heir to traditions of
to this. lie left her and, going to the ing even for* steam-propelled craft.
American seamanship that went back to
The Shenandoah was the banner ship of the days of the revolutionary privateers,
pier nearby, came pulling back In a
boat. It was a thin one with out- a quartet designed and built at the Arthur and so he got his greatest pleasure out of
Sewall yards. The fate of these triumphs showing the stern of his ship to anything
riggers.
“Good gracious! You don’t expect of Yankee seamanship makes a notable ! from the country of King George.
me to get into that topply thing, do chapter in the “Rise and Decline of the
The tale in question deals with a race off
Here is! Cape Horn. So less than sixty times
American Merchant Marine”.
you?”
the Shenandoah, the last of the four to did Capt. Murphy sail aroqnd the Horn in
“It’s the only one I could get.”
j
“I couldn't think of going out on the be in active service, now cleaving the his career, but never with greater satisfacwaves at the end of a tow line* carrying
tion than when the Shenandoah raced the
water In It"
“lutu I suppose we can't go to that most ignoble of cargoes for a sailing ^nuch-vaunted English tea-ship Jerusalem
craft that is or was-coal; the Rappahan- in that locality. Murphy at one time or
Proposition rock.”
“Proixisal rock. We might go an- nock, down at the bottom of the Pacific; another had heard a lot of talk about the
the Susquehanna, deep in the coral off the prowess of the British tea-ships, and so
other time.”
*•
“No. I’m going away soon. There’ll northeast coast of Australia, and the it had been bis ambition to fall in with
Roanoke, a mass of burned wreckage, one of them. The sight of the famous
no other opportunity.’’
She stepped on to the boat, squat- somew'here in the mud near New Cale- Jerusalem one morning madei him shout
with glee.
ting Immediately to prevent upsetting. donia.
Tne Jerusalem was signtea a mue aneaa
Be pulled away from the shore, the
Every one of these vessels was a topboat dancing on the little rollers that notch development of American ship- of the Shenandoah. The latter was at
the that time close hauled, sailing northeast
Were coming In.
She held the gun- building. No other craft that sailed
wale on each side tight, as though she high seas was more staunchly built, bf east with the wind north northwest
could bold It upright. He pointed for French and German merchant marine and fairly strong. The British skipper
the Island, bat since from that direc- combined that could be mentioned in the immediately shoved his contempt for the
Even in capacity the American rival by patting his helm down
tion the waves came obliquely be was same breath.
takobliged to point in another. This took Shenandoah, Susquehanna, Rappahan- and crossing the Shenandoah's bow,
him out of his way, and when be nock and Roanoke outclassed most of the ing a berth well to windward. Such a
turned again toward the rock he got field, only the ultra modern steel sailing move, as all sailor men knew, stretched
to the limit, but served
» worse sea than before.
A larger vessels of Germany excelling them in ton- maritime courtesy
contempt.
to show the Englishman’s
wave than the others upset the boat, nage.
The HappanannocK naa oiuy a snurv Derisive yelling from the Jerusalem's
and they both were spilled Into the
Yankee tars in fine fettle
water. He was a good swimmer and year of existence, but that was long sailors put the
insult. About the time the
carried her to the rock without diffi- enough (or her to be the sensation ot every to return the
The Rappahannock Jerusalem was well on the weather bow,
port she visited.
culty. The girl was very angry.
went
went into commission in 1896. Hardly the Shenandoah’s helm suddenly
“You did that yourself," she said,
twelve months later, while bound (or down, her lee braces were hauled aft and
“Did whafT*
windward.
Australia, she took tire, and despite heroic her direction changed to
“Upset the boat"
efforts of the crew, went down to her last Away then went the Shenandoah like a
“Right yon ere."
interval in
resting-place in the south Pacific. The racing yacht. She made up the
“Why did you do ltT“
Fires a jiffy. But this was not enough to satisfy
“On the same principle that a man Roanoke had an eventful history.
He manoeuttould propoae In a bathing suit that at sea were continually besetting her; she the irate Yankee skipper.
Jerusalem
the girl might know better wbat she's ran ashore several times; once off the coast vred around until he had the
a British/ just where he wanted her, and then he
Ding to get. 1 wanted to bare a look of Brasil, she collided with
her.
Having ac•t your temper. Will yon marry me!” steamer, and, finally, near New Caledonia, proceeded to blanket
he tnrned until
The look she gave him waa terrible. the French convict station in Aus- complished this revenge,
had given the Britisher a complete
“I wouldn't marry yon if you owned tralasia, she passed out ot service in a great j he
and then
the globe and wore an angel’s halo flare of flame and smoke. The Susque- view of the Shenandoah's stern,
hanna sailed proudly and safely between drew rapidly away, soon leaving the pride
•round your head.”
dim speck on the horizon.
“Men don’t wear halos; yon girls do continents for several years, but in 1906 of the tea fleet a
TUB SHIP’S LOO.
that. I’ve seen ’em on bargain coun- ran into a storm near the Solomon Islands,
and that was the last of the 8nsquehanna.
ters."
A few excerpts from the log of the Shento beach, but there
“WHl yon kindly go out and bring Her crew managed
andoah during one of her voyages to the
in
of
the
themselves
found
.domains
hi that boat!"
Eaet Indies makes interesting reading.
It waa evident that she had got be- cannibals. After numerous thrilling es- These entries were taken the other day
civilisation
reached
again.
they
yond the legend of Proposal Island, so capes,
from one of the book* that the present
he swam out for the boat 8he got In.
captain ot the barge Shenandoah, 8. H.
HER CHARMED LIVE.
•nd he polled her to the shore.
Gardiner, has in his possession. The port
Through all this history of bard luck of
Bhe didn't epeak to him for a week;
departure was Norfolk, Va.; the date of
the Shsnfleet
Bewail
to
the
disaster
and
then he proposed again In a milder
departure Sept. 30,190b; the1 destination,
frshlon. and she accepted him.
For pains in the side or cheat dampen a
There have been a good many beFor
dryness and tickling in the
of flannel with Chamberlain’s Mni- throat,oonghing.
hoareeness and all coughs and colds
trothals on the. rock, bnt the others piece
ment and bind it on over the seat of pain. take Foley’s Honey and Tar Compouad
have all been of the eqpventlonal type, There is nothing better. For sale by all Contains no opiates. For sale by all drugdealers.
gists.
^hte one alone waa unique.
There

MaaUa, nod the (kipper, O. K. Chapman.
Carrying a cargo of oca I, tha Shenandoah
arrived at Manila, on March 2,1808, fairly
goodaraathar and no untoward aooidoate
marring tha voyage.
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WHITCOMB. HAYNES & CO., Ellsworth Falls, Me.

if this feat of sailing were not
enough, the Shenandoah, on the following
As

a

Clarions for Home
neating

through a small gale
clip. In spite of Jieaving
and snow squalls she covers 291

day, April 27,
at

rode

twelve knot

waves

For twenty-one out of the twentyfour hours her pace was twelve knots;
during the other three hours an average of
thirteen knots. At no time in that day
was her speed less than twelve knots.
The rains and snow sqdalli continued,
but the Shenandoah never let up in her
knots.

flight.

On

April

28 she

powerful
—

averaged exactly

knots. On April 29 her total was
knots. Next day was Sunday, but
Capt. Chapman’s blood was up and he
wanted to get to Port Blakely as tar ahead
of time as possible, so the ship was sent
along under as much sail as the stormy
weather permitted. The Sunday total was
the respectable figure, 249 knots.- Next
day the weather became so bad that a
few sails had to be takei% in, reducing
the total knots to 215. But the first day of
May brought a little letup in the elements, with the result that Shenandoah finished up with an hourly average
of eleven knots, a day’s total of 264 knots.
Said Barge Captain S. L. Gardiner, when
he had finished reading these old records
of the ship Shenandoah:
“What a shame that such a ship should
be nothing more than a coal barge I Hear
that steam Bhover ripping away at her
beams! She’s nothing hurt up to date,
but let her stay in this business a few
years and there’ll be precious little left to

—

easy to

—

durable

run —eco-

nomical.

twelve
211

unsurpassed-

are

Pure,

air, under
absolute control, is
what you need.
A CLARION will
give it to you.
WOOD & BISHOP Co., Bangor, Maine.
|
I
Sold by J. P. tldridge,
Ellsworth
warm

■

•

remind you that the Shenandoah was once
fastest
the
ship, American, German,
French or Italian, afloat. But how- can
you help it? You can’t run an American
ship to profit any longer. They build
cheaper across the water, and it costs
nothing to pay or feed the sailors. You
can’t compete with them, even though
even
though
you’ve got the ships
you’ve got such stupe as this one. Look at
her now, all grimy and sooty, the finest
—

thing that ever-sailed under a spread canvas!
Hear that steam shovel banging

j

away at her

CATARRH

beams!”

Life Saving Clothing.
A remarkable demonstration was madein Berlin of a new fabric of seoret com-

Ely’s Cream Balm
it quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

position designed to make olothing so It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
buoyant that it will keep its wearer afloat the
diseased mem.
In the water, says the Army and Navy
brane
from

resulting

Journal. To don a garment lined with it Catarrh and drives
is to become unainkable.
away a Cold in the
On the ocoaBion mentioned, infantry- Head quickly. K<-||AV VCMVO
in
uniclad
stores
the Senses of IlH | ■ LVLlI
in
full
marching
kit,
men,
forms lined with the material, which Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drugor by mail.
Iu liquid form, 75 cents
rendered the olothing neither heavier nor
ily Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
thicker than usual, threw themselves into
the water, and not only did not sink, bat
were able to “march” in the water and to
Are. At the same time coffee was served
to a party in the water, waiter and guests
being clad In the special fabric.
It is reported that recently the inventor,
wearing his suit, jumped into the water
before the Kaiser’s steamer to demonstrate
the value of his device, and that the police
arrested him for impropriety.

fists

Notice.
Pauper
contracted with the City of Ellstor those .who
worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance during the next ire
care

may
llaworth, 1
years and are legal residents
forbid all persona trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to ears for them at the City Farm
U. J. Dsdmxxt
house.
e

No Lame Horses
U Von Will Use

Tuttle’s
Elixir
Donl neglect the lame or
blemished leg. Or don't give
np because other things have
(ailed. When yon stop to think that there are hnndreda of thousands of norses that have been made
sound and are kept sound, kept at their hard work
day in and day out—thanks to Tuttle's Elixir—then
you will realise that It 's tune you tried it. too. Let
US prove to you that it
^
-

CUBES

—

Curb. Splints, Spavin Lameness. Bsy«
Bone, Knotted Cords, Corbie Joints,
Strains,Bony Growths, Swell I ugw J^hoe
Bolls and yoander.PIstemper and Colic
It never falls to locate lameness, and the thonaands who have tried It will tell you that It makes
the finest leg and body vrnah they ever used.
Send ror the proofs. We want you to know also
of the remarkable curative powers of Tuttle’s Worm
Powders, Tuttle’s Condition Powders, and Tuttle's
Hoof Ointment. Your dealer sells Tuttle’s remedies.
If not. send us his name and SOc. in stamps and
we will send a large siae bottle prepaid. Don t experiment. Get Tuttle’s and be euro.

I
FREE oo^agebookofvffmSS’iiffofmatlon
to
horse owner. Enables you to be your own
every

veterinary. Write (or it today, enclosing
tor postage

1

cents
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Thia week'* edltfoa of The
American U 1W90 copiea.
Average tor the year of H10.
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county unwur.
If Back Wood mw a back mw mw back a ad
wood.
Could Buck mw wood artth tb# mw Back mw
▲ad would Buck mw tig wood Book mw
Oa the Saw buck Bock mw with Um wood.

Joseph Pa litter, proprietor of the New
York World, and for many yean a member of Bar Harbor's summer colony, died
on board his ^aebt off Charleston,
8.C.

Sunday

_

Rev. P. A. A. Killatu, pastor of the Ellsworth Baptist church, celebrated his lflOth
wedding anniversary last Wednesday?
That sounds a little etartling. but when it
is explained that this refers not to his own
bnt to other people's wedding* in the past
fifteen yean, or in other words, that he
married his 150th couple, it removes the

assumption

of

venenbility

from the

pas-

tor and his estimable wife.
Our North Orland correspondent writes:
“Mrs. Harriet Orcutt, of East Bucks port, is
a very smart old lady.
Although ninetytwo years of age last June, she has sn active and bright mind, can talk on any subject and never repest things, as most aged
people do. She expresses herself more
clearly than many young women. She has
spun yarn and knit five pairs of men s
mittens and made thirty skeins of stocking yarn, doubled and twisted it thia fall.
The past year she has made a patchwork
quilt of over 1,500 pieces, aud tied and
finished it herself, without the aid of
glasses. She also knit a pair of men's leggins besides the common knitting. She is
jolly, and good company for old or
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poor grown la the low or cotton lands
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ud so I

did not. They Mid then was,
than ia producing appiea aad
THE FIRE
started out to find u.
only sailing* in competition with
“I trass pad around sad hunted until 1
Maine-grown applet in the markets of the
NOT TUB BABY ONB stumbled back to the station end got oot MHT uul p»y[i| loi tkla
mMlt
ORCHARDING GROWING IN IM- world, bat is actually selling them in LIFB IB
Haszzu. PwiM, Ereokll*, M«,
early next morning end worked until late
Maine, and wearing a amlle on aoeoant ot
KANT TBINK.
PORTANCE IN MAINE.
In the afternoon, without finding it. I
his profits. Yoa see that when theories
for Sab.
and facts arc so at variance, then is some- urnnici nt on n> fokir nn wouldn't have quit then, but It arse rainn go STATE IN UNION AH NATURAL
In sheets and seemed sufficient to put
ing
somewhere.
wrong
thing radically
LOOKOUT OTATtOm THIS
FAVORABLE
MONK
CONDITION*
out any firs.
The.rejuvenation ot a neglected orchard
TRAIL
FO* AFFLS PRODUCTION.
“Next day the Roach pond camps
is uOt a difficult matter.
There is no
t ton* of Hungarian h.y *7
phoned that the fin was there and they
[Sue K. Ooimi, la Lawl.ton Journal.)
mystery about it. It takes no college edula
Portland
Board
Or*** "A” our* Anuct* o«c* Eli.I
D.
ClEEilfi.
[Frankll*
would send out a one to locate U. Thane HAT-About
**’
cation. No great scientific knowledge, no
worth.
“Fourth ot July and a cyclone coat the men returned that
of Trad* Journal.}
^
night without locating
special training. If there ia dead wood
State ot Maine 10,000 acne ot foreet this the blase. The next day they stayed In
uictgk, *ztcn*ton di.ul
It la a wall-known fact that the apple is cat it out. It there are cross limbs which
Second-band
tnbl*. z*lT*nti*d Iron w»*btub Aonlf
Appl»
need to be removed, remove them, catting year,” said Fire Lookout Harry D. camp, but on the second day struck out to W. A. Alzzampzz. Ellsworth.
partial to northern lalitndee. One thins
close up to the tree and painting after- Stewart, of Bangor, one day recently, as and located It. It was on s lot owned by
that u renerally overlooked la altitude.
wards. It there are suckers, cut them off. be sat in the offlea of Foreet Commissioner John Osssldy, of Bangor, end had burned
Co Art.
It iv common to hoar men my that they
an area ot about twenty square feet.
Xt
If tbe ground needs plowing, plow it; takneat re.ee rood applee in the Houth.
Macs at the Statehouae.
was started by lightning striking a birch
care
it
too
not
to
ing
plow
deep.
1 e»Ud b» B. T.
Fine applee are frown la the highlands of
8o*l.: hot w*t»r h«*VS
Mr. Stewart has bean in charge ot the tree.
It is sure to need dressing, so dress it.
•t. Inqulr* of B. Q. Moons,
\ irsiaia (waarw the beat Newtown pipBllaworth,
“The reason I couldn’t loeate that firs
If you have not stable manure which you Spencer Mountain lookout station of the
world
nr*
tn
the
crown)
pin* produced
Maine forest Ore service during the past was beta use I was like a man on the roof
HODSB on C*ntrsl ,tr._
desire to use for that purpose, use somesecOaarh
la
the
la
Waal
and
Virginia,
Apply to Parana * Kzowltox, EnJ
thing else— Fisher's formula, high grade year, and it was he who reported the great ot a bouse trying to see. something taking worth.
or
section of
tion. that grunt “uplift'
Ore which raced over French town town- place under the earn. We can’t dolt. I
potato fertiliser or wood ashes. These are
and
Missouri
raised land running through
sU good, and I will say that I have never ship, and over Lobster mountain early In was on the top of the mountain and
P|clp VBantrij.
Arkaataa. they grow excellent fraU, notthe month of July.
couldn’t see whet was going on down on
seen anything but good results from tbe
would
tact
that
withstanding the
apple*
This
was
the
worst
of
the
fires
its
side."
many
Strong, capable woman
uae of Fisher’s Formula as a atarter.
It
tbe man oat

MAINE APPLE8.

the trees look healthy, gives a vigolying la the earn*
rous growth ana produces trait.
I would
The mm* thing crops oat la New Engtry it for tbe first two years, and then folfor while H 1a true that yon can
le nd
low it with either potash or wood ashes.
grow applee ■accemlaUy at practically sea
Hogs are a splendid thing in an orchard.
level, the great valley* and intervale* of
Sheep are good, buy neither can be used
the interior prodace aa apple of much
in orchards of young trees where limbs
lower grade and poorer keeping quality
hang low. Tbe amount of Fisher’s forthan is produced oa the hills bat ala miles
mula or other fertiliser needed depends
away. People often scout the Idea that
upon the condition of the soil and the
aa gwod apple* oaa he grown on the Pasize of the tree. For a young, modoratect hr enaet as oa the Atlantic.
aised tree six pounds per tree will show
Whan someone suggest* that Oregon,
good results. How it out as far as branches
Washington and the Dakotas an dangerextend, and not nearer than two to three
one oomprt urn la apple production, it la
feet of the trunk of bearing treat! For a
common to hear the reply
“They can’t
large tree with soil in poor condition put
grow good ha raced apples than.” Why
on ten pounds.
notf They are as far north aa Mains, the
Don’t ever try to grow Ben Davis tree*
soil i* magaihoant and ha eanahina mors
or Ben Davis apples without cultivating
I favorable daring the period of growth.
the ground. It can’t be done successfully.
Let not men fool tbemeelvee with the
Tbe first year in sod shows unAea fed
notion that Maine-grown apple* am to
heavily, and each year following will
superior to Oregon fruit that they do not show more.
need to bestir themselves, or a rod*
Don’t give up an old orchard or an old
awakening await* them. Perhaps some of
tree aa long aa it ia alive and haa not got a
them are ant swat* that in hfteau years
rotten heart and the up halt gone. 1
the Kart he const eta tea will produce nearly
know of nothing that responds more
ae many apple* as were grown
in tho
quickly to treatment Ibao an apple tree.
u hole United Htate* last
year.
it. When you trim, it trimming has
Maine cannot produce as tine a Jona- Try
been long and sadly neglected, don’t go to
than a* i* grown in Oregoo. That variwork and cut your tree all to pieces. A
ety Is to-day selling in Oregop for fl.X
tree is a live thiog and has a circulatory
tree
ah
the
which
ia
box.
ran,
orchard,
per
system. Don’t you think that after you
equal to $t 75 per barrel. Jonathans are bad
got to be past middle age, and was ip
ia
New
York
at
the
selling
city
highest
poor condition, it would be a shock to
for
Ben
A
price being paid
any apple.
hare the surgeon trim you upT I have
Davis grown in the West is nearer Rt to
seen many orchards well-nigh ruined by
make*

latitude.

which raged in the Maine woods this summer, and Mr. Stewart's story ot how he
worked to get help to the fire would make
the foundation ot a splendid descriptive
chapter in a novel in which a forest fire
was to be described.
In a novel, a man
doing the work which Mr. Stewart did
would be described aa a hero, but up la
the big woods of Maine it was simply doing his duty. He didn’t regard it as anything heroic, nor did the woodsmen who
knew of what he did—but then, they are
men ot the roods and regard all things aa

commonplace.
“I first detected the small smoke through

ny glass,’’.said Mr. Stewart, tailing of the

work. “I watched it until certain that It
was not the camp fire of fisherman or explorers. It wasn’t a grant while before
that fact was established. Then I tried to
get word out. I tried to call up the Boach
Kiver campa, but the telephone had been
burned out in the same thunder shower
which started the fire with its lightning.
Hoach River camps were six miles away,
and that was the nearest
point from
which a ’phone meeaage could be sent to
Greenville, from whicb place help must
Mnt to

housework.

Good

r0l“"D"

Commissioner Mace says that
eras responsible for the majority
of the foseot fires which occurred In Maine
during the pest summer. They practically all started from that source, atter*which
the drought made the heavy toes passible.
"The majority ot these fires,” said the
commissioner la dieeuasiag the matter,
“we have traced beck to the starting
point and found the spot where the firs
began. These forest fins always work
against the wind, and ell you have to do is
trnoe one beck and look a boat and you
will find the starting point.
‘‘The big Frenehtown, Lobster moantain fire, which Harry has Just been telling yon about, started by lightning striking s green hemlock. We found the hemlock which it hit. The fire on Enchanted,
which burned over 8,000 acres, wss started
by lightning, as was the Pine stream end
Deer pond fires, and many others.”
Mr. Macs says that the result of the
present year has demonstrated the value
of the preeent forest fire patrol and lookout service. In consequence of this branch
of tbeBtete’s work, many thousands ot
dollars, in fsct,mill ions of dollars worth of
timber hat been saved. He points out
that Maine has between 9,000,000 and
10.000,000seres of timberland estimated to
be worth 8*5,000,000, and with all the great
fires which ruged in the State daring early
July, the total loss will not much exceed
8*0,000, if it really roaches that figure.
This could only have resulted from the
efficiency of the service.
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HARDWOOD—Wo

are

In the market for

white birch, yellow birch and rock
maple, to be delivered at oar factory the com.
lag winter. We bavo decided to pay for No 1
woods, $«M per cord. Por No. a, *«oo oer
cord. Por No. I. IWO per cord, delivered in
the yard at oar factory. All who wish to far*
ateh we with a quantity of these woodi. «•
would like to have call at the factory office ae
early aa possible sad elate the amount you
could furnish, and consult with ua in regard
to our requirements for size and Quality at
wood to b# furnished at these prices. Elu*
voiti Haanwooo Co.

*Pj^ARMKR8 and children to cot balsam Hr
XV twigs. Por aarticalara address Pixt
Fiitow Co., Wood handler. New York. N. I.
/''t IRL—Capable girl or woman for general
\T housework ia family of three adults.
Address P. O. bos at, Rllsworth.

jSpnfaf KflUUfa,
NOTICE.
Union Trust Company, of Rliswortk*
the bolder of Deposit Book No.
7W, representing five eharei of the thirtieth
series in the Rllaworth Loan and Building
Association and Issued t>y said association to
Lillian J. Stock bridge. January. l»«. and as*
signed by her to said Union Trust Company
under date of September 4, 1910, and now of
the value of MM &7. In pledge for the payment
of an overdue note dated April 8. 1911. on
three month* time for fMU.OO signed by A. P.
Slock bridge, which note and obligation said
A. P. Block bridge baa lailed to pay and perform. hereby give* notice that it intends to
enforce payment of said note and obligation
by sale of tha said pledged Deposit Book,
representing said shares.
Union Tivst Company,
By H. H. Higgins, Treasurer.
Rllsworth, Maine, November l, 1911.

THEbeing

CAUTION.
bed end board without
forbid ail
my wife, Kate
persons harboring or
Webber, os I shall pay no bills of her contracting after this date.
Calvin N. Webber.
Winter Harbor, Oct. 14.1911.
left

my
HAVING
Just provocation. I hereby
frosting

_

fttgst Xoticw.
NHKKII'F'M SALE.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.
October 90, a. d. 1911.
on this thirtieth day of October, a.
d. 1911, upon aa (olios) execution dated
October 8, a. d. 1911, issued on a judgment rendered by the supreme Judicial court for said
county of Hancock at the term of said court
began and held at Ellsworth within and for
said county on the third Tuesday of Januarj,
a. d. 1908, in which judgment and execution
Gnstovus F. Swift, of Chicago. Illinois, and
Edwin O. Swift, of Boston, Massachusetts, copartners and doing business as Portland Beef
Company, are creditors, and Herbert W.
Gnndle, of BlnehlU. in said county of Hancock is debtor, and which execution in favor
of said Gustavos F. Swift and Edwin C. Swift
and against said Herbert W. Grindle for the
son of fifty-seven dollars, sixty-five cents
($57.68) debt or damage, and one hundred sixteen dollars, fifty-six cents ($116 56) costs of
suit (together with thirty cents more for this
and one former writ of execution; runs
against the goods and estate of said Herbert
w. Grindle. the following real estate as the
property of said Herbert W. Grindle, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land with buildings situated in BluehiU aforesaid and mors
particularly described as follows:
The house In which said Herbert W.
Grindle now lives and one acre of land around
sold honse; also the right to use water from
the spring and a right of way one rod wide
from his land to said spring; also a right of
way one rod wide beginning at the end of the
town road near the house (formerly) of w Ilford E. Grindle and thence running southerly
M.
along the westerly line of land of Johnasm
Snow, to the shore near the brook. All
being
as
this day.taken
premises described
Herbert «■
same premises devised to said
Grindls under the last will and testament of
last wiU
said
said Wilford B. Grindle, which
and testament dated December 16, a. d.
was admitted to p re bate at the term of probate court for said county of Hancock held at
said Ellsworth on April 4, a d. 1911.
And I shall at public auction sale ut the office of Hale A Hamlin in said Ellsworth on
Friday, the first day of December, a. d. 19Hsaid
two o'clock in the afternoon, to satisfy
execution and incidental charges, sell said
real estate taken on execution a? .-foresaia
and all the right, title and interest wbivb the
said Herbert W. Grindle has in and to the
name.
John E. Webster
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Sheriff.

Mottos of First Mooting.
In tbs District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In ths matter of
,_
otcv.
lM
Boon. 8<>»o>.

)

Bankrupt,

To the creditors of Butene Simpson, of Sul*
liran, in the oonnty of Hancock ami die
trict aforesaid, a bankrupt:
„,h
ou the 28 k
XTOTICB la hereby given that
saw
day of October a. d. 1911. the

adjudicates

Simpson
nis
bankrupt: and that the first meeting of
creditors will be held at my office. iu Elio*
November,
of
18th
worth. Mains, on the
day
a*
a. d. 1911, at two o'clock in the afternoon,
which time ths ssld creditors may atte“r*
examine
truatee.
a
prose their claicas, appoint
the bankrupt and transact such other business ss may properly corns before said meet
William B. Whiting,
lag.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Paled Ellsworth, Ms.. Not. 1,1911.
Bugene

was

duly

StocrtfscmnUft

Wm. O. EMERY
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lightning

tlgbt the are. It tree up to me
to get the fighters on the ground. There
was but one thing to do.
I bad got to
hoot it six miles to Roach River.
“Remember bow hot it was that day?
It was the hottest day I ever saw.,I stripped to my trouMrs and undershirt and
started. It was a hard old tramp. I got
there, and we tried to raiM Greenville,
eat than one grown in New England.
but that was where thy holiday came in.
harsh trimming.
Those are about the only varieties grown
there are extremes in all. It was the Fourth of July and business
Kememher,
uiive
ueru
ah inc iiKures
mn
two
section*
which
I
bare
in the
comcumpucu
things, and if you must trim heavily, waa -suspended. This included the tele- as
by the department, so that the comyet
pared, altboagb the market test shows
office.
We
couldn’t
a
word
to
do not forget that good nourishment will phone
get
is
not
in
a
to
missioner
give an
that the Oregon Hpiuenberf and Bellposition
help the trees lo withstand the treatment them. At last it became so apparent that actual statement of areas burned over and
flower are both better than t be earns variwere
either
closed
or
line
tbe
was
to some extent and to recover from it. they
up
losses in dollars and cents, but his estiety grown in New England. I mention Don't ever
young.”
expect to reach the goal of good out of commission that Lily Bay was mates are based on such returns as have
these things not to decry New England
was called' upon.
Over there they got a
From Brooklyn, N. Y., comes the fol- but to try and pruegpt men from going to fruit and plenty of it without spraying. It
come in.
isbelUr to grow a crop of apples than a crop special boat out and Mnt it down to GreenIllustrative of the efflcient method of the
lowing story of a romance which had Its sleep in a fool'* paradise while hogging
of worms. It is better to grow number one ville with the news of tbe fire. The Shews
beginning years ago when uMark” Tracy a delation.
service, Mr. Mace tells a story of an exfruit than it ia to grow number twos. at once gathered a crew of sixty men and
and Clara Hemingway were schoolmates
perience he had in company with a memM&1SKH UPPOKTI BITT.
Hemetimes you will get a good crop of rushed them back on tbe same boat to
in Goulds boro:
ber of the national forestry department’s
I claim that ia do state in the l man arc clean fruit without spraying, but the year Lily Bay and ecroM to the fire.
force, Mr. Peters. They arrived at the
Capt. Marcus H. Tracy and Mrs. Clara A. natural conditions mot* favorable tor the
THE CYCLONE COMES ALONO.
that you would have a light' crop of
lookout station on Mt. Coburn just at
Smith, of Brooklyn, were married by the
of good applee than wormy fruit it you did not spray pays you
“TheM men went to work on the fire. dusk one
Rev. John L. Scudder in Jersey City on Tues- profitable production
night last summer. They had
in Maine. Maine ia one of those locations well for spraying both years.
the
next
are
of
down
Both
it'was
where
The
seafaring
By
day.
morning
parentage.
scarcely entered the station when Pat
families lived in Goulds boro. Me., and Capt. where nature only asks the intelligent asfelt
was
safe
it
to
cut
the
force
of
PAI'KAQBS.
they
Walsh, the man on duty, detected a Are.
Tracy’s father was famous for his voyages sistance of man to return him high-grade
They cut it in half. The commissioner and Mr. Peters could
Mach has been said by butter and fighters down.
around the world. The late Capt. Henry trait combined with both pleasure and
of
the
men
were
taken
back
to
Lily stay but a few minutes, as tbe comand casual Thirty
Hemingway, father of the bride, was a neigh- profit. Land for orenarding ia very much cheese dealers, by theorists
where a fire bad started. That was missioner had to reach the Parlin Pond
lookers-on, abont packing Maine apples Bay,
bor and life-long friend of Capt. Nathan S.
in Maine and its .nearness to the
cheaper
on the morning of the fifth, and it waa
In boxes. It ia common for that class of
camps that night. Aa he was leaving he
Tracy, the elder. The attachment of the
great cities of the East and the ports of
figured that the thirty men left be- said to Walsh:
men to fancy that the reason why western
present bride and bridegroom dates back to
for
are
departure
Europe
handicaps
hind
were
to
with
the flte.
their childhood days when they were chnme. I
ample
cops
box apploe self well ia because they go to
“Pat, telephone me that fire at the
which the far West must always
“In tbe afternoon that cyclone which Parlin Pond
Capt. Tracy said that he would go on hia against
be there in about
market in boms, and they pine for the
camps; ITl
"
Notwithstanding this. Maine
honeymoon a little later in the season, as he' ! contend.
over
earns
Maine
along. It lasted three hours.”
of the day whan all apples will swept
is very busy now. He is president of the New i farmers who grow little trait and hare dawning
only a few minutes, but when it waa over
When be reached the camp* the inforbe pocked that away.
York, Buffalo and Great Lakes Transporta- neglected orchards growl about lack of
Tbs concealment afforded by the paper that fire whs beyond the efforts of the men mation was waiting him that a set ot saw
tion Co. and of the Jarvis Lighterage Co.
io orcharding, while the man of
profit
before tbe thirty could be mills on the C. P. R. had burned.
around the western apples does on duty, and
Mrs. Tracy was the widow of the late Capt. A. j
the tar West wears a smile a foot long and wrapper
back from Lily Bay, it waa beyond
W. Smith. After Nov. 30, Capt. Tracy and his I
not arouse suspicion.
Experience haa gotten
it’s a raid uni.
sells his orchard only at fancy prices.
control. The holiday and tbe
bride will be at home at 666 St. Mark’s place,
demonstrated that the fruit under thtt all human
Tbe commissioner says that he has had
FOBCB OP HABIT.
combined caused a £100,000 damcyclone
Brooklyn.
of
for
ia
color
the
and
variety
good
paper
to langh sometime* wh*n he received apThe reason why Maine does not produce ia free from disease and defects.
The age for Maine.
for positions as lookouts
Gumption on the Farm.
“Them wen bard times. I tell you that plications
more and better apples is found in t be one
ia
under
conditions
Oregon apple
grpwn
from college boys who wished to work
word—habit! Some men who do not know that make for uniformity. The soil, the I was worried that day, tbe Fourth, when
1 From the Farm Journal. 1
through their vacations. “I’d ask them if
this, but who do know that apple trees cultivation, ghe irrigation, the thinning 1 got to Roach River. I knew the MrioosThere was too much high flying at many
anything about getting
ness of that fire, and when I
found the they knew
are aa a rule sadly neglected in this Mate, I of the
make
fruit
of
all
lend
to
unifruit,
the woods with only a compass
of the agricultural fairs this fall. Hauling
to be lost in getting through
which
had
time
got
attributed
it
to
“laziness".
This
and
Evan
then
form else, color
quality.
to guide
in hay by aeroplane is not likely ever to wrongly
|hem. They’d say no.
is tar from the IWaon.
An English they are graded into adorn three sixes in tbe new/to Greenville my fears were not
“Then I’d ask if they were used to
become popular. Let us all live as claee
in the lest allayed. Had the telephone
farmer cannot change inherited taetboda, packing.
ont of doors on the ground withto earth as possible.
been available, as it should have been, th£ sleeping
habits, and the American farmer doesn't
Fancy this being dona with Maine
out a blanket, and they’d aay no.
Paint the ladders and store them away want to.
have
started
could
from
Greenville
fighters
“we
I apples. “Hut," says someone,
would
“And then I’d aek if they supposed
in the barn.
If V P>t in the same labor and fertilizer only pack the high-claas apples.” Oh, at about the time when tbe special boat
they aould And their way through
Greenville
Mnt
down
to
of
the
danThrash the grain out before the rats and per acre of orcharding which he puts into
notify
yes, you propose to skim og the cream and
the woods at night, and at this they
left Lily Bay.
mice do it for you.
an acts of sweet corn, he would receive
sell U in.boxes and have three-fourths of ger
usually said no, that they didn’t know
soon as I got to Roach River that day
Aa
twice
aa
much
net
profit. Any farmer the crop in the shape of skid milk to be
Don’t stand too much on your dignitythat tbe lookout* had to do that.
I'd
finished
I
climbed
and
to
the
I
telephoning,
would
as
a lunatic if
regard his neighbor
sold at second-class ekaff In barrels. It
yon might slip and fall.
tell them that they might go all sumtop of their windmill tower and took a
he should see him attempt to grow a crop would aot
pay.
With hay at twenty dollars a ton who
mer and not have to do it, and then
again
at the country around to see if there
of corn without cultivation and fertiliser,
The tact ia that yoa want In Lbs first look
would not be a hayseed?
they might have to do all three things
bat that treatment of an orchard laths plans to consider market requirements; were any other Brea. I could see the smoke
and
a
deal
more
It is so easy for a little rip in the hone
good
every week In tbe
usual thing. This la the force of habit. yoa want to consider the demand. _p! the Frencbtown blase, and knew It was
eeaaon. This settled the most of them.
blanket to get larger! Start for needle
That fa why, with all the logic on the side Markets an peculiar and seemingly not getting worse. As soon as the word asms
ware
for
a
looking
and thread the minute you see such a of
place where they
back from Greenville that a crew was be- They
proper care and cultivation, it is so hard always logical. For example, the market
oould take it a bit easy and study. The
gent.
to get the Mains farmer and fruit-grower for Ocesainge and Baldwins. There is a ing etarted. I began the tramp to the service wasn’t the place for them.
“Moat ot them, in their letters of apii the end of the year approaches let ue to awaken to hie opportunities sad to the limited demand far Qraenlags, and until station, getting there about dusk. It waa
a wlld-loolklng eight, though not so weird plication, said that they wanted* a good
be np end doing all the outdoor work that proper and profitable cars of hie fruit that demand ia
satisfied, buyers and users
place to put in th* vacation where they
and lurid aa one knight think, for when oould
has been pot oft, lest winter catch ns un- trees.
earn
will pay ft a banal more for them than
something and study, and
forset
flies
one
of
those
the
get
Mg
wanted the station to be near good Ashgoing
ii
At
prepared.
qnue true met we un men in they will pay for BaMartaa.
flames.
all
smoke
obscures
ing.”
Altar that limited demand ie eat lined,
Selling the farm and moving into town Maine who are awake to these things and
“I didn't sleep much that night. Most
to Join the store-box clnb it a good deal who an to-day giving their orchards and there ia more gramiag lor aale, tha
einke fifty oanta a barrel below Beld- •f the time 1 was at the lookout window
price
like trading off the best cow for a yellow the care and attention which they need.
wiaa. Now lat aa taka the boa aituatioa.
other fires.”
dog. Don’t do it, brother, at long as yon These men are growing good trees, good Thera ia a limited demand lor fancy applee watching for
THE ntl UjrDna THE UTM
can plow a straight furrow.
fruit, and are lighthouses tor the guid- in boxm and a metain percentage <H people
PARCH KR* 8 UNUSUAL. OFFKIt.
will
a fancy prim it naeeeaara fo obthat waa bat one of tba many interestIf yon had to stack any hey out this snce ot their teilow-men. At an example, tain par
them. Bat the great balk of the peoI will refer to one man whom 1 recently
year, look at the tope before winter eets
ple who oat a pplea are poor. They am ing experiences which Mr. Stewart bad
in. They sometimes settle badly, so that met who told me as we went through his people who work far email wagee sad can- during the summer. Boom idea of the Sella Dr. Howard’s Specific at Halt*
was loaded with
good not afford iuioiiae. When tboaa people watchfulness of these men In tba lonely
the storms ere likely to injure thi hay orchard which
Price and Guarantee a Cure.
a peak or too pounds
he put on one go to tba More to bay
trait
that
the
year
previous
if
this
much,
is
the
case
with yours,
of applaa they want aouad, an liable fruit lookont towers of the great black woods of
very
“It isn’t often that I have faith enough
ton of Fisher’s formula (costing fit a far
the
and
hare
no
is
(act
that
Maine
three
oat
by
them
they
culinary parpoma,
gained
again. Thick, floe grass is
top
in the medicine put up by other
baoanee it oanae limes
people to
the beet for this propose. Treed it down ion) and that he considered that where be extra money in pay foe it
daring the summer Mr. Stewart re100 barrels in a box.
used
it
it
made
him
that
year
eatoks of the MUlinocket mills be willing to offer to refund the money if
the
well.
Then tot oa nnnaiiWr a tow oommerciai ported
of apples. That fruit, being fine and pro- factor*. It ooata more to
i it does not cure,” said G. A. Parcher to an
pack throe boahela as forest Sres.
Never eet e fried egg with the expectaduced in a short-crop years sold for ft a of apadac in boxaa Abao it doaa to pack
Those mills are mors than a hundred Ellsworth American man wno dropped
tion of hatching a fried chieken. In exbarrel, and this Is not guess work, because them ia barreii. If packed into a ship ia miles from his station, bnt under certain into his store, “but I am glad to sell Dr.
a oolld Mock than ia more danger born
cessively hot weather plaoe canvas over I had the
apples.
atmospheric conditions the smoke could Howard’s specific for the cure of oonstipa*
the potato patch in order to shield the
beating than when frail la ia baireia.
1 could point out large sections in this
It aoota tea oeata more la aalaa axpaaaaa be seen. When seen, it did not look to be tion and dyspepsia on that basis.
eyes of the potatoes from the blinding
“The Dr. Howard
enn.
Investigations of modern science State where apple culture, with a few la England oa three boxaa than U doaa oa more than twenty-fire or thirty miles
Company, in order to
have disclosed the fact that there ia no notable
oaa barrel.
Tba uoocluaion drawn from
get a quick introductory sale, authorises
exceptions, may be said to have theaa ooodltiona ia that a limltad
distant.
essential connection between dock raising
(apply
been abandoned. In one ot tbase sections of
‘•Tba first day,” said Mr. Stewart, “1 ms to seU their regular flfty-oent bottles
and quack-grass.
fancy trait packed ia boat will act
in 1907 there were produced 30,000 barrel* mote then apples mat ia barnla. aad It ia waa sweeping the country through my at half-price, 25 cents and, although I
of a package tor the Pacific
of apples.
Practically no new orchards tha right aort It
glees when I detected this ribbon of have sold a lot of it, and have guaranteed
St s*s of Ohio, Citt or Toledo, j
coaatatatee.
may, however, be wail to
were oat at that time and practically none
Lucas Couimr,
(
toot winter, with tba exporta of smoke. For a lew minutes I watched it. every package, not one has been brought
note
that
makes
oath
J.
that
he
ia
Frank
Cheney
have been set since, and with the few ex- box applaa anneoally large, there ware It was too large to ba a camp fire, and so 1 back as unsatisfactory.”
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney A
“I am still sailing the specific at halfCo., dofnt business In the City of Toledo, ceptions
already mentioned, the old tknee when Uuca boxaa did not bring aa telephoned out the word that there was a
and
much aa one banal, and this indicated
and
State
aforesaid,
that
said firm orchards are
Oonnty
not being property cored for.
price, although I cannot tell how long 1
will pay the sum of OHB HUNDRED DOLtba limited demand for box applaa fist somewhere down the lower lakes.
that
LARS for each ana) every oaae of Catarrh that The result is that 10,000 to 12/)O0|Densia are bad bean maetiad and paaaad.
They went out and hunted for it. It waa shall be able to do so, and anyone who is
oannot be eared by the nee of Hall’s Catarrh all that seetion
While boxing applaa lor the Wool see me tbs asms way on tbs other two times, bnt subject to constipation, siok headache,
produces, and the less a
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Care.
it doaa not aaam beat tor New Eng- at last wa
disiinesa, liver trouble, indigestion gt a
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my man has the better satisfied bs is that ap- boat,
located that fire.
land except ia a very limited way. Far a
^
One of the interesting experiences whloh general played-out condition, ought to
ple-growing is not very profitable in limited amount of Uncy trait even New
Notart Public.
Maine.
England, regardleae of whether it la tor be had was in locating a fire upon Spencer take advantage of this chance. You «»»
(nr >
foil's Otterrk Core is taken internally and
Wow just think of it a minute. This boom or foreign trade, may Bad ban frail mountain itself. “One afternoon,” said ; tsU your readers that if they are not aatisSeta directly on the blood end mucous surbat for the gnat balk of the
Send for teetiraoninls same man swears by all that it goof and profitable;
called up from Roach Hirer and , «*• »ith the specific that they can come
fiofi of the system.
bait, and for tba trade that aaaa tha balk ha, “(They I
F. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo, O.
2m.
far
cannot
that
the
West
great
compete of tha applaa, the barrel ia tha beat aad asked am if knew there was a Ora on the I right back to my store and I will cheerwest end of the mountain. I said that I fully refund their money.
with Maine in growing apples, and yet moat profitable package.
constipation.
oe

WOMAN
f*n»ml

LHwnmra bbsfoksiblb fob fibbs.

|

20 Post Cards for

and 2 cl. ,tamp to par pottage Big
value. A atoned'package. Card, a.

|

nua.
to nu own experience which wen much
appreciated.
has gone to Brawar
Lynch
At the conclusion of his address t
Mn
bar daughter, Mrs. Warm Jorhearty Invitation was extended to the
men not already
danattending to visit the
a part’ll last week at
E A. Flood spent
Sunday morning aesaions of the men’s
8.
and
Thomas
Tapley
bible class, and the company
Hokinley With Dr.
reluctantly
diaperaed. The men’s class has long been
irif®of Amherst, wee here a part of the Sunday school, but recently
D.
Smith,
Lorenzo
the guest ol C. W. Smith it has received a new Impetus, until now it
Monday night,
haa beoome one of the most enoouraging
(0d wife*
ol Holden, was here two features of the work.
John Arnold,
visiting his aieter, Mrs.
gay, last week,

KLLSWUKTH

char l«

POR BREACH OK PROMISE.

(aura Severance.

Christopher Moody and wife, of Monroe, Widow ot Harvey D. Hadlock Plainbeen here several days, gneata ot
and with.
g. w. Elite
has dosed her house
Mrs. Lewis I. Gray
for the winter and Joined Mr. Gray at
Ban

0ntn Lake on Tuesday.
name home BetMrs. Daniel E. Loweree
where she has been
ray from Boston,
week*.
riaitin* relatives several
and wife, ot MilliStlnchfleld
John
ot last week,
Bookvt. were here a part
of John O. Whitney and wile.

tiff in

a

Suit.

Boston, Oct. *1—Mrs. Harvey D. Hadlbck, of Roxbury, who is about sixty years
old, has died, through her counsel, an attachment for ftO.OOtTon the real estate of
Charles J. Gorman, widely known as an
amusement manager, in an alleged breach
of promise action. The attachment was
filed in the Middlesex probate court at
East Cambridge yesterday afternoon.
According to the allegations of the libellant, who is the widow of one of Boston's beet-known lawyers, the affection

gae.n
Frank Nash and wife, ot Cherryfleld,
and Saturday of last
ware herj Friday
between Mrs. Hadlock and Mr. Gorman
and wile.
wtek, guests ot J. O. Whitney
began about six years ago, when the deWalto
want
Tuesday
fendant promised to train Mrs. Hadlock’s
w. H. Brown
will
rebuild
the
mill
ot
son for a stage career.
Since that time,
tham, where he
which
was
destroyed by she alleges, scores of letters of a most
Wilson Uooglne,
loving character have passed between the
fire last week.
N. C. Ayer and wits want to Boeton last
week, w here Mr. Ayer bee employment
Leon H. Brown and
lor the winter.
Harold Stuart left yesterday to join Mr.
Ayer in bin work there.
Charles Haywood and. wife, of Bar Harof Henry
bor, were hero laat weak, guests
Hatch and wife. They returned to Bor
Harbor Saturday evening, Mr. Haywood
carrying with him bia full allowance of
and woodcock.

She also claims to have advanced
Mr. Gorman in the neighborhood of ftO,000.
A

pretty Roxbury telephone operator, to
whom, Mrs. Hadlock says, Mr. Gorman Is
attentive, ia said to be the real cause of the
tiling of the suit. It is understood that
Mr. Gorman will make a complete denial
of all the allegations brought by Mrs.
Hadlock.
________

9\arlavllle Grange.

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening,
with forty-eight members and three visitors present.
Three candidates were instructed in the first and second degrees.
A very fine program was rendered, and
program was announced by lecturer for
next meeting. There was much business
Fire last Thursday night completed the preparatory to Pomona grange meeting,
destruction of the old Tinker house on the which will be held with Mariaville grange
Ellsworth rood, which has been standing Nov. 11.
since the fire a few
Many good suggestions were offered
an unsightly ruin
the members.
The program was
years ago. The building waa valueless, by
and has long been an eyesore in the neigh- very amusing, a most enjoyable feature
being a stump speech by Brother Leslie
borhood.
Frost. There will be a box supper at the
The funeral of Mn. Esther A. Doyle, hall
Wednesday evening, Nov. 1. The
who died at Gr mo, at the home of her
public is invited.
son George, was held in the vestry here
It is hoped that the work on the ball
Thursday afternoon of laat week, Kev. will be completed by next Saturday evenMrs.
W.
Conley officiating.
Doyle ing, Nov. 4.
Henry
was a former resident here, having lived
here nearly all her life up to a year ago,
Green Mountain Pomona.
when she went to live with her sou at
Green Mountain Pomona grange will
Orono. She waa a woman of high charac- meet with Mariaville, Saturday, Nov. 11.
ter and bad a boat of friends 'who regret The program fallows:
her death, which followed an illness of Opening in form
Interment was at Juniper Address of welcome.Daniel Q. Young
several weeks.
cemetery.
Response.Hervey L. Scammons
Toplc—The parcels Post. Paper by B.
Walker McKeen, followed by open disMEN’S BANQUET.
cussion
Tbe initial banquet of the men’s bible
Topic—Progressive development of the
class of tbe Ellaworth Falla church was
Grange. General discussion
The Recess
held Wednesday evening, Oct. 25.
*
young ladies of Mrs. Whitney’s Sunday Music
school class prepared tbe supper and waited Paper—Good Roads in Maine aud How the
on the men.
The tables were set for sixty,
Grange May Help, Roy C. Haines.
General discussion
and wnen the hour for the supper arrived
the men came
until overy place waa Question box
hallowe’en party in the vestry Tuesday evening under the aosplces
of Mrs. Whitney’s Sunday school class.
It waa well patronised. Games were
played and home-made candy waa sold.
Proceeds, a boat p.
waa

a

ip

filled but three. Over seventy men purchased tickets, but some were unable to
attend.
The supper was of the substantial nature
which appeals to the appetites of men
whose days are spent to the mills or the
woods, and tbe way the food disappeared
was a
most sincere compliment to tbe
young iadiee, although there waa not a
man who failed to
express his appreciation
in words.
naentneiast

man

was

aimosi

in

me

condition of tbe little led Mr. Danfortb
told the men about who could chew but
couldn’t "swallow” any more, Mr. Quptii, tbe pastor, called the company’s attention to tbe second part of tbe program,
which remained for discussion. In a few
words be expressed bis conviction as to
the need in every place of a “community
consciousness” righteous in character. He
said he believed in men’s willingness to
work for such an end, and pledged his cooperation and the co-operation of the
church in any worthy line of activity tbe
men might like to see initiated. The program was then carried out as follows:
Our mission.'..Rev Mr Conley
Why should men go to Sunday eohoolT
Mr Whitney
Whst the Class means to me.Mr Csrllale
The Clsee end the Sunday school.
Mr Jelltson
The Class and the Church.Mr Giles
Mr

Salebury
a man,

Mr Whitcomb

Tbe last
A.

Weaker of the evening wsb W.
Danforth, of Bangor. Mr. Danfortb,

treasurer of the Bangor A Aroostook
railroad, la a vary busy man, bat gladly
duds time to be tbe leader of one of tbe
largest Sunday school classes of men to
be found in Maine. Disclaiming for hlmaelf any right to be placed on tbe program for an address, be proceeded to
prove bis disclaimer only on evidenoe of
modesty by giving the men as memorable a talk aa
been beard In Ellsworth
■s

Falla.
He insisted that tbe apontaneoua beginthe “Men and Heligion” movement in to many parts of the country was
■n evidenoe of its
inspiration. He approved the earnest utterances he bad
beard from the speakers of the evening,
»nd cheered the men for the fine start
whioh had evidently been made. Then
the growth and (access of the Danforth
was described, and methods of win-

ning of

ning

yrere suggested.
Touching the live* of quite 300 men,
this class has an average attendance of
between sixty and seventy every Sunday. Intimate religious problems are
discussed helpfully at every Friday seadon, the International lessons being
“sed as the basis of thqir study. But the
|dase is as active In good fellowship as
In Bible study, the fraternal aide being
Emphasised in every way possible.
Mr. Danforth ill nitrated his remarks
with tailing anecdotes and happy allusions
men

Mrs. R. 8. Spencer Is visiting friends In
Ellsworth Falls.
Mrs. Jack

Courtney

and children are in

Bangor (or a (ew daya.
Benjamin Croeeman, ot Newport, spent
Monday with his parents.
Christopher Crossman and family have
gone to Farmington on a vacation.
A crew of men are working along the
power company’s line clearing it of
bushes, limbs, etc.
Mrs. Bert Spencer, who has been caring
lor her mother, Mrs. Arthur Moore, has
returned to her home.

MOUTH

OF THR

KIVKR.

Willie A. Jones visited his brother, A.
M. Jones, Sunday.
Mrs. Mary A. Betts has gone to Winter
Harbor for a few weeks.

John Clough and wife spent Sunday at
Ellsworth Falls,
with
Mr. Clough’s
brother.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
Ar Oct 26, ach Storm Petrel, New York, cool
tor F 8 Lord
Sid Oct 28, ach Gold Hunter, Cranberry
lalee, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Ar Oct 31, schs Ann G Stuart, Searaport;
Lulu W Eppes, East Machiaa
Sid Nov 1, sen Henrietta A Whitney
Hancock Count? Porte.
8ontb west Harbor—Sid Oct 24, acha Emily
Anderson (Br) Windsor, N 8, for New York;
Princess (Br^ for Nova Scotia
Ar Oct 29, ach Perfect
In port Oct 30, ach Anna L Sanborn
Bass Harbor—Ar Oct 24, ga a Eva M Martin

Marie.]

HIGGINS—At Ellsworth, Oct 26. to Mr and
Mrs Schuyler Higgins, a son.
KITTKIDGE-At Latnoine, Oct 22, to Mr and
Mrs C M Kittridge, a son.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Oct 22, to Mr and Mrs
Marion P Leaoh, a daughter.
LEACH—At Sedgwick, Oct 22, to Mr and Mrs
Cyrus I Leach, a son. [ Elmer Calvin.]
NOYES—At Corea. Oct 25, to Mr and Mrs Edward Noyes, a daughter.
WENTWORTH-At Brooksville, Oct 24, to Mr
and Mrs Orrin Wentworth, a daughter.

Nason and little daughter
Ruby have returned from East brook,
where they have been visiting relatives.
Mrs. Rose Morton, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Lacy Maddocks, is
now visiting relatives in East Sullivan before going to Winter Harbor, where she
will make ber borne with her sister, Mrs.
May H. Rand.

Carpenters and painters have finished
shingling and painting the church.
Mineola Bridges has gone to Augusta,
where she has employment for the winter.
Mr9. C. D. Turner has gone to Boston
and vicinity to visit friends for a few
weeks.

superintendent of
Thursday, visiting

the schools.
Mrs. Carrie Smith, who has been here
through the summer, returned to her
home in New York Friday.
Oct.

29._C.

days.

TIBBITTS—At Northeast Harbor, Oct 24, Mrs
Mary H Tibbitts, aged 57 years, 6 months, 17

airtjErtiBttntnta,

Rheumatism
Is A Constitutional Disease.
Itself In local aches and
pains,—Inflamed joints and stiff muscles,—but It cannot be cured by local
It manifests

applications.
It requires constitutional treatment,
and the best is a course of the great
blood purifying and tonic medicine

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

which corrects the acid condition of
the blood and builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets- called Sarsatabs.

Across the world your voice is calling me,
I feel Its throbbing cadence through the
cloud
Of deeply-cherished memories that thrill
The very depths of me, and soft enshroud
Each grief iu peace; a happiness so full,
My Joyous heart would cry it all aloud.
Across the weary miles your face stands clear
In sharp relief against the dreary waste
Of separation and of Joy deferred;
My heart cries to the laggard time: “Make
haste!"
Across the world yourself is calling me—
Your voloe, your face, the very heart of you:
you call in dreams, and fill my waking

thoughts,
the

Joy

Sprague Pant
Jacob Dreyfus & Son’s Furnishings

The Arrow Brand Collars and Cuffs
Neckwear Hats and Caps
Leather, Duck ,and Sheepskin-lined Garments

j

_

>

OUK MOTTO:

Right

Rrioes

SMITH & HAGERTHY
Cor. Main and Franklin Streets

Commission fflerrijants.
The advertisement below represent some of
the leading houses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless And them of value.

LT~ ’boston”""

T,

commission merchant

renew.

Across the world your voice is calling me.
In every heartbeat draws your presence
near.

rhe days are lonely, love, and yet so full
Of you that I am sweet-companioned here.

*4 believe in a spade and an acre of good
pound. Whoeo cats a straight path to his
>wn living by thjphelp of Qod, in the san
ind rain and sprouting grain, seems to me
universal working man.. He solves the
ttoblem of life not for one, but for all
nen ef sound body.”—Bmerion.

APPLES
Poultry and Eggs

POTATOES
Dressed Lambs and Calves

Buick and Cadillac

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EGOS.
Top Market Prices.
Prompt Returns.
DEAL WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE*
CHAPIN BROS.,

These are the two makes of cars for which we are the selling
agents. The features of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show every detail.

quotations

ou

Egg-ene, a pure and healthful preparation used in your cooking gives you
the equivalent of sa EQQS for i2J£c
Contains no chemicals or impurities.
Guaranteed under the Pure Food Laws.

COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

request.

15

Models--$550

Established 1863

Wholesale Commission
OULTRY, Eaas, FRUIT,

Merchants
PRODUCE

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Boston, Mass
Stencils, etc., furnished on application.

Faneall Hall

Market,

APPLES
POULTRY

GARAGE

and every tool needed to do

—

POTATOES
BOOS

Dessert, postpaid.
We give away silk
Ask ns about it.

P. H. WALL & CO. THE—
General Commission Merchants
Agents Fletcher’s Improved Egg Case
Clinton and Fulton 8ta.,
BOSTON, MASS.
References and Stencils on Bequest.
us on

your

shipments of

W. W.

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fuia “Clarion”, it it

nace—if it is

RETURNS

Benjamin,

BOSTON, MASS.

sure

requirement.

to meet every

Made by the Wood Bishop Co,

Bangor.

Sold

by

ELDRIDGE,

Hall «Ste Cole

J. P.

Fruit and Product) Commission Merchants

Main Street,

stockings

gloves.

The Economy Pure Food Co.,
140 Washington St., Somerville, Mass.

8 Day Watches $5
Have you

seen

thfcm?

These perfect, accurate and inexpensive
watches are guaranteed to be as represented.
Four money back if they do not prove satisfactory. They will run eight days with one
winding. Open face, nickel case, with fancy
lial, price, $5.

Blue Steel, Tula Steel, Damasqula awl
Silver Cases to Suit Purchaser,
I iuepheal flat vetae ii NolMijr PM Carte, 21 le

H. M.

our

Ellsworth.

“wichman

& Co.,

ringfleld, Maes,

HAIR
store

uanes

Specialties

BOSTON
100-102 Faneull Hall Market,
Send for Stencils and weekly market report.

518 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Manufacturer of

-—--— --

and kid

repairing with all speed.

Ship to

Apples, Potatoes lid Cnetarries
SPECIAL OFFER: Send 10c to cover coat of
postage, etc., and we will send you a full package of Egg-ene and a package of oar French

to $1850.

LAWRENCE & CO.

IMMEDIATE

C ENTS

!

To Ellsworth

BERRIES

Apples, Potatoes, Live Poultry, etc.

long hours

through
Until that sometime when we may
Love’s springtime in our deeper

The

Try

TEN
Companioned.

but wait, but wait

Widow Jones’YQuhg Men’s and Boy s’Clothing

107*109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

HANCOCK.

can

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothing
Leopold Morse Co. Clothing

days.

YOUNG—At Lamoine, Oct 29, Annie E, wife
of Walter Young, aged 47 years, 7 months.
HARDISON-At Sullivan, Oct 20. Mrs Annie
L Hardison, formerly of Franklin, aged 48
years, 8 months, 11 days.

There will be another of the popular
social dances under the management of
Messrs. Young and Crabtree at the town
hall Tuesday evening, Nov. 7. Music by
Kelley’s orchestra of Bar Harbor. Supper
will be served.

I

We are just starting in the clothing business and want to build up a good
trade simply by giving our customers the squarest kind of a deal.
We can’t
succeed unless the man who buys "here once buys again.
We can’t afford to givfe
anything less than complete satisfaction. If anything you buy here fails to give all
the service and satisfaction you think it should, tell us so, and we’ll give you new
goods or your money back. Look over our line:

DOYLE—At

ISLE AU HALT.

here

:

Right Rrices

Good Goods at the

(.ARDNKR-MADDOCKS -At St Stephen, N
B, Oct 11, Miss Marguerite Gardner, of East
Mathias, to Hamlin Maddocks, of Ellsworth.
GRAY-PERT-At Brooklin, Oct 28, by Rev
Elisha Sanderson. Mrs Mary J Gray to William G Pert, both of Brooklin.
HOMER-COLEMAN—At Brewer, Oct 18, by
Rev Warren Morse, Miss Harriet Sarah
Homer, of Franklin, to George Herbert
Coleman, of Brewer.
LOWELL—DA VIES-At Bangor, Oct 25, by
Rev George A Martin, Miss Laura J Lowell,
of North Penobscot, to Austin L Davies, of
«
Bangor.
MORRISON—E8TEY-At Ellsworth, Oct 25.
by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Ida L Morrison
to John C Estey, both of Ellsworth.
PAGE-ALLEN—At North Sedgwick, Oct 26,
by Rev S P Merrill, Miss luez Idella Page to
Isaac Merrill Allen, both of North Sedgv
wick.
TINKER—M’INTOSH—At West Tnjnont, Oct
28, by L W Rumill.'esq, Mrs Nettie C Tinker,
of Tremont, to W H McIntosh, of Belfast.

J. P. Turner, of Vinalhaven, is visiting
friends on the island.

was

Good Goods at the

Nov. 8

WANT

Mrs. Eda

schools,

OUR MOTTO

MARRIKD.

DIED.

Coombs,

Open for Business
Wednesday,

BORN.
ALLEN-At Sedgwick, Oct 21, to Mr and Mrs
Charles H
Allen, a daughter.
[Hilda

Orono, Oct 24, Mrs Esther A
Doyle, formerly of Ellsworth Falls.
GILES—At Brooklin, Oct 24, Mrs Hannah J
Giles, aged 86 years, 4 months, 28 days.
GRAY—At Ellsworth, Oct 30, Alexander W
Gray, aged 18 years, 1 month.
SMITH—At Amherst, Oct 81, Alice C, wife of
Stephen Smith, aged 84 years, 9 months, 27

M.

Cor. Main and Franklin Sts., Ellsworth.

Miss Mabel Stone was the guest of bar
cousin. Miss Linda Pratt, a (ew days last
week.

Emery Maddocks is in poor health.
Arthur Nason is working for him.

T.

SMITH & HAGERTHY

Tbe farmers are improving tbe good
weather doing their tell work.

NORTH KLLS WORTH.

The Clsee and the other fellow,
The best thing that could happen to

Monday.

two.

partridge
There

ft frjyrttgfmmtf,

GSRRN LAKE.
Mrs. Hone* F. Lord visited In Rllsworth

aUjbfrtlBnnnrt*

PLUMBING,

ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
of every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties

Fox

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Trapping

Also Mink, Coon and other
animias taken with success
Methods.
with the Page
Fully warranted; land, snow
water sets. Stamp fot testi>
monials and terms. Bait for
■ale in pint, quart and twoquart Jars; iox aceut in pint
Jars* EDGAR R. PAGE,
Orland, Maine.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.

Twenty Year,* Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY, ELECTRICAL
Pal

Grant St., Ellsworth. Me.

AND FIXTURES.
Wlrlif IS SaffHa, CfewMIy Ota,
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Bitejr Building, state St..

ErtlaiM
powder

M

C.

E.

HOLT,

Dentist,

Bangor, Maine.

RESIDENCE
Fourteenth 81.

OFFICE

23 Hammond St.
Offlcediours

23

»to 12.13 ; 1 to 8.

Evenings by appointment

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL. CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland. for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

LIm, .1

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Telephone 6-6.
Susan:
For Peter*! annetlte try baking
blsculta made of Gold Medal Flour.

WIRINO.

J)R

AA POST CARDS 4 A_
Mm I and 2 ct. stamp to pay pos- | | in
M II tage. Assorted, big value. II II
fcW Send now. Address Its Cart | WW
Ca.. 1.1. Isa 138. Ua»irtt. Earta

FRANKLIN.

were

OTTER CREEK.
Thomas Daria la very low.
Mrs. Banker entertained the
circle Wednesday afternoon.

Charles Mscomber is loading the Island
Belle with lumber for Bar Harbor.

where she has

The ladies’ aid society will serve s sapper at the Methodist vestry Tuesday.

Stanley and Elmer Hagerthy
went to Bangor Saturday, on business.

Mrs. Wesley Clerk end daughter Basel
in Ellsworth Thursday.

Wyi UMM tea

spent

ladies’

Mrs. Elisa Stanley, of Cranberry isles,
visiting her mother, Mrs. John Stanley.
Arthur Saunders will move bis family
into Charles Richardson’s house this week.
James Smith and wife, Mrs. Lucy Bracy
Mrs. Cora Walls and son were in Ban-

Mrs. Julia Martin was in town last
week, the guest of her sisters, Mrs. Smith
and Mrs. Dyer.
Mrs. Eunice BlaisdeU is spending a tew
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Herbert
Young, at South Hancock.

and
gor

Saturday.

Herman Bracy, of Brooklin, has been
visiting his sister, Mrs. George Grover,
the past week.
Fountain Davis and wife have returned
home from New Hampshire, where they

It is expected that Rev. H. B. Arey wUl
and

return from his vacation this week,
conduct church service next Sunday.

spent two weeks with friends.
Oct. 30.

have

The three-master Robert A. Snyder
sailed Monday for New York, with paving
and staves for H. P. and J. W. BlaisdeU.
Misses Freida Bragdon, Hazel Clark,
Stella Dyer, Fredora Woodworth and
Edna Clark enjoyed last week at the camp
of Charles March.

G.

_

BAYS1DE.
R. F. Remick, who has been quite ill the
past two weeks, is improving.
Mrs. Cora Frazier spent Sunday in Ellsworth, the guest of Charles Fogg and wife.

Portland. Mrs. Fannie Crockett
is acting as substitute at the store during
Miss Gilley’s absence.
friends in

Harold Stuart and wife, with their two
children, of Ellsworth Falls, spent Sunday
here with Mr. Stuart’s parents, O. L.
Stuart and wife.

Friends of Mrs. Bertha Newman, of
Southwest Harbor, regret to learn of her
serious illness. Her mother, Mrs. Mary
Homer, is with her.
high
school teacher. Miss Hurley, with Miss
Henry, of the Ryefleld grammar school,
attended the convention at Augusta last
assistant

Mrs. Adrian Stanley left Thursday to
her husband in Jockland. Mr.
Stanley la obliged to enter the hospital for
treatment.
meet

Charles Dinsmore and wife have closed
their bouse and have gone to live with
Mrs. Jane Wilbur.

The annual meeting of the Congrega- ;
Mrs. Leonard Clark and daughter Letional church was held Wednesday eve- ! ri
ore, who have been visiting friends in
Oct.
at
the
with
re
nchurch,
ing,
2S,
press
town, returned to their home in Egypt
The remains of Ellen A., wife of Loren talives from the Bass Harbor branch. In
Saturday.
Douglass, were brought from Noank, the absence of the clerk, the assistant
Oct. 30.
Got.
to
Goose
Thursday
Cove,
was
morning,
treasurer
Conn.,
appointed secretary pro teas,
where the deceased formerly lived and with the pastor as chairman. Excellent
wear sedgwick.
where services were held. Interment was reports were read by the leaders of the coMartin Peaalee is working at HolIn the family lot. Mr. Douglass accombranches
the sewing circle, brook’s
operating
island.
panied the remains. Mrs. Douglass was Sunday school and Christian Endeavor.
Mrs. Cora Gray and son Winfield have
a daughter of the late David Haynes and
Officers were re-elected, with the addition
wife, of Trenton.
of Mrs. Emma Norwood as assistant returned from Bangor.
R.
Oct. SO.
Willie Sherwood and wife have moved
clerk. Several important matters were discussed and provisions for certain changes to Isleeboro for the winter.
BAR HARBOR.
in the general business matters were
Preston Gray, who bee had a severe stCharles B. Pineo has
purchased the made.
uck of erysipelas,*ie much improved.
Juliette Nickerson
property, with a
While feeling deep regret M the going
Mies Edith Grey is visiting her parenu,
frontage of 300 feet on Eden street.
■wey to a new home of Mrs. Julia Gilley, after being absent from home for three
The bids for the purchase snd removal her friends here unite in
wishing her years.
of the Young Women’s Christian associa- much
joy in her new relations as the wife
Mias Phebe Durgain, teacher in district
tion building were opened Friday. Mark ; of John
Marson, of Bootbbay. Before the No. 6, attended the SUte teachers’ conC. Morrison was the successful bidder. |
of
Mrs.
a
of
friends
departure
Gilley, party
vention in AugusU last week.
Mr. Morrison will dispose of the rear por- j
gathered ai her home to testify their love
Mrs. Minnie Gray, teacher in district
tion of the building, and the front of the I and
of
household
good will, leaving gifts
No. 6, gave a school enlerutnment last
building be plans to remove to a lot in the linen. There was sadness mixed with
joy,
rear of the present location and remodel it i
Tuesday evening at the schoolhoasv.
as plans for the wedding trip had been
Oct. 30.
D.
into a dwelling. The building is being
grievously broken, owing to the death of
removed to make room for a handsome
Marson, brother of the groom,
Woodbury
GOTT’S
ISLAND.
brick structure which is io be presented I
and also brother-in-law of Mrs. Gilley.
Miss Berths Morrill left Wednesday (or
to the Y. W. C. A. by Mrs. John 8. KenA pleasant trip had been planned to inwhere sbe bas employnedy, of New York.
clude the brother and his wife, and from Attleboro, Mass.,
_

week.

—

Harry Havey, who, with Wesley Clark,
ship-knee business, will move
his family to Bangor this week. They
is in the
will be

much missed if their stay proves

permanant.

_

Lola Dyer arranged a surprise party
for her brother Norman recently, on his
fifteenth birthday, which was much enjoyed. Refreshments were served in Miss
Miss

>

Dyer’s unique style.
B.

Oct. 30.
NORTH LAMOINE.
James

Hersey is

at The Elms

for the

winter.

George Smith

is

employed

at

Northeast

Harbor.

Capt. A.
at

B.

Holt and wife spent Sunday

_

their old home here.

Mrs. A. C. Norwood, of Southwest JElarbor, was the guest of Mrs. A. H. Coggins
last week.
Annie E., wife of Walter Young, died
Sunday morning, Oct. 29, after a distressing illness of several weeks, at the age of
forty-seven years and seven months.
Mrs. Young was a devoted wife and
mother, and in the twenty-seven years of
wedded life had performed her part nobly
and well. She will be sadly missed in the
home, where she was always to be found.
She leaves beside the husband, five children—Willard, Margaret, Leonard, Beulah
and Ernest; also two brothers— Milo Austin, of Ellsworth, and Charles Austin, of
Mrs. Gertrude
Milo; and one sister
Eaton, of Bangor. Funeral services will
be held at the Baptist church Tuesday
—

afternoon.
Oct 30.

Y.

|

sympathy

Much

1

days last

in

Stockton

Miss Arvilla

R. I.

Mrs. Margaret Eldridge and two boys,
Colby, of Rumford Falls, recently spent a few days with her parents,
A. L. Colby and wife.
Oct. 30.
C.
Cecil and

MARIAVILLE.

Mrs. Lena Hodgkins, of Eden, accompanied by her two sons, is in town visiting relatives.
Frank Frost is preparing to lumber
sgaiu this winter. He is hiring his crew

Lowell.
The Junior Endeavor league will hold a
at
the hall Thursday evening.
There will be an entertainment. Icecream and cake will be served.

of

men

and teams.

The farmers are doing lots of plowing,
looks now as if they meant more extensive farming another year.
Potatoes
have turned out poorly, but other
crops
have done fairly well.
Oct. 30.
a.
snd it

social

Mrs. Ida Leland spent one day last week
at Seal Harbor visiting her sister, Mrs.

ashmiacmmut,

Verify It.
The Proof Is In Ellsworth Almost at Your Door.
Tbe public statement of so Ellsworth
citizen is in itself strong proof for Ellsworth people, but confirmation
strengthens tbe evidence.
Here is an Ellsworth citizen who testified years ago that Doan’s Kidney Pills relieved sick kidneys and now states the
cure was permanent.
Can any sufferer
from kidney ills ask better proof? You
can investigate.
The case is right at
1
borne.
A. M. Franks, carpenter, High 8t., Ells-

worth, Me., says: “About two years ago
I noticed my back
growing lame. As time
passed, the trouble became constant.
Finally my condition was so bad that 1
had to lay off from work for several
days.
When suffering in that way I got a supply
of Doan’s Kidney Pills at Moore’s
Drug
Store, and the first few doses helped me.
After I had used two boxes of this remedy
I was entirely cured. Last fall I caught
cold and it settled on my kidneys, causing
another attack. I had not forgotten what
Doan’s Kidney Pills had previously done
for me, and I began using the remedy. 1
was quickly cured.”
(Statement given
February 7,MOB.)
mn six tbaxs.

On August 7,1911, Mr. Franks was interviewed, and he said: “1 confirm all I
said in my previous endorsement of
Dean’s Kidney Pills and authorize iu continned publication for the benefit of other
kidney sufferers. I have never had any
my former com-

plaint.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents.
Faster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents tor the United States.
Its member the nazes—Doan’s—and taka
■bother.

WEST SURRY.
Mrs. S. E. Grindle, who
ill last week, is better.

was

seriously

Alton and Harold Carter and their families and L. L. Smith and wife, of Salisbury
Cove, and Mr. Blake, of Portland, were at
tbe cottage at G. F. Gray’s last week.
Tbe funeral of Anson Cunningham was
held here last Tuesday. He learea a wife,
one daughter, four
sons, an aged mother,
two brothen and one aiater. Rev. E. L.
Sawyer officiated at the funeral. The
bearers were 1. O. Saunders, George Grindle, Frank Herrick and Will Pickering.
Oct. SO.
L.
_

BIRCH HARBOR.
Aaron Rice has been having repairs and
improvements made about bis home.
Rev. W. H. Rice, who has spent two
weeks here, returned home Saturday.
Mrs. E. A. Pet tee and son Clifton are
borne from Seal Harbor for a few days.

Eugene Pet tee and t mother will leave
this week for Seal Harbor, where he expects to be employed through the winter.
Oct.

30._C.
TRENTON.

Mias Ins Blodgett, of Sorry, was
it George Romer’s last week.

a

guest

Mias Alma Russell, of Prospect Harbor,
ia with her mother, Mrs. Fsnnie Russell,
it Hiram Grant’s.

Benjamin Jordan, who is working at
Bar Harbor, spent Saturday night and
Sunday with his family.
Oct. 30.

ment.

Mat.
GOULD8BOBO.

Benjamin Mitchell and wife have moved
from Center to the Jemee Butler oottage.
H. S. Mitchell and family, of Tinker’!
island, will occupy part of the same cottage.
Work on the foundation for the Baptist
church begun Wednesday last. The building will be one-story, frame 23x36, the
foundation of concrete. Beuben Lurvey,
of Northeast Harbor, is contractor, Rev.
J. E. Cochrane is in town superintending
the work.
Oct. 30.
N.

Hard;

have arrived home.

Mrs. S. E. Tone; has gone to Stonlngton
to visit her niece, Mrs. L. B. No;es.
The congregation that listened to the
Salvationists, dipt. Hendershot and wife
and Miss Hutchinson, at the Second Congregational church Banda;, were well

pleased.
Oct. 30.
__

H.

COREA.

a

guest at N. H.

Jan.
,_

Itch!
Itehl
Itch!
Scratch)
Scratch!
Scratch!
The more yea scratch the worse
he itch.
Try Ocaa’a Ointment. It cures
illeo, scums, shy akin Itching. All dragfiats Mil it—Ad*.
—

to

the

winter.

Benjamin Mitchell and wife have moved
Beal Cora, into the house owned
bv

Charles Pervear, Delmont
Murphy tnd
Albert Bartlett an working at
Bartlett’,
Island.
Oct. 90.
g

Schooner Annie and Reuben, Chpt.
Robbins, has just sailed for Boston with

TREMONT.
Charlee Norwood la working
Parker on the Beh wharf.

from the John L Goes quarry.
Miss Sadia Crockett and Miss Geneva
Webb, grad nates of the Stonington high
school, are taking a course of study at
Rockland commercial oollege.
Joseph H. Baton and wife, who have been
living at Damariscotta several years, have
returned to Stonington, and am occupying
their old home. Mr. Baton was formerly
deputy sheriff.
tone

wilt return with him to
borne by boat.
Oct. 27.

The Bebekabs held a hat-trimming conin Seaside hall Tuesday evening,
which was well attended and a financial
success.
Ralph Weed received the prise
for the beet-trimmed
hat, and Fred
Cousins for the worst.
Oct. 30.
Nihil.

BEECHAMS
PILLS

_

BLUE HILL.

Your .Money Back If Yon Are not
Satisfied with the Medicine
We Recommend.
Wo are so positive that oor remedy will
permanently relieve constipation, no m«|.
ter how chronic it may be, that we offer to
lurniah tbe medicine at our expense
should It fail to produce satisfactory results.
It is worse than useless to sttompt to
rare constipation with
cathartic drugs,
laxatives or cathartics do much barm,
l'bey cause a reaction, irritate and weaken
tbe bowels and tend to make constipation
more chronic.
Besides, their use becomes
I habit that is dangerous.
We want you to try Kexall Orderlies on
oar recommendation.
They are exceedingly pleasant to take, being eatcu like
mndy, and are ideal for children, delicate
persons and old folks, as well as for tbe

on

Supt.-of-Schoola W. H. Patten, ot Deer
Iale, waa in town Oct. 27.
Mm. W. Da C. Topley, of Ottawa, Ont.,
abort viait.

Jamee E. Mortell, E. E. Fullerton, M. K.
Hinckley and Pearl Emerson are camping
at Patten pond.

F. H. Annie and wife are visiting their
William in Boston, and other relatives.
B. T. Lowe arrived home Saturday from
Marion, Maas. He has been yachting the
past season.
Mrs. Margaret Adams is spending a few
weeks with her son Alls ton in Dorchester,
Maas.

Mrs. A. F. Holden went to Boston Mon-

_'_

waa

home from Bangor over

Sunday.

lnsredleats
both foods
is beneficial both to the pablie
Krious
manufacturer.
ooaaeieotioua
Balm, a suooessfnl
bead, nasal cstarrb,

and drugs.
sad to the

Ely's Cleans

remedy lor cold in the
bay fever, etc- containing ae injurious drugs, meets fully the roil Lenient* of the new lew. ead that fact la
promiaaatlj elated on every package. It
eoatafne none of the Injurious drugs which
sre required by the law to be aMutfoned ea
the label. Haaee yoe eaa nee it safely.

CENTER.
Charles Bartlett and wife haves eon—
Joshua Marshall.
Mrs. Ed. Reed, of Northeast
Harbor, ia
visiting friends here.
Albion Farrell has moved his family to
West Tremont for the winter.
Funeral servioee of Mrs. Mary Tibbetts,
of Northeast Harbor, were held here Friday, under the ausptoes of the Rebekahs,

COUGHING AT NIGHT
“I am pleased to recommend Chamber- Means lose of
sleep, which is bad for everylain’s Cough Remedy as the bast thing I one. Foley s Honey and Tar
Compound
know of and safest remedy for eougbs, theooush at once, relieves the tleklinsstops
and
in
the
dryness
throat
colds and bronchial trouble, writes Mrs.
aa9 heals the inflamed
L. B. Arnold, of Dsavar, Colo. “W* have 5155 *555*** P*"***11** • cola developing into
used it repeatedly, and it has never failed broaehitls or ooeoMonia. Keep Ami in
For
br
to give mUef.” For sal* by all daalara.

25c.

KRKK IK IT FAI I.S.

Miaa Madge Hinckley ia in Boaton tor
a abort viait.

They

robust.
tnd
i

muscles

act

directly

of the

on

bowels.

tbe

nerves

They ap-

parently have

a neutral action on other
sasociate organa or glands. They do not
purge, causa exoessive looseness, nor
neats any inconvenience whatever. They
may be taken at any time, day or night.
They will positively Relieve chronic or
habitual constipation, it not of surgical
variety-, and the myriads of associate or
dependent chronic ailments, if taken vith
regularity tor a reasonable length of time.
12 tablets, 10 cents; 36 tablets, 25 cents; 90
tablets, 50cents. Sold In Ellsworth only
it oor store—The Rexall Store, fc. 0.
Moore, oor. opp. poet office.

CAUSES MUCH DISEASE.
Advice About Stomach Troubles and
How to Believe Tbeni.
Do not neglect indigestion, which mty
lead to all aorta of ilia and complications.
An eminent physician once said that
ninety-live per cent of all the ills of the
human body have their origin in a disordered stomach.
Oar experience with Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets leads na to believe them to be
imong the most dependable remedies
known for the relief of indigestion and
ihronlc dyspepsia. Their Ingredieui ere
looming and healing to tbe inflamed
membranes of the stomach. They are
rich in pepsin, one nt the greatest digestive aids known to medicine. The relief
they afford is very prompt. Their uee
with persistency and regularity for a
ibort time lend* to bring about a cessttion of the pains caused by stomach disinters.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets help to insure
healthy appetite, to aid digestion, and
thus promote nutrition. As evidence of
faith In Rexall Dyspepsia
ask you to try them at our
risk. If they do not give yon entire satisfaction, are will return yon the money yon
paid us tor them, without question or
formality. They oome in three sixes,
priest 26 cents, 60 cents, and fl.00. bemember, yon can obtain tnem only at our
itora—The Rexall Store. E. G. Moore, cor.
>pp. postofflee.
mr

sincere

Tablets,

we

Hair Hints.
Worthy the Attention of People Who
With to Preserve the Hair.

_

There is little danger from a cold ox
from an attack of the grip except when
followed by pneumonia, and this never

la beau >0c. sod

Sold Entyokm

Mn. Edward P. Tucker ia In Beaton (or
a abort viait.

ton

to

Yourself

test

a

come

and the world will be good to you.
The way is to keep your stomach,
liver, kidneys and bowels right
And you’ll find great help in

New York.

for

end

Kls

Be'Good

thirty men employed at present. They
am loading a large vessel with atone for

ia in town

Bangor

dSlirffeimpiU

The atone business is coming up a little,
a cutting job that
will last several months. Tbs M. 0.
Rogers quarry baa started up, with about

Bangor

for Quy

Mn. Sylvia M. Utty left this week for
lornn. Men., to Join bar buebend. w ho i,
discharging a load of lumber there She

Ryan A Parker have

Judge F. B. Snow waa In
buaineaa laat week.

1

lames Butler.

Mrs. Lovinia Grover, Of Isles boro, who
has been a guest of Mm. Eugene Tburlow,
has returned to her heme.

_

la

few weeks.
Oct. SO.

Bavatml from hero are working on
the
new Baptist
church tn
be bntlt at Baal Cora.

foundation of the

Rev. Mr. McAlister will go to Pittsfield
this week as a delegate to the Maine
Methodist Institute.

day to meet Oapt. Holden, who is placing
his yacht In winter quarters.
Moody Eaton’s house is nsarly comCharles Campbell, of Uooldaboro, is
pleted. Rodney Eaton, of Little Deer
building a house here.
Isle, ia doing the mason work.
SOUTH DEEB ISLE.
The school league had a peanut sociable
Mrs. Emma Hardy, who spends the
Ralph Saunders came home from a sea- Frida; evening. Proceeds, (16.
summers at her summer home, “The Old
son’s yachting Wednesday.
E. K. Noyes and wife are reoeiring conManae," left for her home in Milton,
Capt. J. H. Ureenlaw and wife spent a gratulation* on the birth of a daughter.
Mass., Thuraday.
few days in their house here this week.
Mr*. Obed Harris has gone to Lowell,
Ralph N. Knight, of Malden, Maas., visVernon Small earns from Ellsworth Sat- Mass., where she has employment for the ited bis
parents, Levi Knight and wife,
winter.
urday night and left Monday for Paris.
part ot last week, leaving for his home
Oct. SO.
8.
It was with sincere sorrow that news of
His
mother accompanied him to
Friday.
the death of Mrs. Nelson Thompson in the
Massachusetts for a visit.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
at
received
Oct. 28.
hospital
Bangor, Oct. 28, was
u
Q. L. Stewart shot a fine deer a few days
here. A little more than three weeks ago

Mrs. J. W. McKay was in Ellsworth
happens whan Chamberlain’s Cough
Remedy is used. This remedy has won its Batufflay.
its
great reputation and extensive sale by
Mm. Mary Higgins, of Ellsworth, was
Mias Pearl Hadley, of Winter Harbor, is remarkable cues of soldi and grip, and
with her grandparents, Loren Band and can be relied upon with implicit con 11- the guest of her son William Sunday.
Senoe. Pox mis by all dealers.
wife.
Miss Tillie Martin, of Bar Harbor, was
the guest of her mother, Mm. Matilda
L. H. Campbell is building a honse at
The “pars reed taw" is assigned by tbs
Ilona, and will move his family there in Government to protect the public from la- Martin, over Sunday.
Oct. 10.
M.
Mrs. Louise Newman is
fowls’s.

Mrs. Blra Btanley and daughter
Rene
»°d little grandchild Etra are at their
old
bom# btfVf

Mre. Charlotte Farrell hae gone to
Elleworth and Mn. babelle Hodgdon to
Owl’,
Baad; thence they go to Boston for

Charles Sparling’s tamtl; have moved
Into their new house.

»go.
F. S. Graves

„

George B. Noyes and family have returned from Milo, and will eettle here.
Mrs. Cora Roberta, of Winter Harbor,
inspected Juanita chapter, O. E. 8., on
Thursday evening.

_

here, have returned to their home in Bangor.

„

Olnton E. Gray bae gone to
Boeton to
ittend t commercial aehoot.

weeks in Vermont and Boston.

_

cove

urown went to Boston for a few
Edg
days last week, returning home Saturday.
Mrs. Pearl Smith went to Bangor last
week for a few days’ visit with her son

of

Friday

Mrs. Iva Cousins and her little son Roy,
of Bar Harbor, are visiting relatives here.

Frank Leland and Clarence Brown were
home from Northeast Harbor over Sunday.

recurrence

returned

a

few

a

Rev. Joseph Walker spoke to the Y. M.
C. A. at Bar Harbor Sunday afternoon.

serious

Kingman

two-weeks’ visit with relatives in
Concord Junction, Mass., and Newport,
from

_

week.

Last week for a few evenings the
here was full of small smelts.

for Leonard
burned Sat-

Mrs. E. A. Wilkinson, of Rockport,
Mass., who spent the summer with her
brother, E. S. Jclliaou, has returned home.

MT. DESERT.
was

felt
were

lfra, John Ackerman, of Thomaaton,
ia visiting friends here.
The Stonington Opera Hones Oo. U installing a Are-proof booth.

had

urday.

_

Miss Nora Daly

is

Grant, whose buildings

Jl Northeast Harbor. Bar. Mr.
Orseh
Bar Harbor, oOolated. Interment
Bartlett’e island. The sorrowing
bars tbs sympathy of all.

STONINGTON.

all, especially the busy poet master*
Adelbert Torrey and wife, of Atlantic,
Miaa Macomber, proprietor of tbe Blueanticipated much pleasure. After a
brief weddihg trip Mr. and Mrs. Marson were guests of Charles H. Uarding and bill laundry, baa decided to cloee tbe
wile
will settle dow n in his pleasant home in
Sunday.
landing for tbe aeaaon on Nov. 10.
Mrs. Bertha Eddy, who has been the
Bootbbay Harbor. Uudolph Gilley has
Miaa Una Morton left for Denver, Ool.,
moved his family from the Harmon teneguest of her sister a few days, bas re- laat week, after apending tbe aumraer aa
ment into his mother's house.
turned home.
tbe gueat of Mra. H. E. Morton, at “OrOct. 30.
Spray.
Mrs. Philip Moore and little daughter chard lodge”.
Esther spent a few days last week with
Mr. Boaton, Miaa Pollard, Miaa De
CASTINE.
Mrs. Moore’s parents, Uapt. Edwin Joyce Wirat, Miaa Leigbton and Miaa Lewia atLeslie Gray, who has employment in rod
wife, at Atlantic.
tended tbe State teacbera’convention at
Bangor, spent Sunday with bis family in
Prank A. Babbidge went to Manaet In Augusta.
Destine.
bis new boat, just completed by Clifton
Mra. Guy H. Hinckley and eon Arnold
Mrs. L'. H. Hooper is spending several
Rich, to have bis second engine installed. left for their borne in Somerville laat
weeks in Portland with her daughter,
is
Brown
work.
He
reHarry
doing the
week, after apending tbe aummer aa tbe
Mrs. Samuel Whitney.
ported that she went well under one en- gueata ot Miaa F. E. Hinckley at the BineMrs. Collins, who has been at her home gine.
bill bouae.
in Green street during the summer, left
Oct. 27.
Chips.
Bloehill academy 2B, Brooklin high
for
Massachusetts
for
the winter.
Monday
0, ia tbe etory of tbe football game at
EDEN.
W. A. Ricker went to Bangor Priday to
Brooklin Friday, Oct 27. Tbe academy
B. B. Jordan went to Bayside last week
attend the masonic school of instruction.
boya outplayed Brooklin in all etagee
to
visit
relatives.
He was accompanied by J. Walter Weeks
of tbe game. H. Oagood'a goal from tbe
Mrs. Elite Reed, of Bar Harbor, la in Held waa
and Otis Parker.
only one of the fine pointa of
tbe game. Tbe next game will be SaturMiss Winifred Coombs, after spending town for a few days.
October with her parents, Frank Coombs
George Huntley was in Machiaa last day, at Dodge’e field, when tbe local
snd wife, left Monday for Howard, R. I., week.
team wiU meet tbe Soulhweat Harbor
where she will teach during the coming
Mias Mary Jordan and brother Llewel- team.-Thia will be a (akt and exciting
year.
lyn were In Ellsworth last week visiting content.
Oct. 30.
H.
Saturday, Oct. 28, Rev. Mr. Go well, of relatives.
the Methodist church, was presented with
The teachers of Central school attended
REACH.
s birthday present of a handsome large
the State teachers’ convention in Augusta.
Mrs. Carrie Oreenlawe, who has been ill,
i]ailt, made and presented by one of his
Mrs. John Hodgkins and sons Burton
ia gaining.
parishioners, Mrs. M. A. Collins.
rod Harley were in Mariaville recently.
Oct. 30.
G.
Harry Annia has purchased a motor boat
Capt. H. W. Jellison is employed as ot
Alpbeus Cole.'
master
of
the
steam
sailing
yacht Crescent,
SEAL COVE.
Mrs.
Ethel Eaton, who has been quite
Col.
Edward M.
recently purchased by
Mr*. Jennie Callahan, who has been
ill, is much improved.
of New York.
Green,
(jnlte ill the past week, is improving.
Frank Annia and bride arrived home
Oct. 30.
V.
Mrs. Ida Norwood is spending a few
from Worcester, Maas., last week.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
weeks in Augusta, the guest of Mrs. E.
Mrs. D. W. Torrey ia visiting relatives
L. McLean.
Capt. F. A. Haskell and Q. L. Hard; and friends in Boston and vicinity.
arrived
home
Mrs. Hannah Heath and niece. Miss
bonds;.
Mr. and Mrs. Proctor, of Dorchester,
Uladys Ober, wbo have spent the summer
Frank. E. Hard;, Jr., and Lather L. Mass., arc the gneeta ot John Adams.
which

MT. DESERT FERRY.

COUNTY NEWS.

Harry Stanley and wile left Thursday.
Asa O. Gandage fell on a stairway reMr. Stanley bee employment on e steamer,
and was seriously hurt.
end Mrs. Stanley will spend the winter cently,
Mrs. Ada A. Frink ie spending a few
with Meads in Appleton.
_

is

Merritt Eldridge returned from s hunting trip at Somerset Jnnction Tuesday.

•he entered tbs hospital with hopes ol •
speedy reoovery. The sorrowing faintly
hers the sympathy of a host of Mends.

Eugene Thurston haa, with his wife and
daughter, been spending two weeks or
more with his parents at West Tremont.
H.
Oct. 27.
Mrs. Harry Lawton and eon returned
EASTBBOOK.
last week from Hallowell, where she has
been visiting her husband, who ia emMiss Mae Butler is visit in* in Egypt.
ployed there.
Earl Giles is visiting Msnds in AmJephthah chapter, O. K. 8., was in- herst.
spected Tuesday evening, Oct. M, by Mrs.
Schools have all cloaed for a week’s vaCora Roberts, district deputy. A large atcation.
tendance, good work and a delicious
Harold Kingman and Eugene Clark have
luncheon made the event a happy affair.
gone to Holden to work.
Mias Marguerite Gilley, chief operator
Pearlie Wilbur, who has been working
at the central office, is enjoying a wellin Sullivan, has returned home.
earned vacation, visiting her brother at
Mrs. Elmira Jellieoa and daughter Elsie
Stonington, with a call at other places.
Mrs. Pi.ul Sawyer will assist Carrie Ralph •re visiting friends In Sullivan.
at the office during the absence of Miss
Misa Libbie Wilbur, who has been visitGilley.
ing friends in Sullivan, has returned home.
*
Miss Geneva Gilley, the faithful clerk at
Miss Nancy Dyer, who is attending
J. T. R. Freeman’s, is taking a three-weeks’ school in Franklin, waa at home over Sunvacation, visiting her aunt in Bath and day.

two weeks.

Albert

Mr. and Mrs. Siebert, of Easton, Pa.,
at the Relay house tor a short time.

baan seriously ill two

weeks, bat is bow safely recovering.
Principal Taylor and School Superintentbs
Williams
State
dent
attended
teachers' convention.

Mrs. Cora Dsvis is home from Boston,

are

and the

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

_

Theodore Bragdon end wife returned
from New Sharon Thursday.

Principal Foss

COUNTY NEWS.

Arthur Clement. She m accompanied
by Mrs. Fred Somes, of Hall Quarry.
H.
Oct.30.

COUNTY NEWS.

Have your own brush and comb at
home and at hair dresser's.
Never use a brush or comb in public
daces; they are usually covered with
iandruff germs.
Wash your hair brush once a week
with soap aud warm water to winch
is added a disinfectant
Shampoo the hair once a week with
lure soap and water.
Use PARISIAN SAGE every day,
nibbing thoroughly into scalp.
PARISIAN SAGE is guaranteed
>y G. A. Parcher to destroy dandruff
terms and abolish dandruff, or money
>ack.

To stop hair from falling and scalp
from itching, or money back.
„
To put life and beauty into dull
faded hair, or money back. Price 80
lent*.
_

Urcabil:
Dae Gold Medal ftsur Mr

VSHLP^ry.

i

!

COUNTY
!

NEWS.

BKOOKUN.
ia very Ulimac Mayo
and wits
Boland Carter

are

home from

Sorrywho haa been very
jjre. Hattie Joyce,
UL ia better.
Small went to Bath Monday
BfV. E. K.
weeks’ vacation.
one two
has moved his lamily
Oeorgt Holden
at the Bay.
^
into bis bouse
Illaisdell. returned ;from Surry
jj
with

goods.''

a

000-pound

moose.

If f». Cole came home vie Seattle and Boston. At Seattle ebe visited
Eugene Sherman, formerly of thla town, and at Boston
she visited her sister and other relatives.
Mrs. Grace Gott, of
Btonington, spent
Sunday with her father, Adelbert Seavey.
Frank

visiting
ton.

Watson, of Melrose, Mass., is
bis mother, Mrs. Henry Hamil-

Frank

Hamilton, after spending the
with his parents, C.8. Hamilton
wife, has gone to Kansas City, Mo.

summer

and

William G. Pert and Mrs. Mary J.
Gray
quietly married at Mr. Port’s home
last Saturday by Rev. Elijah
Sanderson, of
were

attended the State Sedgwick.
gins Sadie Billings
Mrs. Hannah Giles, another aged resiconvention at Augusta.
^bcrs'
has spent the paet year dent ol the town, died at the home of
Will Clay, who
Mrs. Lilia Sexton, Tuesday, Oct. 24,
aged
came home Tueaday.
b, port laud,
eighty-one years, five months. Mrs. Giles
who la teaching at
gigs Edith Kane,
was born on Long island, and came to this
the week-end at home.
jHville, spent
place fifty years ago. She is survived by
will
leave
Kane
Thnnday one brother, three sons and three daughginn Harriet

COUNTY NEWS.
great pond.
Lincoln Silsby and wife were in town

recently.
Mrs. Lueretia Mclninch lias gone to Old
Town to spend the winter with her son^
Mrs. Emery is very grateful to neighbors and friends for their thoughtfulness
and kindness during her
long illness.
Ezra Williams has been on Lead mountain this week building a new lookout.
M. 8. .Smith, of Ellsworth, accompanied
him.
The hunting camps are all occupied.
Most of the parties come and go by automobile. They can get here so much
quicker, and it is not much more expensive.

Itgtl HoUtn.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Roy Allen in about to build aoottagi
lor Curtla Pierce, on tbe Ridge road.
G. M. Allen returned home Saturday
from Melrose, Mass., where he has been

To all persons inter*—d

in cither of the em
tates hereinafter aimed.
At a probate court held at ElUwerife, i> lad
for the county of Hancock, on Hi third
day of October, a. d. till.
,
T^HB following matters having been proX seated for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons lutcrcftcd
by causing a copy of thla order to be published three weeks successively In the filleworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they mayapP«ar »t a probate court to be held atlblieworth, in said county, on the seventh dw
of November, a. d. 1911, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be beard thereon U they

business.

on

Mrs. Fred Cole, sister of Mrs. Roy Allen,
has returned from Port Moody, B. C.,
much improved in health.
Austin Staples amf Eric C'losson' have
been at Ellsworth tbe past week gunning.
They report a good time.
A quiet wedding took place at Isaac Allen's home last Thursday evening, when
Miss Inez Page was made Mrs. Allen.
Only members of the family were present.
Rev. 8. F. Mefrill performed the ceremony. Friends extend congratulations.
Oct. 30.
Rae.

PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Patterson, Mrs. Cecil Crosby and
Mrs. Herbert Crosby, of Amherst, were in
R. F. Leach went to Augusta last week
town Wednesday. Mrs. Patterson will be for a short visit With relatives.
to be gone aeveral weeks.
ters.
lor Addison,
employed as chef by .her brother, George
Mrs. W. J. Creamer and son Warren, of
has purchased a vesOct. 30.
Spb.
Crosby, during the winter. Mrs. Cecil Bangor, have been guests of Mrs. Edna
Cbpt. R. C. Stewart
and
children
will
load of apples to sell along the coast.
winthe
Crosby
spend
Wardweil the last few days.
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
ter there with her husband.
Charles Blake; baa moved his family to
Congratulations are extended to AugusRalph Mgyo left Monday for a trip to
on
the
Oct.
29.
house
road.
E.
Naakeag
C. C. Cousins'
tine Wardweil and bride, whose marriage
Boston and vicinity.
took place at Castine Saturday Oct. 28.
gins Martha Stanley, who haa visiting
NORTH ORLAND.
Mrs. Horace Pease spent the week-end
triendg in Boston, returned home Hatur- at B. E. Sylvester, jr.'s.
Capt. C. M. Perkins spent Sunday here
H. W. White is hauling his potatoes to
with bis family. He left this morning to
day.
Capt. W. Johnson has moved- his family Bucksport for shipment.
Cousins and wile came home
his vessel at Morse’s Cove, f6r a trip to
Stephen
from Sedgwick to the house opposite Mrs
Mrs. Laura Mumler is visiting friends join
They will T.
Boston.
from New York Saturday.
in Bucksport this week.
Day’s.
here.
Miss Effle Bridges went to Belfast Satipend the winter
Mrs. Frank W. Smith left Oct. 23 for her
Herbert Ginn and wife returned from
for a few days’ visit with relatives
Brookiin high school foot ball team met borne in Hyde
urday
Massachusetts
Mass.
last
She
week.
has
Park,
spent
before going to Bermuda, where she will
Bfuebill academy team at Dority field the season at Allen Henderson’s.
James Gibbons and wife spent a few
Friday. The visitors won.
spend the winter.
Capt. Medbury Eaton sailed from here days in Bucksport last week.
Oct. 30.
WOODLOCKE.
Frank Watson, of Melroae, Mass., is
on his way from Portland to
Saturday
Mrs.
Caroline
and
Cora
visGray
Dodge
visiting friends here, and bis mother, Mrs. Libby island with 120 tons of
coal. This ited friends in Dead Brook
Sunday.
dttorrtisnnentg.
Henry Hamilton, at North Brookiin.
load will finsh coaling the lighthouses on
Mrs. Bertelle Ginn, who has been in
The workmen have begun drilling the the Maine coast for this year.
Bucksport the past month, returned home
well at the J. L. Wells place, purchased by
B. E. Sylvester, sr.. returned WednesSunday.
Hon. W. B. Thompson, of Washington,
from
a
visit
friends
day
and relaamong
K. G. Davis went to Olamon to-day,
D. C.
(
tives in New York and Massachusetts.
where he has employment for the winter
t’.VE Femme.
Oct. JO.
Ho took an apple to the grange that waB
with his team.
raised in New York that weighed nineteen
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Mrs. Tressa Patterson will return to
also
a
ounces;
bag of chestnuts that he
Milo Wednesday. Mrs. Ida Patterson will
0.1- Tapley baa had a coal furnace put
gathered in the Adirondack mountains.
go with her and spend the winter there.
in bis house.
Sloan’s Liniment is an exOct. 30.
H.
Oct. 30.
B.
The ladies’ circle met with Mrs. Laughcellent remedy for chest and
ASHVLLLE.
lin Davis Thursday, Oct. 28.
throat affections. It quickly
ORLAND.
Rita Fettee, little daughter of W. M.
Mrs. Harry M. Tapley and 'daughter
relieves congestion and inChurchill is very ill of
Eugene
Capt.
is
Pet
ill.
tee,
Clara Marie are visiting in Bangor.
flammation. A few drops
typhoid fever.
Aldeu Robertson is having a shed built
in water used as a gargle is
Capt. George A. Stevens and Bewail D.
Hancock
Pomona
will
meet
with
grange
Ed. Quptill.
Tiphy have had telephones installed in by
antiseptic and healing.
Narramissic grange, Wednesday, Nov. 8.
Orman Leighton has gone in the woods,
tbeir homes.
recent arrivals is a little daughAmong
a
for
the
winter.
Here’s Proof
Merrill A. Farrow, a student at Maine driving team,
ter at the home of James Saunders and
I have used Sloan’s Liniment for
|
A*a Bunker, who has been ill of blood
Central institute, Pittsfield, was at home a
wife.
years and can testify to its wonderful
few days last week.
poisoning, is much improved.
efficiency. 1 have used it for sore throat,
Miss Violet Johnson is caring for her
croup, lame back and rheumatism and
all
the
crew
on
Mrs. Cole Redman and grandchildren,
the
Schiefflien
Nearly
in every case it gave instant relief.”
sister, Mrs. Altha* F. Snownman, who has
Annie and Royal Hofer, of Belfast, were cottage spent the
week-end at their been
REBECCA JANE ISAACS,
f
seriodsly ill.
Lucy, Kentucky.
last
of
Phebe
P.
week.
Mrs.
homes.
Tapley
guests
Gladys Dorr, Minnie Jordan and Ella
Mrs. Ed. Guptill, of Cnionville, was the Facteaux visited their
There have been shipped from the fish
parents from Thursweirs on the east aide of the Bagaduce guest of her sister, Mrs. Fred Bean, reday until Sunday, when they returned to
river 4,000 bushels of herring the past cently.
Castine normal school.
week.
Thurlow Hammond has been at Harold
There will be dances at the town hall
of
and
Mrs.
East
Mrs. Imihc Dunbar,
Castine,
liHiiua’s,
Sullivan, plastering the under the direction of F. 1. Ames and O.
wire
in
town
Jennie Church, of Bangor,
pdht wet-tc.
K. Soper, Wednesday evening, Nov. 1, and
is excellent for sprains and
last week to attend the funeral of their
John Tracy is having a cellar dug and Wednesday evening, Nov. 8.
bruises. It stops the pain
grandmother.
stoned under his house.
John Henry
Oct. 30.
D.
at once and reduces swellE. K. Tapley, w ife and son Herbert, of Tracy, of North Sullivan, is laying the
}
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Brcx-klin, who were called here by the walls.
ing very quickly.
death of Mrs. Tapley’a mother, Mrs. HarE. J. Robertson hashis house
Sold
all dealers.

•e* cause.

has

helped countless
thousands of thin, weak,
delicate children—made
them strong,
and robust.

plump

It creates an appetite,
aids

digestion, fills die

______

veins with rich red
blood.

_

J

Chest Pains
and Sprains

SLOANS
LINIMENT

_

opened
Suvens, returned to their home here, after a successful season in Winter
The quotations below give the range of
Wednesday.
Harbor.
Mr. Robertson has bad a dry retail prices in Ellsworth:
Capt. William D. Oates, Maine Central goods store there during the summer
Country Produce.
Butter.
car-inspector who was fatally crushed in months.
Ik.35 340
per
Creamery
the Maine Central yard at Bangor Friday,
Phoebe.
Oct. 30.
28fl35
Dairy.
wis well
known in
West Brooksville,
km«.
SEDGWICK.
coining here when a young roan with
Fresh laid, per doz.35338
Capt. William Snow and sailing out of
Mrs. C. E. Cooper spent Sunday in Blue- Poultry.
this place for several years. He married bill.
Chickens.22 325
Fowl.18 320
Jennie il. Tapley, of this town, daughter
J. W. Snow, who has been quite ill, is Buy.
of the late Capt. Abram Tapley. He is
out.
Best loose, per ton.12314
riet

survived by a wl low and two daughters—
Beatrice and Bernt'e. The writer had
known Capt. Gates for thirty-five years.
He whs a warm-hearted, genial man, and,
like ait other
master
mariners, ever
ready to lend a helping hand.
Oct. 30.
Tom son.

NORTH P ROCKLIN.
E ward Carter anl wife spent Sunday
relatives at Eist Bluebill.

with

Mrs. Clara Co!e came home Saturday
from Vancouver, B. C., where she has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Cleaves Cole.

Sttibntiscuunts.

fry

Cure for Cold
Head or Chest.

home from

H. O. Ford, who has been yachting during the sgmmer, is home.
I. S. Candage went to Deer Isle last
week, where he pnrehased a horse.
E. L. Carter has purchased a farm in
East Biuehill, and has moved his family
there.
gone to Waban,
Mass., where she will remain during the
Mrs. S. N.

Wiley

has

30._H.
BURRY.

In

Mra.
Milo.

Roy Gasper

Helen Clark
work.

baa

has

gone to Bernard to

_

pottle

Get Kid of tile Poisonous Oases and
Fermenting Food.

Sloan’s ■
Treatise I
on the
Horse ■
sent free. I

Ij
I

Address

Mrs. Emma Carter has gone to Pittsfield to spend tbs winter.
Mrs. C. D. Carter is very ill. No hope
of her recovery is entertained.
Freeman Higgins and wife have gone
to Brockton, Mass., for tbe winter.
D. H. Bridges, who has been borne a few
days, has returned to tbe steamer fiootb-

15

Baled.

Vegetables.
25 Onions, lk
04305
10
03
Cabbage, Ik
03
20325 Beets, Ik
02 Sw potatoes.Ik, 081*304

Potatoes, pk
Lettuce, head

Celery, bnncb,
Carrots, ft,

Parsnips, Ik,
Citron, lk

Oranges,

doz

Cranberries, qt,
Coffee—per ft
Rio,
Mocha,
Java,

Tea—per ft—
Japan.
Oolong,
Sugar—per ftGranulated,
Yellow, C

05 Tnrnips, Ik
03 Squash,Ik
Fruit.
40360 Lemons, doz
08
Groceries.
Rice, per Ik

18325 Vinegar, gal
35
85

45365
30365
06
07^*308

10312
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—
40
Havana,
65
Porto Rico,
Meats and
Beef, lb:
Steak,
Roasts,

Corned,
Veal:

Mrs. C. E. Billington has returned from
Brewer.

_

Blame Your Stomach

BOc., $1.00

Baled.18a20
9traw.

returned from

bowl three-quarters full of
Arthur Chadbourn is visiting at Jay
boiling water, and a towel.
i’our Into the water a scant tea- Gallison’s.
spoonful of HYOMEI (pronounce it Miss Busan Floyd, ot Machiaa, visited
Higli-o-me).
l'ut your head over the bowl and Mrs. H. C. Billington last week.
Amos Sinclair and wile, ot Northeast
cover head and bowl with towel.
Breathe the vapor that arises for a Harbor, visited bis relatives Friday.
few minutes, and,
Otis Carter is moving from tbe Billingpresto! your head
Etta Bhapleigh bouse.
u as clear aa a
bell, and the tightness ton bouse to tbe
in the chest is gone.
Tbe new Methodist cburoh will be
It s a pleasant cure. You’ll enjoy opened Sunday morning for services.
District Superintendent Haskell will bold
breathing HYOMEI. You’ll feel at quarterly
conference in tbe church Saturonce its
and
benefihealing
and will preach Sunday
soothing,
cial effect* as It passes over the In- day evening,
morning.
named and irritated membrane. fiQ
Alton.
Oct. 30.
cents a bottle, at druggists everywhere. Ask G. A. Parcher for extra
WEST BROOKLIN.
HYOMEI Inhalent.
Miss tana Young, of Brewer, is in
town for a lew days.
a

by

Loose.10312

Dr. A. G. Carter returned Saturday from
trip to Boston.

Fred Holmes arrived from Boston last
week to spend his vacation with his
parents, F. A. Holmes and wife.
Oct.

It Is Curing Thousands Dally, and
SavM Time and Money.

Get

a

is

winter.

This.

Overnight

Miss Florence Morgan
Boston.

|

I Price, 25c.,

Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb:

02

01**<&02

Cracked wheat,
Oatmeal, per Ik

35340

15025

06312
26

15318

20325
05
04

Provisions.

Chop,

20
22325
15 318

Bacon,
Salt.

25028

Lard,

13
13

15 325
Lamb,
06
Tongues, each

Yreah Pish,
03
50 Cod,
15
08 Smelts, lb,
25
12320 Clams, qt,
and
Feed.
Floor, drain
6ft
bn
Oats,
bbl—
Floor—per
6 6006 50 Shorts—bag 1460156
1 75 Mix feed, bag 1 6531 65
Corn, 106ft bag
1 75 Middlings.bg 1 600180
Corn meal,bag
1 76
Cracked corn,
Oysters, qt,
Haddock,
Halibut,

law a so a a onto wbiobts

STOMACHJROUBLES

06308

20
Buckwheat, pkg
Graham,
04@06
Rye meal,
04&06
Gran meal, ft
03
Oil—per gal—
116
Linseed,
Kerosene,
10312

Ham, per lb
Shoulder,

and mbasubbs.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
■hall wsigh 70pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and At for shipping, is 60
pounds: of apples. 44 pounds.
Tbs standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and At for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, rnta-baga turnips and peas,
60 pounds; of oorn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50pounds; of parsnips. 45pounds;
of baTley and book wheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and may be
taken with perfect safety by the moat
delicate woman or the youngest child.
The old and feeble will also find them a
for aiding and
most suitable remedy
strengthening their weakened digestion
and regulating the bowels. For sale by
all dealers.

Cured By Vinol—Here is
Seymour, Ind.—“I

Proof

troubled with
B chronic stomach trouble, and five
weeks ago it got so bad I had to give
up work. I had tried various medicines without relief, and was finally
Induced to try Vinol. After taking the
first bottle I was greatly benefited.
Am now on the third bottle and ready
to resume work. Am rapidly gaining
In weight and strength.” Edw. Nlewas

man.

It Is the curative medicinal elements of the cods’ livers, combined
with the strengthening properties of
tonic Iron contained In Vinol which
makes It so successful in restoring
same
perfect digestion and at the
overtime It builds up the tired,
worked and run-down system.
Try a bottle of Vinol with the understanding that your money will be
returned If It does rot help you.
O. A.

Pabohkr,

Ellsworth, Ms.

Banking.

1i what your money will

earn

II

Invested In shares ot the

A NEW SERIES

ll now open. Shares, II each; monthly pay
If you suffer from headaches, dizzimenu, 11 per than.
ness, biliousness, constipation, inactive liver, nervousness, sleeplessness,
bad dreams, foul breath, heartburn, bay.
WHY PAY RENT
Frank Carter and family, of Brookton,
shortness of breath, sour stomach, or
when you ean borrow on your
A MAIL CARRIER’S LOAD
he sure and try MI- Mass., who have been visiting Burly Clossnares, give a Brat mortgage and
despondency,
back
and
has
weak
he
a
reduce it every monthr Monthly
when
heavier
O-N a stomach tablets.
Seems
son, have returned home,
kidney trouble. Fred Duehren, Mall Carrier
payments and interest together
If you want immediate relief from
t have been
will amount to but,little more
and family, who have at Atchison, Has., says:
Fletcher
Fred
»n upset or rebellious stomach, try
and bladder trouble
with
than
you are now paying lor
bothered
kidney
been visiting relatives here, have returned and had a severe pain across my back.
rent, and In about ten years you
MI-O-K A Stomach Tablets.
will
I carried a heavy load of mail, my
at
Whenever
borne
their
Augusta.
to
Am might just as well get a BOcent
kidney trouble increased. Some time ago I
**■
box to4ay and start to put your stomOct.».
started taking Foley Kidney Pills, and since OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
ach in
them I have gotten entirely rid of all
make
and
taking
your
tip-top shape
trouble and am as sound now as
A lasy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and my kidney
body feel fine and energetic.
ever.” For sale by all druggists.
For particulars Inquire ol
whole
the
weakens
system.
You take no risk, not a particle, for constipation
O. W. Taflby, Sec’y,
if Ml-O-NA Stomach Tablets do not Doan’s Regulets (25 cents per box) correct the
Sophbonia:
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
do all that Is claimed for them, G. A. User, tone the stomach, care constipation.—
Your grocer has Gold Medal Flour.
Guotv&A.
President.
i archer
A. W. Koto,
will return your money.
I Ad si.
—

..

cause, it

brings strength
quicker than
else.
anything
and flesh

all

Dmjaaiarm
11-16

ILcgal Notice®*
STATE

OF

MAINE.
Treasurer’s Office,
Augusta, Oct. 18,1911.
Pursuant to chap. 9, sec. 44, of the revised
statutes, as amended by chap. 226 of the public laws of 1909," 1 will at the Treasurer of
State's office at Augusta, • n the twenty second
day of November next, at 11 o'clock a. m.. sell
and convey by deed to the highest bidder, all
the interest of the State m the tracts of land
hereinafter described,
lying in unincor
porated townships, said tracts having been
forfeited to the State for non-payment of
State, county and forestry dialrict taxes, certified to the Treasurer of Statelor the year 1909.
The sale and conveyance of each tract will be
made subject to a right in the owner or part
owner whose rights have been forfeited, to redeem the same at any time within one year
after the sale, by paying or tendering to the
purchaser his proportion of what the purchaser paid therefor at the sale with interest
at the rate of twenty per cent, per annum
from the time of sale, and one dollar for release, or such q«ner may redeem his interest
by payiug as aforesaid to the Treasurer of
State as provided in chap. 9, sec. 46, of the revised statutes.
No tract, however, will be sold at a price
less than the full Amount due thereon for such
unpaid State, county and forestry district
taxes, interest and coets, as described in the
following schedule:
HANCOCK COUNTY.
T. No. 7, South Division, being
the entire township containing
seventeen thousand nine hundred forty acres, more or less,
T. No. 10, South Division, pait of,
being a tract of land in the west
part of said township, bounded
and described as follows: Beginning on the north line of
land said to be owned by Jasper
Wyman & Son, 256 rods, more
or less, from the west line of
said T. No. 10, S. D.; thence east
following the co )rse of the said
company’s north line 644 rods,
more or less; thence north 228
rods, more or less; thence west
541 rods, more or less; thence
south 284 rods, more or less to
the point begun at. Said described land is reputed to be
owned, iu common and undivided, by Sewall & Uoodwin,
and contains eight hundred
acres, more or less,
T. No. 10, Middle Division, part
of, being sections 3, 4 and 7,
with the exception of a fiftyacre lot in said section 7; north
half of section 8; sections 11, 17
and 19, and the north half and
southeast quarter of section 10;
that part of the northeast quarter of section 22 and the southeast quarter of section 16 lying
east of the Narraguagus river;
that part of section 36 lying
west of the Narraguagus river;
sections 23, 25, 26, 27. 28, 29, 81,
82; the north half of section 88;
sections 84 and 35. in common
and undivided. Said described
land is reputed to be owned by
A. Campbell A Co., et als, ana
contains eleven thousand five
hundred seventy acres, more or
less.
a. «u. u, n.

Pork, lb:
26 340

After illness or loss
of weight from any

a»., pari oi,

oeiog

Acres

$

8,691 90 06

400

7 48

ment.

lunignicb

n.

uoai^u,

IDbC

Ul

JJUli3pulL.

IU

said county, deceased. First account of the
Kenduskeag Trust Company, executor filed
for settlement.
Arthur A. Burnham, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Secot d account of A.
F. Burnham, executor, filed for settlement.
Cordelia Fitzgerald, late of Winter Harbor,
in said county, deceased. First account of
Bedford E. Tracy, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Mary A. Hayward or Amanda Hayward,
late of Bucksport, in said county, deceased.
First account of Lynn H. Hayward, administrator, filed for settlement.
Susan W. Hardy, late of Boston, MassaFirst and final account
chusetts, deceased.
of Alpbeus H. Hardy and Arthur S. Hardy,
trustees, filed for settlement.
Clara R. Bunker, late of Gouldsboro, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Charles
H. Wood, administrator, for license to sell certain real eatate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
George Long Barton, a minor, of SpringCommonwealth of
Massachusetts.
field,
Petition died by Edwin W. Barton, guardian,
for license to sell certain real estate of said
minor, as described in said petition.
Daniel or Daniel F. Davis, late of Bucksport,
in said couuty, deceased.
Petition fiied by
Theodore H. >miih, admistrator, for license
to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as
described in said petition.
Georgianna Wescott, a minor, of Eden, in
said county.
Petition filed by Angus M.
MacDonald, guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said minor, as described in
said petition.
Margaret A. Leach, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by the
Kenduskeag Trust Company, executor of the
estate of said deceased, that the amount of
inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by the Judge of Probate.
Maria F. Wood, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Abby E.
Wood, administratrix, that an order be issued
to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of
said administratrix, upon the settlement of
her first account.
Edmund H. McCullough, late of Philadelphia, state of Pennsylvania, deceased.
Petition filed by the Fidelity and Deposit
Company of Maryland, that it may be discharged from all liability for any subsequent
but not for any prior breach of trust as surety
upon the bond given by The Provident Life
and Trust Company of said Philadelphia, as
trustee of the estate of said Edmund H.

McCullough.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
24
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a

ticket lot, numbered 28. in the
east half of said township,
bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the southeast corner of the public lot in
the north half of said township;
thence south 180 rods; thence
west 160 rods; thence north 160
rods to the south line of the
lot; thence east along
te south line of the public lot
160 rods to the point begun at.
Said lot contains one hundred
160
4 21
sixty acres, more or less,
T. No. 82, M. D„ part of, being a
farm lot in the northeast part
of said township, bounded and
described as follows:
Beginning at the northeast corner of
land said to be owned by William L. Jackson; tbence easterly on the south line of land
said to be owned by M. W.
Jackson 120 rods, more or less;
thence southerly 160 rods, more
or less;
thence westerly 140
rods, more or less;
thence
northerly 120 rods, more or less;
thence easterly 20 rods, more or
thence
40
less;
rods,
northerly
more or less, to the point of
beginning. Said farm lot is
to
be
owned
reputed
by Charles
H. Nickerson and contains one
hundred thirty acres, more or
less,
180
414
Jambs F. Sinqi.bton,
Treasurer of State.

Sublic

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Martina A.
of-

Brewer,
Bodge,
Penobacot county, Maine, by her mortWHEREAS,
deed dated the nineteenth
of Octo-

gage
day
ber, a. d. 1908, and recorded in the registry of
deeds for Hancock county, Maine, in book 468,
page 886, conveyed to the undersigned,
Phronia L. Hagerthy, of Ellsworth, Hancock
county, Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land
situnt6d in Ella worth aforesaid, at a place
called Reed’s Brook in said connty of Hancock, and bounded and described as follows,
vix.: Bounded on the north line of the late
Edward Moore beginning on the west side of
the road leading from Ellsworth to Otis and
Mariaville at the southeast corner of the lot
hereby conveyed; thence running westerly
one hundred and eighty-two rods to the bead
line; tbence aonth forty-nine degrees east on
said bead line one band red rods; thence
south forty-nine degrees east one hundred
and eighty rods to the road aforesaid; containing one hundred and twenty-five acres,
more or less, with the appurtenances; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been and ia now broken, now therefore by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give
this notice for that purpose.
Ellsworth, Maine, October 26,1911.
Phbonia L. Hagabthy.
By her attorney, Edmund J. Walab.
subsciioer hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
MAURICE R. RICH, late of TREMONT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAmanda M. Rich.
mediately.
Tremont, Oot. 14,1911.

THE

Imsc 8. Cunningham, late of Buoksport, la
said county deceased, a certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament'
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Belle P. Buck,
the executrix therein named.
Pearl J. Grindle, late of Bluehill, in eaid
county, deceased. A certain Instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testament at
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Clara D. Grindle,
the executrix therein named.
George E. King, late of Lamoine, in said
county, deceased. A certain insti ument purporting to be tbe last wiri »hd testament of
said deceased, together withpeiiliou lor probate thereof, presented by Nathan D. rang,
the executor therein named.
Lucy D. Fardham. late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Lixzie E. Clement,
the executrix therein named.
Mark S. Moon, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Harry L. Crabtree,
tbe executor therein named.
Fred B. Googlns. late of Buoksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Theodore H.
Smith or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Theodore H. Smith,
administrator of the estate of Lumen Warlate of said Back sport, deceased, a
ren,
creditor of said Fred B. Googlns, deceased.
Ann Mercer Stratton, late of Hancock, in
said county ceceased. Petition that Charles
E. Stratton, or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Charles E. Stratton,
an heir of said deceased.
James Bennett late of Verona, in sail
Petition that Robert B.
county, deceased.
Randell or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Eva L. Randell, a
daughter of said deceased.
Nancy Leach, late of Brooksville, in said
Petition
that Nellie L.
county, deceased.
Billings or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Nellie L. Billings, a
daughter and heir-at-law of said deceased.
Wescott & Preble, of Bar Harbor, town of
Eden, in said county. First account of John
K. Freble, surviving partner, filed for settle-

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss. At » Probate Court held at
Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock,
on the third day of October in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eleven.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament and
two codicils of
WILLIAM E. SILSBEE, late of MILTON,
in the county of Norfolk, and commonwealth
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said county of Norfolk, only
authenticated, having been presented to the
Judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy jof this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, prior to the seventh day of November, a. d. 1911, that they may appear at
a probate court, then to e held at Ellsworth
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and thow cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
"TITHE REAS. Geo. M. Warren, of Castine,
Hancock county and 8tate of Maine,
?▼
by his mortgage deed dated January second,
a. d.
1905, recorded in Hancock county
registry of deeds, in vol. 415, page 429, conveyed to the Hancock County Savings Bank, a
corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of Maine, and having an esi ablished place of businesa at Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, A certain lot or parcel
of land situated in the town of Stonington, in
said countv (formerly Deer Isle) and bounded
and describedaa follows, to wit: Comfnencing at a bolt in a ledge near Deer Isle Thoroughfare and rupning southerly striking the
channel between the main shore and an
island lying southerly from Thurlow Brothers wharf or factory wharf and continuing
southerly, westerly and northerly by the salt
water as the shore runs around said island to
the northwest point of the -same (the space
between said island and the main land being
now filled in with solid earth and rock) ana
fiom said point to the eastern end of said
Thurlow Brothers or factory wharf; thence
northerly by the road to a bolt in a ledge;
thence east five and one-half rods to first
mentioned bound. Containing one acre more
or less and being the same premises sold and
conveyed to Thomas Warren by Charlotte
Thurlow by deed dated October 13. 1877, and
recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 159, page 416, together with all wharves,
stores, coal sheds and other buildings on said

premises.

And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken and still remain broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
conditions therefore, said Hancock County
Savings Bank, by its treasurer duly authorized
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage and
'gives this notice for that purpose.
Hancock County Savings Bank,
By Charles C. Burrill, its treasurer.
Dated at Ellsworth, Maine, October 16, a. d.
1911.

Subscribe for The American.
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COUNTY -NEWS.
EAST SULLIVAN.
The many friend, of George Mitchell, of
Sorrento, an grieved to bear of hi. critical illness.
Ernest Adams, with his wife and two
children, of Boston, is visiting his ancle,

RoVal.

George Grsham.
Mrs. George T. Noyes, of Presque Isle,
with her infsnt son, is visiting Mr. Noyes'
sister, Mrs. Fred L. Orcutt.
The ScbefBien cottage on Ash’s point is
a sightly spot that Sullivan may
claim it by sight, if Goaldsttgroowns it for
in such

Baking Powder

tax.

Among the houses which have and are
receiving new coats of paint this fall are
those ol Augustus Perry, George Graham,
the Gapt. H. L. Wooster house, Gapt. J. S.
Lord, H. O. Johnson and Theodora Johnson,

Makes Home Baking Easy

Miss Dorothy Perkins, of Bath, is hara very successful term of school in
Sullivan Centra. The following program
was presented Oct. 30;
Music; Words of
Welcome, Merle Kenney; “A Moat Obliging Little Sister,” Inet Bunker; “Why I'd
Rather be a Boy,” Melvin Havey; “When
Mamma Was a Little Girl,” Ulsie Joy;

ing

With minimum trouble and cost bis*
cuit, cake and pastry are made fresh,
clean and greatly superior to the ready-

made, dry, jfound-in-the-shop variety,
arvt danger of
food is avoided.

“One, Two, Three,” Dorothy Wilbur;
music; “Private Jones,” Horace Sinclair;
“The Hidden Flute,” Myrtle Banker; “If
I Were You,” Flossie Havey; “The Poppyland Limited Express,” Ethel Banker;
“War, the Game of Tyrants,” Arthur
Urann; “Busy.LittleBees,'’ Phyllis Havey;
Fsrrell “Lament of a Little Girl,” Rena Urann;

COUNTY NEWS.

Gilley bouse for the winter. Mr.
will go scalloping with A. A. Wentworth.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

The harvest concert at the church Sunday, Oct. 2tf. under the management of

C. N. Small and wife spent the week-end
in Bangor.
S. B. Brown and wife returned from
Boston

Saturday.

E. B.

Mrs.
The

Heed,

proceeds

a

Higgins, of Indian Point, is
employed at T. N. Graves'.

Tha 4 little bargains. Good suits at little prices.
GOLDEN RULE Suits.

Mrs. C. M.^St rat tort has returned from
Bostou.

s

visit to

Miss Deering, who taught the primary
here last term, now teaching in
Somes vi lie, spent Saturday and Sunday
with Mrs. W. H. W’ebsterand Miss Shea.

Capt.

school

Miss Viola

H.

LAMOINE.

decided success.
for the Sunday school.

was

were

music, "America.”
Oct. 30.

Charles

last week in

Hodgkins spent

a

$12.00 Suits at $6.60 )
7.70 ( Greatest values
13.50

few days

_

Waterville.

“

The next supper given by the ladies’ aid
society will be Wednesday, Nov. 8.

H. McIntosh and Mrs. Nettie C.
Miss Mullen was a week-end guest at
were married Saturday by L. W.
the borne of W. R. King and wife.
of
the
home, in the presence
j Rum ill at his
! following relatives: Mrs. Tinker’s son F. L. Hodgkins was in Portland last
week to be with his son, Dr. N. W. HodgRaymond and wife, of Minturn; her
D. J. Manchester and wife left Thursday
Zulma S. Clark, an aunt, kins, who attended the dental convention
: mother, Mrs.
for their winter home in St. Petersburg,
Mrs. Sarah A. Reed, and sisters, Mrs. in Portland.
Fla.
The new chimney at the rear of the
L. A. Clark, of Manset; Mrs. F. W. Lunt,
Mrs. Hattie Graves and Mrs. Charles Mrs. W. A. Clark, Mrs. L. W. Ruroill, church is completed, and was used bunGraves were in Bangor a few days last Mrs. G. W. Lunt and Leola and Marie day, proving very satisfactory. Captains
week.
Rumill, nieces of Mrs. Tinker. The bride Charles and Fred Hodgkins had the matThe hour of the Christian Endeavor ser- and groom took the afternoon boat for ter in charge, and much credit is due them
vice has been changed from 7.30 to 7 Bar Harbor en route for New York tor a for their personal attention and labor.
o’clock.
ten-days’ trip. Mrs. L. A. Clark will acThe C. E. social was a delightful affair.
Mrs. Cora Roberts, D. D. G. M., visited company them. They will live in Belfast, A merry time was enjoyed with bailowe’en
St. Mary’s chapter, O. E. 8., Wednesday where Mr. McIntosh has a home ready to games and tricks. The tables were pretThey received many tily decorated with fruit and vegetables.
go to housekeeping.
evening.
and uselul presents. All extend Cake and cocoa were served
by the light
Eugene Bunker, of Franklin, has moved pretty
of jack-o’-lanterns. The following prohis family into A. W. Webber’s house for congratulations.
gram was given: Reading, Mrs. Grace
the winter.
| Oct. 30.
Hodgkins; recitation, Mildred Smith;
Robert Moore is laying the foundation
WINTER HARBOR.
song, Mrs. Shirley Holt; reading, Misa
for the house which be will build near the
Mrs. N. S. Sargent returned from BosEunice Coggins; reading, Mrs. Shirley
Catholic church.
ton Tuesday.
Holt. The prooeeds were f4.50.
Miss Josephine Bunker and Mrs. Stella
Mrs. Mary Betts returned to her home
R. H.
Oct. 30.
Hill attended the State teachers’ conven- iu Ellsworth
Miss Sarah

Hastings

spending

is

a

tew

days at her home in Calais.
B. C. Graves and wife spent Saturday
and Sunday with relatives in Franklin.

W.

Our

14.00
15.00

Tinker

8.80 (
9.90 )

“

“

ever

offered in Ellsworth

REGULAR 50c UNDERWEAR, 39c

$1.50 SWEATERS, 98c.
I

We operate six stores in Maine. WTe shall be in a
good trades all the time. Call and see us. We wrill

I

help coming again.

position
use

you

to

so

offer these

well you can’t

Store
j The Boston Special
J. A. McGown
Formerly occupied by

_Thelma.

Augusta last week.
Miss Maude Reynolds, who has been
employed at Bangor, is visiting her. parents, W. W. Reynolds and wife.
The commercial branches, including
shorthand and typewriting, have been
added to the course at Gilman high school.
Miss Murphy is in charge of this departtion at

ment.

Bar Harbor defeated the Northeast Harbor

juniors

20 to 6 in

an

interesting

game

of football at the athletic field Saturday.
The local boys made a good showing, as
Bar Harbor’s team greatly outweighed
them. They are now potting in some
hard practice for their game with Southwest Harbor next Saturday.
Now that the “good old summer time”
has passed, all roads seem to lead to the
Neighborhood house. The young people

Oct. 31.

Flip.

Isabelle Dodge, of Sunset, spent Sunday
Dorchester, Mass.
Ephraim Drew left town Thursday for with Sterling Barbour sod wife.
Houlton to attend business college,
Mrs. Byron Tracy, who baa been at came from Greenville Saturday to spend a
i Mrs. Cora Kolfe, Arthur Rand and Les- Bryant’s Pond a few weeks, is home.
few days with tbeir families.
ter Merchant left for Boston Thursday.
Sumner P. Mills, of Farmington, who
W. S. Gross, Whit Soper end Guy Leach
H. G. Smallidge was in Newport last
spent a tew days with his mother last have gone to Monson, where they have
week, where he went to purchase stock week, baa returned home.
employment on « telephone line.
for his farm.
Mrs. Lewis Small has returned from
J. E. Gross, W. F. Gray and U. 8. Gross
Stephen Gerrish and family will leave Camden, where she has been visiting have begun cutting Christmas trees, for
which they have a large contract.
Thursday for Houlton, where they will re- j friends.
main this winter.
Hugh Barbour and wife, who are living
Capt. E. E. Pendleton and wife have
Sewall O. Davis and wife, of Steuben, in Bluehiil, are greatly missed in this vil- gone to Germantown, Pa., to spend the
were in town a few days last week, the
lage, especially in the Sunday school.
winter with tbeir daughter, Mrs. Pyam
guests of relatives.
Mrs. Margaret Mills Is soon to leave for Gilkey.
Ralph Crane and wife are receiving con- Brockton, Maas., to spend the winter with
Henry Dunbar and Arthnr Dunbar arrived hope Saturday from Greenville,
gratulations upon the buth of a daughter, her daughter, Mrs. John Stanley.
Eleta May, born Oct. 23.
Mrs.* Til den Fifield, who ie in Knox having finished the boose they went there
Mrs. John Adams, who has been the county hospital for treatment, is gaining to build.
M.
Oct. 30.
guest of Rev. Mr. and Mri.|Drew the past rapidly. Her many friends hope for a
__
week, returned to her home in Houlton speedy recovery.
*
WEST GOULD8BORO.
The factory is running here with fifteen
Thursday.
E. N. Benson and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Mr. Adams, principal oi the high school, girls employed.
Mrs. John

had

Mias Louise Johnson is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. J. A. Hosroer left I or her home
in Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Elden Davis, of Rockland, visited
friends here recently.
Alec Thompson and wife were guests of
Mrs. Prescott Easton last week.
Mrs. Stella FiSeld is dangerously ill at
the Knox county hospital, Rockland.
Mrs. Lizzie Filleld, of West Stonington,
visited her brother, A. T. Small, last week.
Mrs. Clara Lufkin, of this place, is at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Alvin
Hamlen.
Mrs. Fannie Cole and Mrs. Frank Lufkin are visiting Mrs. John Marshall at
Deer Isle.
Mrs. Austin Smith, of South Deer Isle,
in .town last week, visiting Mrs. J. P.
Johnson.
was

Mias Enola Eaton and Mrs. Agnes Haskell have gone to Rockland In Qecrge
Sylvester’s vessel.
There will be a “ghost party’’ and
dance at the library hallows'en night.
Ice-cream will be served.
William Powers’ horse was shot in the
nook and bled to death last week. Mr.
Powers dose not know whether it was an
accident or maliciousness.
Oct.».
Radix.
_

WEST TREMONT.
Mre. Hannah Gilley

was

home

over

Sun-

day.
8. Crawford Webster has

a

new

stable

nearly completed.
Reuben Murphy Is visiting his son
Isaac, who ia still in poor health.
Mrs. W. B. Robbins, who has been at
Bar Harbor and Franklin with her hus-

band,

came

home

Thursday.

A1 Farrell and wile have moved their
the Mrs. Lewis
household goods to

ville. Mr. Robertson will later go to Bangor for the winter.
The reception tendered Dr. Scull by the
members of the Odd Fellows at the hall
Friday evening was largely attended, and
a moat enjoyable time is reported.
The
Baptist circle furnished a chicken .supper.

visited Mrs. Benson’s mother,
A. Shaw, last weak.

Mum.

Oct. 29.

_

BABB HARBOR.

charge of the school in his absence.

E. J. Robertson, who has conducted a
dry goods store here during the summer,
visiting Mrs. William has moved his family to his home at Ash-

Sellers.

Co.

Alexander, Mgr.

WEST 8TONINGTON.

SUNSET.
Annis is

Clothing

tives in

_

Angus

W. A.

_

Monday.

Mrs. Frank E. Weston is |visiting rela-

taking advantage of the many privileges offered by the house and are turning
out in full force nightly. Mias Lee will
begin her duties as matron Nov. 1. A successful winter in ail departments is antici- attended the State teachers' convection in
pated.
Augusta. Mias Marion Tracy, assistant,
are

W. R. Parker

Byerly Stanley U in Portland, whan be
employment.
A. L. Oetchell and wife, of Bar Harbor,

has

j

were

here last week.

Willis C. Town and wife spent Sunday
with friends in Bar Harbor.
C. A. Joyce and wife, of Bar Harbor, visited friends here recently.
The scallop fishermen are preparing to
the season opens—Nov. 1.

start when

Dr. A. E. Small will leave Thursday for
Helen Watson has gone to Boston to,
York, where he will enter ths post-,
her course in stenography.
complete
graduate medical school and hospital to
D. S. Oott and wife, Mrs. L. P. Gott and
specialize in diseases of the ear, eye, nose
and throat. Dr. Small hsa not only been Mrs. F. S. Mitchell came on the Pemaquid
successful as a practitioner since locating Saturday.
here fifteen years ago, but has closely
Edgar Varney, of destine, is here for a
identified himself with all social and edu- week or taro. Mrs. Varney is teaching
cational enterprises.
While the many the primary school here.
friends and patients of the doctor express
Maurice Thurston has gone to Patton
at
his
all
unite in wiahregret
departure,
hunting. Mrs. Thurston ia visiting her
ing him success in his new field.
sisters in Camden while be ia away.
Oct. 30.
E.
X. Y. Z.
Oct. 10.
New

M’KINLEY.

Oapt. D. F. Norwood, schooner Lillian,
loaded with fish at P. W. Richardson ft
Son’s for Qlouoseter, Mass., this wsek.
Miss Marion Sarah Martin, one of tha
popular “Martin twins”, was married In
Attleboro, Maas., to Wells Marston
Twombly of that placs, on Oct. 21.
E. A. Flood, of Ellsworth Falls, visited
Dr. and Mrs. Tspley last wsek. Ha
brought soma fine apples of his own rais-

ing.
Reuben Smith and Mias Daisy L. Norton
married at the home of Eben B.Clark,
Tremont, Wednesday, Oct. 26. Refreshments were served at the home of the
groom’s sister, Mrs, Dora Martin. Ths
couple have the good wishes of alL
Oct. 30.
P.M.
were

KABT ORLANU.
Alonso Blahs la oonflaed to the house by
Illness.
H. A. Snow left Friday far Mancon on a

hunting trip.
E. L. Marks is laid up with a severe attack of rheumatism

W. Latimer Brown, who has been at the
“Wayside Inn” this summer, returned to
his home in Boston last week.

EAST LAMOINE.
Mm. H. L Young it visiting in Bangor.
Herbert Young was in Bdigor over Sun-

d.y.
Frank Hancock ha* moved his family to
Aubnrn.
H. L Smith and wife were in Sullivan
of Dr. H. A. Holt.

Snnday, guests

The ladies of the sewing circle have had
the church shingled and painted.

Mr*.

Frank Hancock.

Bnpt. A. W. Gordon, who attended the
State teachers’ convention at Augusta,
and Mrs. Gordon, who has bean visiting in
Hanooek, returned home Saturday.
P.
Oct. 30.
BLUE HILL FALLS.
A. B. Conary is having a drain dug to
pot water in his bouse.

F. P. Mason returned
business trip to Boston.

Friday from

a

The Priscilla dab met with Mrs. Alice
Gibbs Thursday, with a good attendance.
Mrs. Florence Oerter, of Bar Harbor, is
the gusst of her sister, Mrs. Frank Mason.
The school was dosed Friday on account
of the illness of the teacher, Mias Basel
Ames.

Warren Davis,
in Canada, returned home last week.
Mrs. Davis, who ha* bsan in Brewer severs!
weeks, returned with him.
Mrs. Elisabeth Moody, of Boston, and
Mias Grace Stebbins, of Springfield, Maas.,
who have spent the summer here, returned to their homes Friday.
Oct. 31.
N.
NORTH SULLIVAN.

a

Mrs. Agnes Halt is Ul of Jaundice.
Mrs. Cnrtia Moon, of East Sullivan, was
recent guest of Mrs. Oulaa Springer.

Mrs. R. M. Hall, of Harrington, is with
her ton, Z. 8. HaU, 2d, and wifa for the
winter.
Mr*. William Wooster is very ill, to the
regret of many friends. Mrs. Lovinia
McKusick is with her.
The monthly supper of the Golden Rule
society was held at Hooper, Havey & Co.’s
haU Saturday evening.
Mrs. C. H. Abbott and son Theodore,
who are in Bangor for the winter, spent
the week-end at their home here.
Onia* Springer and wife expect to leave
hare Nov. 6 for Boston, an route for Pasadena, Cal., where they expect to remain
indefinitely. Their son Ralph, who is
kindly remembered by many friends, has
a lucrative position there.
While many
friends regret their departure, bast wishes
follow them.

Mrs. Gilman and son, of Ellsworth,
spent Sunday with Mia. A. K. Conary.
Mrs. Mamie Ober, of BargentviUe, will
keep boon for L B. Conary this winter.
Dr. Higga la having a telephone Inatallad
in hla eottage, “Seven Oaks,” at the Point.
Stewart Conary want to Bnekapact SunOct. 30.
i|.
day tor a short visit with his brother
Wiley.
BROOKSVILLB.
Grace CSndage arrived home last MonStillman Kench remains critically Ul.
day from Kllawarth, to care for her mother,
Mrs. L. M. Roberts is visiting her
whose arm is badly sprained—not broken,
daughter. Up. J. F. Grey, at SargentviU*.
as thought at first.
Mrs. Alvin Grin die is
in BanOct. 30.
_Chums. tt°r- Mr*. May Wescott isvisiting
keeping bona*

EGYPT.
Frank H. Jordan, of ths steamer Moosehead, is home for two weeks.

Miss Sadie Robestson, who has been
working for Mrs. William Wilt, haa re-

C. J. Smith met with an accident last
week, by falling from a building, cutting a
large gash under his left ays. Five stitches
were necessary to dose ths wound.
Oct. 31.
M.

Frank Herrick, of Rockland, has opened
a photograph studio in what was formerly
H. H. Blaisdell’s store.

turned home.

Horace Robertson

and

William Wilt

for bar.

AURORA.

The sewing circle will mast with Mrs.
Ernest Richardson Thursday.
Doris Maos, AUoa Si la by and Lewis Croswen home from Pittsfield last week.

towi* Hutchins and wife, of Panobseot,
were guestsj °* J- H.
Billing* and wife
over

Sunday.

by

Colin Redman and wile, with grandMrs. Williams, of Great Pond, was s re- children, Annie end Roy Hooper, of Belcent guest of her daughter, Mrs. George fast, are in town.
Mr*. Maud Cousins, of Ellsworth, who
Crotby.
Mrs. Eben Richardson, of Benton, was hat bean in town visiting her husband,
called here last week by the serious illness Frank Cousins, who is employed hare, has
returned home.
of her lister, Iks. Walter Bicbardson.
Oot. 30.

C.

Laugh to-day; your sense of humor may
be out of commission to-morrow.
Father—So yon aee, my boy, astronomy
a wonderful science.
Meu ba.eUarned
through it not only bow far off the stirs
are from the earth, bat also wbat they are
made of. Son—It seems to me a great deal
more wonderful bow they found out tbeir
is

names.

David bad accompanied his mother to
church, and ha noticed she dropped a
Moore bee bought the penny into the contribution plate. On
hoose. Just vacated by the way home hia mother found fault with
tbe sermon. “Well, mamma,” said tbe
who has spent the sum- little fellow, “what conld you expect fora

mer

E. J. Bobertson, who has been in WinHarbor for the summer, returned to
bis home Friday, Oct. 27.

Mrs. Ellen Cole, who baa been in Bteuben
the past month, is visiting friends hare for
a faw days before going to her homo in
Boston.

Erastus

John Hopkins

ter

Mrs. Jamas Hill and Mrs. Abbie Taft,
who have been visiting friends in Massachusetts, arrived home Tuesday, Oct. 23.

hare returned from a visit of two weeks
i with Mrs. Roper’s daughter. Mrs. \V H.
Walker, at Amherst, Mass.
Oct. 30.
A.

Mias Helsn Greenan has gone
t^ Bangor,
where she has employment for the winter.

_

Mrs. Merton Whittaker, with children,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Louias Stanley,
In Brewer.

_

Mrs. J. B. Johnson and Mias Elizabeth
Hall, of East Snlllvan, are visiting their
niece, Mrs. F. P. Noyes.
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Mrs. Abbisj Roper and daughter Carrie

centT"___.
xUjarrusrmnus

The Caose of Colds and a Sale Cure.

is
A common cease of many rolds
tho sudden checking of the unconscious
of
perspiration by exposure to a changethe
temperature. Colds, whether taking
form of Oorysa with sneezing, running
or with
nose, and perhaps sore throat,
should
chilly and feverish symptoms,
never bo
neglected in the earliest
results
stages, serious Illness often
from nW*h Md6Ct
•It is wall to get early to bed, to get
imUse body well warmed, and most
freely.
portant to have tha bowels move
to
There is no safer or hotter remedy
than
■so at tho beginning of a cold
to
<‘L. y.” Atwood’s medicine. Two
four teaspoonfula will quickly relievo
confuted conditions, drive out impun*
fitUafretn tha system and ward off
a bottle to

tter trouble.

Always keep

the bouse. Any dealer will supply 7°“
for thirty-dee cents. If r>°
a
never seed them, write today for

sampletottn It I* MBHrtM On*

f£

WGAEO KBCHAMT

MAKEg STATEMMT.

AAww

fimflhc Thirmf~ of Dolton

nd

tho Boat Xminent

Physiciana, Be Was Desperate.

CHICAGO, ILL8.—Mr. J. Q.
Becker, of 184 Van Bursn 8t., •
well-known wholesale dry goods
dealer, states no follows:
“I have hod catarrh for more
than thirty years. ’Have tried
everything on earth and spent

1

thousands of dollar* for other
medicines and with physicians,
without getting any lasting relief, and can say to you that I
have found Peruna tho only rent*
ody that has cured mo per*

tnanently.

“Peruna has also cured my
wlfs of catarrh. 8he always keeps
It In tho houpo for an attack of
Cold, which It Invariably euro* ■
• very short time.”

,

1

